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Summary
With convergence of the Internet and mobile telecommunications, mobile networks are taking 
more and more IP-based protocols onboard. Mobile networks are expected to evolve and become 
IP-based packet data networks with various functionalities supported by IP-based protocols.
This thesis investigates IP protocols for mobility management an all-IP mobile network. The 
design principles of mobility management in packet data network aie first explored by studying 
GPRS. It is realised that GPRS is only an emulated IP network and lacks of the flexibility of IP 
networks. Packet scheduling techniques for enhancing mobility management performance and its 
implementation in GPRS are also studied. Evolution of GPRS to an all-IP based network, in 
which IP protocols can be used for mobility management, is subsequently proposed.
Mobility management protocols in IP networks can be segregated into inter-domain (or macro) 
mobility, intra-domain (or micro) mobility and mobile ad hoc networking. Mobile IP is a 
proposal by the IETF as a solution to support mobility of IP terminal. In addition, SIP has been 
extended by research community to support terminal mobility. Both Mobile IP and extended SIP 
are compared for their ability to support mobility. It is found that Mobile IP is more suitable for 
supporting terminal mobility. However, Mobile IP is not sufficient for supporting intia-domain 
and high-speed mobility. An optimised solution therefore consists of Mobile IP and a specialised 
inti'a-domain mobility scheme. Having identified the characteristics and design principles of 
various existing intia-domain mobility protocols, a novel protocol laiown as Mobility-Aware 
Routing Protocol, MARP, is proposed. It is compared to some existing protocols and is proven to 
be superior in term of better handoff support, flexibility in packet routing and scalability.
Mobile ad hoc networks are expected to be integral part of all-IP mobile network. Interworking 
of ad hoc and infrastructure-backed mobile networks enables extension of wireless networks 
coverage and provision of Internet access to mobile node with relaying. Key issues related to 
such a hybrid networking topology, in the context of ad hoc IP routing protocol and mobility 
management protocol, are identified. Mechanisms that allow interworking of mobility protocols 
and ad hoc routing protocols are designed. Interworking of both protocols significantly increases 
capability of ad hoc mobile nodes to interact with fixed network elements, but is at the cost of 
high control overhead. Effective techniques for reducing contiol overhead in the hybrid network 
is subsequently proposed.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
1 Introduction
The Internet has been a tiemendons success with its reach expanding dramatically over the last 
few years. The Internet Protocol (IP) suite has enabled global connectivity between endless 
variety of systems and transmission media. Nowadays, the Internet protocol suite is becoming a 
determining element for user data applications and seivices. Internet not only delivers massive 
amount of data and text, but also transports voice, video, radio, music and images. With the 
advent of convergence between the telecommunications and Internet, the conventional circuit- 
switched telecommunication network has been transiting towards packet-switched architecture in 
which all types of traffic, voice and data, are being multiplexed and transported with packets- 
switched teclmology.
The trend of transitioning towards a packet-switched architecture is not restricted to wired 
networks. Wireless cellular networks are quickly evolving toward broadband offering higher 
bandwidth and at the same time, these networks are incorporating more IP capability. The Global 
System for Mobile Coimnunications (GSM) have been upgraded to provide limited data seiwices 
with General Packet Radio Sei"vice (GPRS) [GSM0360], and the third generation systems, 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) undergoing rollout have been designed to 
support IP connectivity to the end users [3GPPb][Bos01].
Fuelled by teclinological advances and popularity of computer usage, terminal-to-terminal 
communication called mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [IETFb][Cor99] and personal area 
network (PAN) has also been attracting a lot of attention. In addition to connection via 
conventional infrastructure-based network, user terminal can also communicate with one another 
over short-range radio technology. Such network is self-organizing with no pre-established 
network infrastmcture required. Teiminals are able to maintain network connection with each 
other using packet routing mechanism leveraged by IP.
In the midst of changes brought about by the tiends outlined above, it can be seen that 
convergence is not only between computer and telecommunication networks, but also between 
mobile and fixed networks as well as between ad hoc and infrastmctured networks. All these 
networks are glued together by IP routing protocols. It is not difficult to conceive a vision of all- 
IP networks where all type of networks (fixed and mobile) and sei'vices (voice and data) are based
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on packet-switched architecture and IP protocols. With lower network cost and simpler seivice 
provisioning, it has been conceded that there are huge economic advantages to shift to IP-based 
packet-switch network [Wil01][Wis02].
The all-IP mobile network architectui'e encompasses a wide range of networking technologies 
deployed in many different networking scenarios. It is expected that in an all-IP mobile network, 
the core network topology is essentially fixed but the end systems are mobile. This will be a 
mixture of the traditional IP routing in fixed Internet and the edge mobility scenario that is 
supported today by cellular networks. Further from the edge of the network, there will be mobile 
teiminals that form clusters of mobile ad hoc or personal area network. Such terminals may be 
connected to the fixed network infrastructure by exploiting the relaying capability of mobile 
nodes within an ad hoc network.
1.1 Motivation
During the evolution to all-IP networks, the mobile network will take more and more IP-based 
protocols on board while the end-to-end paradigm of the Internet will be maintained. Ultimately, 
as IP routing capability is being pushed towards the edge of networks, it will become less cost 
effective to continue to support mobility management at layer 2 as in today’s cellular networks. 
An integrated solution, whereby mobility management is an integial part of IP layer routing 
protocol, would be more advantageous, for both the network operators and the end users.
The aim of “IP mobility support” is to deliver IP packets to mobile terminals, thiough IP routing 
fabric, at any time and anywhere. It also aims to ensure that during a communication session, a 
mobile terminal can move around the network without dismpting the service. Such mobility 
support is to be carried out with IP protocols which deal primarily with packet routing. 
Nonetheless, Internet routing protocols and address schemes were not designed with mobility in 
mind but assumed that users are stationary and terminals are fixed. The tiaditional IP routing 
protocols need only react to infrequent changes to the network due to link or router failures, or to 
permanent modifications to the addressing scheme or the topology. In order to support mobility 
of an IP tei*minal, certain level of mobility-associated protocol needs to be introduced at 
appropriate points in the network.
In IP networks, mobility is considered to be a routing problem introduced by changes of point of 
connection and address of end host. Based on IP modular design approach, “small” IP protocols 
should be designed to manage packet routing for supporting different types of mobility in 
different usage scenarios. That includes inter-domain mobility in which user terminal moves 
across different IP networks, intia-domain mobility in which teiminal moves within the same 
network, and ad hoc networking in which mobile terminals come together to form a network on
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an ad hoc basis. Mobile ad hoc routing protocols addiess what could be considered as an extreme 
mobility scenario in an IP network, whereby the network has no centralised entities and the 
network topology changes often. Other variants of IP routing can be designed to cope with the 
less demanding scenario where there is a fixed infiastincture, and only hosts are mobile. The 
challenge is to design these IP protocols and fit different modules together to fulfill the needs of 
an all-IP mobile network.
1.2 Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to address various issues related to mobility in all-IP network 
architecture with particular emphasis on inter-domain mobility, intia-domain mobility and ad hoc 
networking. It aims to develop IP-based protocols that can be used to manage mobility of IP- 
based terminals. This is achieved by studying the basic principles of mobility management in a 
cellular mobile network to identify the important issues that must be addressed to manage mobile 
terminals. Candidate protocols for inter-domain mobility are then compared and chosen. The 
inadequacies of existing intra-domain mobility management solutions are then identified and a 
new protocol is proposed. To ensure seamless interconnection between inffastmstured wireless 
networks and mobile ad hoc networks, a mechanism to support interworking of ad hoc routing 
protocols and mobility management protocol is developed.
1.3 Contributions and Achievements
The main contributions of this work are as follows.
Detail study of conventional mobility management in cellular data packet network:
Traditional mobility management has been studied in detail based on GPRS. The design 
principles of mobility management and it requirements for packet data network are identified. 
The evolution path fi om cuiTent generation of mobile data network, GPRS, to an all-IP network is 
also identified.
Comparative assessment of various IP-based mobility management protocols: Firstly, two 
inter-domain mobility management approaches, based on Mobile IP and SIP respectively, were 
compared and analysed. It was found that due to the ability of SIP-based mobile node to interact 
directly with its SIP-based corresponding node without triangular routing, SIP-based approach 
gives a better overall perfoimance than Mobile IP. However, as far as handoff perfoimance is 
concerned. Mobile IP shows a better perfoimance in terms of lower handoff completion time and 
lower handoff packet loss ratio. Secondly, various intia-domain mobility protocols have been 
extensively compared and analysed. They have been grouped into different categories. The
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categorisation conti'ibuted to the understanding of the design principles, strengths and weaknesses 
of existing micro-mobility protocols. This allows extraction of the best protocol mechanisms 
from existing mobility protocols and provides a clear perspective of the functionalities that need 
to be achieved by a new or evolved IP-mobility protocol. It was found that routing, address 
management and topological requirement are the key differentiators among the intia-domain 
mobility protocols.
Proposal of a novel IP-based intra-domain mobility protocol: A novel micro-mobility 
protocol, known as Mobility-Aware Routing Protocol (MARP), has been proposed. MARP 
makes best use of both conventional network-prefix-based IP routing and host-specific forwarding 
packet delivery techniques. Creation of host-specific entries is confined to only a small set of 
routers so that the size of host-specific fbiivarding table is limited. This makes MARP scalable 
while capable of tackling mobility of mobile nodes on a per-host basis. In addition, no IP address 
re-allocation is required when mobile nodes handoff to another access router while engaged in an 
active data session. Disruption during handoff and the effect to the other layers are minimised. 
Simulation study has shown that MARP is an effective approach for supporting handoff and is 
more scalable than other popular protocols.
Proposal of protocol and mechanism for interworking of MANET and IP-based mobility 
protocols: A mechanism and protocol for interworking of ad hoc and infr astiucture-back network 
has been developed. Independent addressing within ad hoc network is conserved in the protocol 
design as mobile node’s home address is used within MANET, whereas global routability is 
achieved by using care-of address of a fixed access router. Operations involved in the protocol 
are transparent to both the existing MANET and mobility management protocols. The effects of 
varying TTL, transmission range and beaconing inteival for inteiworking were identified. In 
particular, the optimum TTL values for effective contiol of overhead have been identified. 
Enhanced procedures for ad hoc node to discover fixed access router have been proposed. 
Perfoimance evaluation shows that the proposed procedures are effective in reducing control 
packet overhead and time required to discover and register with an access router.
1.4 Structure of Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 explains the fundamentals of IP-based mobility management. The justification and 
advantages of using IP protocol for handling mobility is presented. The network reference model 
and the network components involved in a mobile network are described. The network 
architectui'e for an all-IP mobile network is then presented. Different scenarios of mobility that 
lead to different types of mobility protocols are also described.
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Chapter 3 focuses on GRPS network as a case study of mobility management in packet data 
mobile network. An overview of GPRS and the associated mobility management procedures are 
described. The impacts of different types of mobility and routing area update procedures are 
studied. Then, queuing algoritlims for improving routing area update performance and its 
implementation in GPRS network are introduced. Performance of such algorithms is then 
compared against the default first-in-first out algorithm. The weaknesses of GRPS and the 
possible evolution path from GRPS to all-IP network are then presented.
Chapter 4 focuses on inter-domain terminal mobility issues. This chapter investigates two IP- 
based mobility management approaches, namely Mobile IP and extended SIP. The principle of 
both Mobile IP and SIP approaches are described and compared. In particular, the binding update 
operation and signalling involved in both protocols are compared. A hybrid approach to make use 
of both Mobile IP and SIP is suggested. The handoff performance of Mobile IP and SIP is then 
compared for both real-time UDP-based and non-real-time TCP-based applications.
Chapter 5 concentiates on intia-domain terminal mobility issues. A quick review of Mobile IP 
and its major drawbacks which had led to the definition of the micro-mobility approach is first 
presented. This chapter then describes and analyses various IP-based mobility protocols. 
Different existing protocols are then grouped into different categories for analysis and 
comparison. Following the comparison, perfoimance results from simulation are presented. 
MARP is then intioduced and explained in details. This is followed by performance analysis of 
MARP as compared to other micro-mobility protocols.
Chapter 6 is devoted to interworking of ad hoc and infiastructuie networks. It first justifies the 
needs for such interworking and gives introduction to Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector 
(AODV) ad hoc routing protocol. The characteristics of MANET and issues on internetworking 
between MANET and mobility management protocols are then described. Protocol design for 
inteiworking of MANET and Mobile IP is then presented. The operation and perfoimance of the 
hybrid network is then presented.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes this thesis, highlighting the major findings in this work and describes 
possible future research work in mobility management in IP network.
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2 Mobility Management in IP-Based Network
2.1 Introduction
Nowadays, two parallel trends exist in the communication world: the explosion of Internet usage 
and the explosion of wireless mobile networks. It is now certain that IP is the dominant end-to- 
end protocol used by a tremendous number of applications. Moreover, recent developments in IP 
technology has opened up the possibility of efficient transport of real-time multimedia content. IP 
is now not only the dominant technology in networking, but is also foiming the heart of 
connectionless multimedia communications in the fixed domain. Meanwhile, the recent 
technological advances have also ti-ansformed computer usage towards gieater convenience and 
with greater processing power. While laptop computer is undeniably the most important mobile 
computing system, other type of computers such as handheld PDA and video phone have emerged 
and will gain more popularity in die years to come. Until now, the mobile computer users have 
had to be satisfied with mere portability, but not true mobility. Users on the move will be 
expecting to access the same IP-based services from mobile networks. A mobile network that is 
enhanced with or integiating IP technologies is desired. As such, second generation cellular 
mobile systems had been upgraded to provide user with packet data services through GPRS and 
third generation systems have been designed to provide Internet connectivity to the end user. 
These systems continue to support mobility of users together with the advancements in radio 
technology so that user can have seamless network and sei-vice access.
The success of the Internet has led engineers and designers of networking protocols to embrace 
IP. It is being adopted as the de facto networking protocol. The fact that IP is an open source 
protocol and is easily available in all the major operating systems has ensuied its success among a 
very large community of developers, designers, and testers. A large knowledge base and strong 
development skills make IP a viable networking protocol. Convergence or adaptation between 
classic mobile communications and the IP world is still on-going, particularly in such areas as: 
call and session management of multimedia call, use of IP as transport of signalling messages and 
web-based sei'vice platform to provide service or to handle transaction. The future mobile 
network will, where this is appropriate, take more and more IP-based protocols on board while the 
end-to-end paradigm of the Internet architecture will be maintained. Ultimately, as IP routing
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capability is being pushed towaids the edge of networks, it will become less cost effective to 
continue to support mobility management at layer 2 as in today’s cellular networks. An integrated 
solution, whereby mobility management is an integial part IP layer routing protocol, would be 
more advantageous, for both the network operators and the end users. Adopting a common and 
open standard protocol, i.e. the Internet Protocol, will enable independence of the core and access 
network technologies and support common solutions for fixed and wireless network integration 
[NeuOO][OneOO].
This chapter concentiates on various issues related to mobility management in an all-IP mobile 
network. An overview of advantages of all-IP network is given. It also intioduces different 
scenarios of user terminal mobility and different categories of IP-based mobility protocols. A 
mobile network reference model and network architecture of all-IP network is also presented.
2.2 Advantages of IP For Mobile Networks
Mobile systems have tiaditionally been proprietaiy systems, highly vertically integrated 
technology at all levels of network control. This was due, in part, to the need to extr act maximum 
performance fiom relatively low-capacity, yet high-cost system components. Such networks 
typically used a single wireless teclmology whose coimectivity formed a single wireless topology. 
Network access and other network control protocols, in particular routing, were specifically 
tailored for operation with that wireless technology, an approach sometimes referred to link-layer 
solution. Many technical challenges continue at the link and physical layers, for example, in the 
ar eas of multiple access, coding design, quality of service, link control and priority scheduling 
schemes. However, these technologies will evolve over time, eliminating the usefulness of 
proprietary solutions. For instance, upgrading 2G network to 3G requires rebuilding of 
infi-astructure, and this result in a major cost in deploying the new network.
Ongoing advances in electronic hardware are yielding relatively high-performance, yet low-cost 
computing and communication devices. These hardware advancements, coupled with the 
increasing use of IP technology in both commercial and military systems, are resulting in a shift 
fiom closed, proprietary systems to Internet-compatible standards-based systems. Using laptop 
computers as router platforms and setting up Internet access with wireless LAN are both in 
practice today. The popularity and existence of IP is also being extended to mobile wireless 
network. The rationale and advantages of having an IP-based mobile network is firrther explained 
in the following sub-sections.
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Interoperability & Flexibility
Wholesale reinvention of network-layer technology for each underlying access technology is 
redundant and expensive. As wireless hardware becomes a commodity, the open-systems design 
approach maintains that only the medium access and data-link layers need directly reflect the 
characteristics of a given physical-layer technology. While tightly coupling network and link 
layer design for wireless networks is generally most efficient, a slightly looser coupling between a 
standardized network protocol and a link layer may achieve nearly the same level of performance 
at a lower overall cost. Standardized network/link-layer interface definitions can ensure 
widespread deployment and heterogeneous operation. Such interfaces also allow IP-layer routing 
technology to be re-used on top of many wireless technologies. Sufficient information regarding 
the link layer can be made available to the network layer via such interfaces. A mobile wireless 
routing fabric can be made up of many different types of wired and wireless technologies that 
could interoperate with each other directly via the link layer, or indirectly via the network layer 
using IP routing protocol.
Network-layer routing also provides the glue that binds mobile networks and tenninals together. 
Mobile nodes can be connected to each other by various wireless technologies. By routing at the 
IP layer, it is possible to flexibly, efficiently, and robustly foi*ward a packet thiough the routing 
fabric created among the mobile terminals.
Future Quality of Service Support
Although IP networks are not yet well suited for real-time seivices, evolution of IP will include 
novel approaches to allow for service guarantees even in large-scale networks. Today’s IP 
networks have to be over-dimensioned to a fair amount in order to satisfy the demands of 
multimedia communications, but fiituie IP networks will provide multiple service categories and 
resource reservation. Wireless technologies vaiy (for example, they will have differing capacities, 
multiple access techniques, and support for QoS), and depending on traffic characteristics and 
QoS requirement it may be favorable to route certain traffic classes over prefened interface, 
resorting to other less preferable interface only when necessaiy. In these cases, IP-layer routing 
permits route selection or packet foiwarding policies for flexible QoS provisioning.
2.3 Scenarios of Mobility
The technological progiess of wireless communication and Internet had driven by developments 
in computing and communication devices, wireless and wired transmission technologies, 
communication protocols and standardization efforts. Working with a computing device on the 
move is becoming a noim and is in fact already part of many people in the modern society. There
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are three scenarios where mobility in wireless computing comes about: basic wireless access, 
nomadic access and mobile access.
Basic Wireless Access
The first scenario is refened to as basic wireless access. This allows portability of devices 
without tangling wires. The motivation for basic wireless access is generally to avoid cable 
installation, which is inflexible, expensive and bothersome. In this scenario, terminals can be 
moved exclusively within the range of a single and always the same access point, and the 
movements are slow and limited. There is either no or very little mobility support. The major 
challenge in this case is assuring the proper radio signal and quality of link connection to the 
terminal. Numerous wireless transmission technologies such as wireless LANs, IrDA and 
Bluetooth already exist and more will soon become available.
Nomadic Access
The second scenario is refeired to as nomadic access or roaming. In this scenario that terminals 
may switch between the different points of attachment (which could be wired or wireless) only 
between the different sessions. This movement takes time that is usually long as compared to the 
session duiation. For example, a businessman implugged his notebook from a LAN in his office, 
and reconnected it with ADSL after checking in to a hotel room. Some manual operation by user 
is sometimes required, for example, to stop a session and restart the session after reconnecting to a 
new access point. Assuring reachability under the original address as well as security 
considerations seems to be a major challenge for this scenario. An additional challenge is 
ensuring a simple set-up in the new environment. Nomadic access is in general not necessarily in 
the context of wireless communication although wireless connection might encourage broader 
deployment of nomadic computing, for example, hotspots wireless access by passengers in 
airports or by participants of a scientific conference.
Mobile Access
In the third scenario, referred to as mobile access, dynamic changes of the point of attachment 
during a communication session can happen, possibly several times during a single session. The 
deployment of the access points or base station is denser, usually with overlapping coverage. The 
quality of sei-vice continuity in spite of handover is one of the essential features for this scenario. 
Continuity of serwice might be expressed in terms of seamless handover i.e. no packet loss or 
ser*vice degradation is not noticeable by the user. The requirement for frequent, possibly 
interruption-less handover implies usually a homogeneous system concept in which all the access 
points and the end system are incorporated. The transmission techniques between the access 
points and the mobile terminal are always unified. In fact this is the case for the majority of 
solutions deployed or considered today, like GSM, GPRS and the emerging UMTS.
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So far, the mobile computer users have had to be satisfied with mere basic wireless access and 
nomadic access, but not tme mobility. In other words, the computer can be operated at any set of 
points of attachment to the Internet, but not during the time that the computers changes its point of 
attachment. Future mobile users will not be satisfied with this mode of operation. With advance 
wireless communication network, a computer can be completely tetherless and still enjoy fiill 
connectivity to a network. The cellular system, such as GSM, is one of the examples for network 
of this kind. Nevertheless, majority of the cellular systems had been designed for voice and are 
circuit-switch-based. In order to support mobile computer users with packet-based service and 
uninteiTupted connectivity to the Internet, current cellular networks need to be upgraded or 
enhanced with functionalities to handle IP datagrams.
2.4 Mobile Network Reference Model
The future mobile and wireless network is expected to be an all-IP network comprises mobile 
nodes, access network and routers supporting various IP protocols. An IP wireless domain can be 
considered as a large IP wireless access network managed by a single administrative authority. 
From an IP viewpoint, such a network can be described as a set of points of attachment (POA) 
connected to an IP backbone, with a gateway toward the Internet and base station towards the user 
terminal. A POA can be understood as the smallest IP entity in the network, similar to the IP 
subnets used in fixed IP networks. A mobile node can use the services offered by a domain by 
interacting via the radio interface with one or more POA. Wlien a MN changes its POA, the IP 
packets destined to this MN must be re-routed inside the network.
In an IP-based mobile network, each MN is assigned a home network which is a domain fi-om 
which it has obtained a static and permanent IP address. In this context, static means that the 
lifetime of the address assignment is much longer than the duration of the mobile movement and 
the duration of a normal data session. A foreign network (or visited network) is any other network 
domain where the MN can connect. Figuie 2-1 depicts the logical view of network reference 
model of an IP-based mobile network.. It shows two domains that provide network access 
seiwices to mobile users in global context. The network model comprises a home network, 
foreign network, Internet and various access networks. The following sections describe the 
functionality of the components of the reference model.
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2.4.1 Home Network
Home Network is an administrative domain with which mobile user has a prearranged association 
for provision of network service to the user. The Home Network is very similar in concept to the 
home network defined in Mobile IP [Per02][Joh03] and the home network defined in the cellular 
networks [GSM][IS-95]. It can be the serving network with one or more access networks (not 
shown in Figure 2-1). It can support multiple access networks where each access network (AN) is 
associated with a different wireless technology, e.g. one access network may be a CDMA RAN, 
another may be a set of wireless LAN access points.
With regard to mobility related functions, the Home Network:
Maintains the mobile user's subscription and associated subscriber profile.
Supports a unified directory for subscriber profiles independent of the access network type. 
Provides authorisation functions associated with mobile user.
Stores policies and profiles associated with mobile users.
Provide authentication functions required to authenticate the mobile users.
Provides mobility to subscribers on a “larger” scale. It is responsible for maintaining the 
current location of the mobile user.
Allocates IP address(es) to mobile node.
Supports Service Level Agreements (SLA) with all Foreign Networks mobile users may 
roam in.
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Home network supports the concept of a centralised location tracking function. The location 
tracking function, residing in the Mobility Agent in the Home Network, receives registration 
message of a mobile user from foreign networks. The operation is independent of the access 
network used at the foreign network. This function is very similar to what home agents do in 
Mobile IP and what Home Location Registers do in cellular networks. Other network 
components include AAA server, Seiwice or Profile Directoiy, DHCP server, DNS server and 
security gateway.
2.4.2 Foreign Network
The Foreign Network is the cunent serving network of a mobile user not cunently located in the 
Home Network. Similar to the Home Network, the Foreign Network can support multiple access 
networks where each access network is associated with a different wireless technology. The 
Foreign Network is veiy similar in concept to the foreign network defined in Mobile IP and the 
visited network defined in the cellular networks. Moreover, the Foreign Network:
• Provides mobility management for mobility within the access networks that it serves.
• Routes data to the user’s teiminal via the access link that the mobile terminal is cunently
attached.
• Routes data that is sent by the mobile user.
• Allocates temporaiy IP addiess to be used by the mobile nodes.
• Supports the establishment of Service Level Agreements (SLA) with all Home Networks that 
want to allow their users to roam within the foreign network.
• Supports user authentication after the user has registered.
Mobility management in Foreign Network includes three functions: mobile user location tiacking 
in conjunction with the Home Network, handoffs between foreign networks and performing 
routing update functions for datagiam deliveiy to the access network and mobile node. The 
location hacking function expects to receive the same foimatted mobile user regishation message 
from each of the heterogeneous access networks. It supports a cenhalised or dishibuted location 
hacking frmction within the foreign network.
Similar to the home network. Foreign Network equips with entities such as AAA server, DHCP 
server and security gateway for complete mobility management capability.
2.4.3 Access Network
Access networks and access technologies allow mobile users to gain access to the mobile 
network. The access network can be the GSM access network, UTRAN, 802.11 wireless LAN,
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dial-up network access, satellite access network or even digital broadcasting network (for 
downlink data delivery to users only). The radio layers are assumed to provide layer 2 handover 
models and other capabilities including brealc-before-make, make-before-brealc, power 
measurement, mobile-assisted handover and security features. To facilitate inteiworking among 
the access networks, it is assumed that there are logical links between base stations that allow IP- 
base communications among them. These base stations can be considered to have IP routing 
protocol that runs among different access network.
2.5 Network Architecture of All-IP Mobile Network
Although there are visions that the future generation wireless network is an all-IP based network, 
there has been no standard architecture defined for the future IP-based mobile network. The IETF 
has avoided defining baseline architecture for such network. The reason for such omission has 
been to avoid restraining the network design possibilities. Nevertheless, it is believed that tlie 
next generation wireless mobile networks will involve a collection of IP routers and IP- 
addressable base stations or access points with IP routing capability [NeuOO][OneOO]. The base 
stations or access points may be equipped with different independent wireless access technology.
Figure 2-2 shows network architecture of a IP-based mobile network which consists of core 
network, access network and end hosts. From IP and routing perspective, it is split into thiee 
levels in the form of Gateway o  Intia Domain Router <-> IP host. The gateway, routers and IP 
hosts are connected in a hierarchical manner, whereas connections among gateways, among 
routers and among hosts are arbitrar y or mesh. Such a partially mesh hierarchical topology will 
have the benefits of being scalable and at the same time provides resilience, because there is 
always an alternative path for the data to reach the IP host. The following section defines the 
subdivision of the proposed access network and the various network entities involved for efficient 
mobility support.
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Figure 2-2: Network architecture of an all-IP mobile network
The first level corresponds to the gateways of the IP network connecting the mobile network to 
the backbone IP network. It is proposed to have full mesh connection due to the fact that these 
gateways are few. The intermediate layer corresponds to the intermediate routers that will 
distribute and balance the traffic inside the mobile network. It assumes the functionalities of 
conventional IP routers. In this layer, there is a partially mesh topology (the exact topological 
interconnections is by itself a research topic, which can be seen as an optimisation problem with 
different constraints). The bottom level consists of wireless access routers. Access routers are 
defined as IP routers with wireless interfaces. They could be access points or base stations having 
full IP routing functionalities. Access router may have wired and wireless interface. They may 
provide network point of attachment to wired or wireless and stationary or mobile nodes. The 
proposed partial mesh interconnection in this layer connects adjacent cells together in order to 
maintain the robustness on IP in term of connectivity. Such connectivity could also assist 
handovers and decrease the latency for packet re-routing. In most real case scenarios the physical 
interconnection between access points will depend on network planning and traffic load of a 
specific area.
The third level corresponds to the IP hosts, and more specifically, the mobile nodes (MNs). It 
consists of a number of IP-enabled wireless devices, which are able to maintain connectivity to 
the access network while moving around. The lowest level in the architecture is the mobile ad 
hoc network (MANET). It consists of a number of IP-enable mobile nodes equipped with routing 
capability. Therefore, they are capable of forming independent networks without any fixed 
infrastructure. MANET interacts with access network to provide network access to ad hoc mobile 
nodes as well as to expand the coverage of access network.
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It can be seen that that there are some fundamental changes to a conventional wireless network, 
particularly at the edge of the network. Access points are no longer passive RF entities, but IP- 
enabled. The mobile nodes not only are IP-enabled by also able to create a self-organising 
network. Given these changes, some of the fixed infi'asti'ucture’s IP protocols are no longer 
appropriate, and need to be reworked to be more efficient and effective in this mobile 
environment.
2.6 Mobility Management In Mobile IP Network
Mobility management is an important feature in wireless mobile network. It support network 
connectivity and service delivery to mobile terminal at any where and any time. Hence, it has 
been a key design element and an integrated part of cunent cellular network architectures. 
Although one no longer handles circuit coimection in packet data network, the basic principle of 
mobility management is retained. Cunent mobile networks such as GSM (a circuit-switched 
network) and GPRS (a packet-switched network) support two types of mobility: personal and 
terminal mobility. Personal mobility refers to user moving to a different terminal and remaining 
in contact. Users can remove their SIM card and put it in another terminal, so they can be 
contactable and be charged, and their personal preferences are preseiwed. Terminal mobility 
refers to a mobile device changing its point of attachment to the network. The aim of terminal 
mobility support is that during a session, a mobile teiminal can move around the network without 
disrupting the service. Teiminal mobility management should ensure that packet could be 
delivered to the end teiminal and communication session can be maintained at all time. In 
addition, terminal mobility support also enables networks to locate mobile teiminal to allow 
service or data delivery at all time. Hence, terminal mobility management comprises two 
functions: mobile teiminal location tiacking and perfoiming routing update functions for mobile 
terminal.
The details of the roaming and terminal mobility mechanisms in cellular networks at the radio and 
link level are dependent on a set of protocols used for that specific cellular technology. For 
example, mobility functions defined for GSM cellular networks are relevant to only GSM 
teiminals. Users can roam only to the networks that support GSM teclinology. In the same way, 
IS-95 CDMA users can roam only to similar networks. When other non-cellular access 
technologies (e.g. WLAN) are considered, it is even worse since currently there is no common 
network infrastiaicture and protocol exchange to support roaming between these dissimilar access 
networks.
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2.6.1 IP Mobility
Internet protocol (IP) is a network layer technology that has enabled global connectivity between 
endless variety of systems and transmission media. IP mobility protocol can provide an elegant 
solution to inter-access-network roaming. IP-level terminal mobility provides an abstraction to 
layer 2 access technologies by hiding specific access network protocols. From this aspect, 
mobility management at network layer can enable seamless mobility while roaming and 
handovers across different access technologies. Further, it simplifies the mobile terminal by 
adopting common mobility-level functions above any specific access link protocol stacks. 
Adopting a common mobility scheme would result in independence of access network 
technologies and a common solution for mobile and fixed network, for wired and wireless 
networks. This would enable true mobility into seiwice environment not well served by the 
cellular network approach (e.g. campuses, in building). In addition, IP-based mobility procedures 
can take advantage of other network-layer facilities such as multicast, QoS support framework 
and IP-based security mechanism.
Nevertheless, today, there are only two types of mobility widely available in the Internet. First, 
personal mobility that enables users to enjoy personal services at different IP hosts. For example 
users in an Internet café are able send and receive web-based email or meet friends in a virtual 
chat room through an Internet portal. However, unlike the personal mobility supported by GSM 
and GPRS, this type of solution is limited in that it only operates through an IP-based application. 
Second, nomadic access or roaming, which is similar to terminal mobility, but there is no attempt 
to maintain a continuous session. It deals with the case where the device plugs into a new 
network access point in between sessions. True terminal mobility is not cunently widely 
available in the Internet and hence terminal mobility can be considered as one of the biggest 
challenges for IP network. This is because IP was initially designed as a universal standard for 
connecting different hosts or computers for data communications. Internet routing protocols and 
address schemes have traditionally been designed with the assumption that users or terminals are 
stationary. The traditional IP routing protocols need only react to infrequent changes to the 
network due to link or router failures, or to permanent modifications to the addressing scheme or 
the topology.
Terminal mobility in IP networks is believed to be a routing problem introduced by changes of 
point of connections and address of end host. Tlie most basic functional of IP is routing of 
datagram to its final destination. In IP network, IP routers maintain routing tables such that they 
know where to fomard packets to the destination. Tliis is done by keeping a record of the next- 
hop for each network identifier. Packet is routed according to the network identifier of the IP 
address associated with it. IP routers fomard IP packets based on the network prefix of the
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destination address using routing protocol such as RIP, OSPF, EGP and BGP. Network-prefix- 
based routing eliminates the need to maintain per-host routing information and hence improve the 
scalability of Internet. In order to continue to deliver packet to moving mobile terminals, 
procedure of route update in routing tables or addressing update in mobile terminal is required.
As described in Section 2.5, an all-IP mobile network architecture encompasses a wide range of 
networking technologies with diverse deployment and usage scenarios. On one end of the 
spectrum, we have fixed Internet backbone, and the other end consists of the highly dynamic ad 
hoc networks that are devoid of any fixed infrastructure. Figure 2-3 illustrated three facets of 
terminal mobility in an all-IP mobile network: macro-mobility, micro-mobility and ad hoc 
networking. Each of them has certain characteristics and it can be appropriately tackled by 
different set of routing-related mobility protocols. Mobility protocols for three of these aspects 
work in complementary manner for handling global, local and fast mobile node movement. Co­
operation among them will ensure seamless mobility in the wireless all-IP mobile networks. The 
following section describes various mobility management protocols from the perspective of IP 
routing, starting from inter-domain mobility to intra-domain and finally the mobile ad hoc 
network.
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Figure 2-3: Mobility of user in an all-IP infrastructure
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2.6.2 Macro-mobility
The term macro-mobility'is defined as the mobility between different networks or administrative 
domain. It is often used interchangeably with inter-network or inter-domain mobility. An inter­
domain handoff occurs when a mobile node moves to another access point or base station which 
is managed by another administrative domain. Inter-domain movement is usually not frequent 
and usually has the characteristics of nomadic access or roaming as described in Section 2.3. This 
is partly because of the fact that today’s mobile network does not provide cross-network mobility 
support.
The problem with mobility across different networks, in its simplest foim, is that when a mobile 
user changes its network of attachment, the changes must be reflected at appropriate point of the 
network such that routing table is updated. Inter-domain mobility can be heated as an address 
translation problem. An IP address serves two functions: (a) to identify the endpoints and (b) to 
identify the route for packets. Clearly, applications need an unchanging way to identify the 
communication endpoints, but just as clearly the routes between the endpoints must change as 
they move from place to place within the Internet. Wlien a mobile host moves to a different 
network, its point of connection to the network, and hence, the network ID changes. In order for 
Internet routing to work, a mobile host must be associated with a new address when it moves. 
Hence, two addresses are needed for a mobile node:
A permanent IP address which is for identifying a communication endpoint. It is needed for 
application, franspoit protocol, and should be the source address of all IP packet sent by the 
mobile node.
A temporary IF address which is for locating a mobile host. It is needed to reflect mobile 
node’s current point of network attachment and subsequently for routing of data packets to the 
mobile host.
Mobile IP is a protocol standardised by IETF for handling inter-domain networks. With Mobile 
IP, a mobile host is allocated a fixed and permanent IP addiess. MN registers with a mobility 
agent in its home network each time it changes its point of attachment. Such registi’ation 
essentially updates the mobility agent with mobile host newly acquired IP addiess. Hence the 
mobility agent maintains a binding between the pennanent IP address (as identifier) of mobile 
node, and the temporary IP address (as locator) of the mobile node. Whenever the mobility agent 
at the home network received a packet destined to MN, packet will be routed to the mobile based 
on the binding entry it maintains. Mobile IP is considered as a solution for macro-mobility and is 
well suited for handling the routing problem created by inter-domain handover of mobile node. 
On the other hand, with popularity of IP-based multimedia services, such as voice of IP and the 
wide acceptance of Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) as the signalling protocol, there have been
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proposals to use SIP to cany mobility management and routing-related signalling. Nevertheless, 
the basic principle of both Mobile IP and SIP-based approaches are very similai'.
2.6.3 Micro-mobility
The term micro-mobility is defined as the mobility within the same network or administration 
domain. It often used interchangeably with intra-domain mobility and local mobility. It is used to 
describe the movement between neighboring base stations within the same administrative domain. 
It is sometimes also refened to as the mobility where the user's permanent home IP address does 
not change. For example, in the case of Mobile IP, it is the ability for a mobile node to move 
without notifying its mobility agent at its home network. The classical edge mobility supported 
by cellular network, that is mobility terminals moving across RNC and SGSN belong to the same 
network operator, is an example of micro-mobility. Such mobility is usually more frequent than 
macro-mobility.
Mobile nodes may move across different fixed network elements (such as base station or access 
points) while engaged in an active communication session. Depending on the characteristics of a 
service, frequent handovers within a domain may lead to considerable service degradation. 
Mobile IP does not scale well to serve large number of mobile users moving frequently between 
small cells. This is because Mobile IP requires notification of change of IP address to the home 
network with each handoff. This does not only give long delay in completing a handoff, but also 
high signalling overhead across the Internet. Hence, Mobile IP is not adequate for mobile users 
within a network, where the changes of serving base station could be of high frequency. It needs 
to be complemented by other mechanism to handle fast handoff of mobile node effectively. 
Some sorts of micro-mobility protocols are needed to handle the intra-domain mobility.
The main concern of micro-mobility is to ensuie fast and seamless handover. In other words, to 
ensur e quick update of routing entry as mobile devices move is the key issue. In addition, the 
signalling involved should be kept to a minimum, as the handover fr equency may be high. Since 
mobility of users are mostly localised, location management and handoff algorithms could exploit 
the locality of user mobility by restricting the processing to the vicinity of a mobile node. Tliis 
could dramatically reduce the handoff latency and the load in the core network. To achieve fast 
handoff, some micro-mobility protocol opts for not changing IP address of mobile node. After 
all, mobile is still within the same administrative domain. Such type of protocol is closely 
coupled to linlc layer. Per host forwarding entry is established among routers to ensure data 
delivery path to mobile host is kept up to date. On the other hand, there are also protocols that 
operate like Mobile IP, whereby mobile host changes its IP address whenever it changes its point
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of attachment to the network. Tunnels are then created from the old access point to the new 
access point based on the binding between a new and the old IP address.
2.6.4 Ad Hoc Network
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) can be considered to be an extreme IP mobility scenario, 
whereby no fixed network elements is involved and the network topology may vary dynamically. 
This is in contrast to the usual mobile network that possesses a quasi-fixed infrastructure 
consisting of routers that forward data over hardwired links and wireless links used only at the last 
hop to reach mobile host. MANET consists of multiple IP-addressable wireless communication 
mobile nodes and each mobile node is an IP router. Member of a MANET provide routing 
service to each other for packet delivery on wireless links. The routing infrastincture moves 
along with the mobile terminals and the mobile teiminals are able to support mobility by 
themselves. Therefore, the network topology of a MANET may vary dynamically and inter­
router connectivity can change frequently duiing normal operation. As a consequence, the 
paradigm of routing based on network identifier is not applicable in MANET. Mobile nodes can 
be considered as being assigned addresses based on a flat network addressing and often assume an 
identity which equivalent to thefr IP address (which can be pennanent or temporary). Given the 
fundamental change in the composition of the routing infrastnicture (that is, from fixed, 
hardwired, and bandwidth-rich to dynamic, wireless, and bandwidth-constiained), much of the 
fixed infrastructure’s control technology is no longer usefril. The infrastructure’s routing 
algoritlims and, indeed, much of the networking suite must be reworked to function efficiently 
and effectively in this mobile environment. This leads to the need for alternative routing 
algorithms that track mobile node absolutely on per-host basis. Some of the MANET routing 
protocols are . Ad Hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) [Per03] and Dynamic Source 
Routing (DSR) [Joh03a].
A set of nodes making up a MANET area is essentially a self-contained mobile routing 
infrastructure. Although MANET can operate in isolation, the ability of MANET nodes being 
connected to the gieater Internet via wireless infrastructure, as depicted in Figure 2-3, is more 
desirable. This allows a more practical usage scenario, whereby each MANET node is able to 
access the Internet and each mobile node is globally reachable by other IP hosts via the Internet. 
Furthermore, the coverage of an infrastructure-based wireless network can be extended through 
multihop routing capability among mobile nodes. Nevertheless, to ensure seamless 
intercoimection between infrastruture-back wireless networks and mobile ad hoc networks, which 
ar e of very different characteristics, a mechanism that allows the interuetworking of a mobility 
management protocol and mobile ad hoc routing protocol is needed.
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2.7 Conclusion
An introduction to mobility management in all IP-based mobile network has been presented. A 
pure IP-based network offers greater flexibility and better interoperability of different wireless 
access technology. There are three aspects of mobility in IP-based mobile packet networks: inter- 
domain mobility, intra-domain and mobile ad hoc networking. Different mobility scenarios 
require mobility protocols that are tailored to their characteristics. Managing mobility in IP 
network is an addressing and routing problem. Based on IP design approach, “small” IP protocols 
should be designed to manage packet routing for supporting different types of mobility. The 
challenge is to design these IP protocols and fit them together support global and local mobility in 
all-IP mobile network. Without support for mobility, the applicability of IP to mobile networks is 
quite limited and may result in wireless-specific solutions to handle mobility. GPRS is an 
example on how mobility-unaware IP is applied to wireless networks. Although GPRS is only an 
emulated IP network and is considered to be a proprietary system, it could be taken as the starting 
point of an evolution enabling to bridge the gap to the full-blown all-IP mobile multimedia 
network. As a cellular-based mobile network, GPRS provides complete solution of mobility 
management and is an ideal candidate of a case study of mobility support in packet-based mobile 
network. The mobility management mechanisms in GRPS are studied in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3
3 Mobility Management in GPRS
The General Packet Radio Sei-vice (GPRS) [GSM0360][Lin01], designed to provide packet-based 
data service in a cellular environment, is an extension of Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM) [Mou92]. It is part of the evolution path towards the third generation 
(3G) mobile system. The key characteristic of the data seiwice provided by GPRS is that it 
operates in an end-to-end packet mode. GPRS optimises the use of network and radio resources 
by having packet data logical channel that can be multiplexed on the downlink on the same 
physical channel [ETS0364]. It allows packet mode tiansfer for applications that are either of 
frequent transmissions of small volume or infrequent transmissions of large volumes without 
radio resources being exclusively reserved for every individual mobile user. By allocating 
resoiu’ces according to the amount of data transmitted, GPRS is able to use the existing network 
resources efficiently for packet mode applications [GSM0364][Bal99]. This characteristic renders 
GPRS suitable for applications with irregular traffic properties which are typical for IP-based 
application. New network elements, Seiwing GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS 
Support Node (GGSN), have been introduced in GPRS for handling data packets. In addition to 
routing data packet, the GSNs also support mobility and maintain session context of mobile nodes 
or mobile station (MS). GPRS has its own set of mobility management procedure which is 
derived from its circuit switch counterpart. Although the mobility management procedure if 
GPRS has been optimised to suit packet-switch network operation, it is not based on internet 
protocol (IP).
In the rest of this chapter, a description of GPRS and its mobility management procedures is first 
given. The effect of user mobility on data packet delivery in GPRS is then identified. This is 
followed by the description of network simulation model that study and analyse the end-to-end 
data delivery between a mobile client and a fixed Internet server via a GPRS network. The 
analysis focuses on data packet transmission and mobility management functionalities. 
Furthermore, techniques based on scheduling of mobility management-related messages are 
implemented to improve the handoff performance in GRPS. The disruption of route update under- 
three queuing algorithms: FIFO, Class Based Queuing and Priority Queuing are evaluated and 
compared. The strength, weakness and principle of GRPS in term mobility management are then
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discussed. The possible evolution path from GPRS towards a pure all-IP network are also 
studied.
3.1 GPRS Overview
GPRS enables continuous flows of IP data packets over a cellular network for Internet 
applications such as web browsing and file transfer. The transmission plane of GRPS is shown in 
Figure 3-1. From a high level point of view, the GPRS network resembles a typical IP network as 
it provides typical IP routing and interfaces to the external world thr ough one or more IP routers 
and offers IP connectivity to mobile IP terminals. To provide mobile connectivity, the GPRS 
network must feature additional mobility management functionality compared with standard IP 
networks. The signalling plane between MS and SGSN is shown in Figure 3-2. GPRS Mobility 
Management and Session Management (GMM/SM) supports mobility management functionality 
such as GPRS attach, GPRS detach, security, routing area update, location update, PDP context 
activation and PDP context deactivation. Figure 3-3 shows the signalling plane between GSNs. 
GPRS Tunnelling Protocol (GTP) is used in the core network to tunnel user data and to cany 
signalling messages between SGSNs and GGSNs, as well as between SGSNs. Signalling between 
GSNs and HLR is supported by the legacy SS7 and Mobile Application Part (MAP) [GSM0902]. 
The protocol stack involved is the same as in GSM PLMNs. Mobile station (MS) is the 
terminology used in GPRS, it will be used interchangeably with mobile node (MN) in the rest of 
this chapter.
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3.1.1 Network Architecture of GPRS
GPRS introduces a new core network based on IP. The core network consists of new packet 
network nodes and traditional packet Internet nodes. Two new network elements, namely Ser^ving 
GPRS Support Node (SGSN) and Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) are added in GSM 
architecture to keep packet data traffic separate fi'om that of GSM. SGSN and GGSN are packet 
routers and are interconnected via an IP backbone network. The SGSN handles packet data traffic 
of subscribers that are physically located within the SGSN sei*vice area. It maintains the mobility 
and session contexts of mobile station. The GGSN provides the interface to IP and X.25 packet 
data networks (PDN). It provides interface to external IP networks such as the public Internet, 
GPRS network of other mobile operator or enterprise inhanets. By using shared radio resources, 
the mobile users gain access to remote packet data networks through BSC, SGSN and GGSN.
The architecture of GPRS and an example of routing fi'om one mobile host to another is shown in 
Figure 3-4. The high level conceptual view of a GPRS network is also schematically captured by 
Figure 3-4. The access to a remote PDN can be envisioned as being similar to a typical dial-up 
connection. Indeed, MS establishes a virtual connection to the remote PDN. With GPRS, 
however, a user may “dial-up” to many remote PDNs simultaneously by establishing different 
packet data protocol (PDP) contexts [GSM0360] with the network and can be charged by the 
volume of the ti ansfen ed data, not by tiie duration of a connection.
Although the GGSN may interface IP and X.25 networks, this chapter mainly focuses on IP and 
unless otherwise indicated, it is assumed that GPRS interfaces with IP PDNs only.
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3.1.2 GPRS Bearers
The GPRS network effectively provides a GPRS bearer; that is, it provides a communication 
channel with specific atti'ibutes between the MS (the teiminal) and the GGSN (the router). Over 
the GPRS bearer, tlie MS may send IP packets to the GGSN and it may receive IP packets hom 
the GGSN. The GPRS bearer is dynamically set up at the beginning of an IP session (when the 
user “dials” to a specific PDN) and it can be tailored to match the specific requirements of an 
application. For example, it can be set up with specific QoS attributes, such as delay, throughput, 
precedence and reliability.
Figure 3-1 illustiates more detailed aspects of a GPRS network in term of network layering and 
data tiansmission plane. Here, a mobile station (MS) is shown on the left, and a conesponding 
node (which is an noimal IP host) is shown on the right. Figure 3-1 also illustrates the internal 
sti'uctuie of a GPRS bearer, which includes the protocols and the GPRS nodes involved in the 
provisioning of this bearer. A brief explanation follows.
The MS communicates through the radio interface (the so-called Um reference point) with a base 
station transceiver (BTS), which provides mainly physical-layer functionality. In GPRS, the BTS 
handles the transmission and the reception of data to and from MS on the GPRS physical 
channels. Data received by the BTS is processed (e.g. decoded and de-interleaved) and then 
relayed to the next hierarchical node in the GPRS architecture, that is to the base station controller 
(BSC). The BSC offers radio resource management and is responsible for allocating uplink and 
downlink resources to the various MSs on an on-demand basis.
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The BSC communicates with the serving GPRS support node (SGSN) over a Frame Relay 
interface (Gb). The SGSN provides mobility management functionality, session management, 
packet scheduling on the downlink, packet routing and packet tunnelling. The interface between 
the SGSN and the GGSN (Gn) is GTP. The GGSN provides mainly routing and optionally 
screening functionality, and can be considered as a remote access router interfacing with the 
external PDNs. Having two IP layers within the GGSN implies that some sort of IP-in-IP 
tunnelling is applied across the Gn interface.
3.2 Mobility Management in GRPS
Data session must be sustained when the MS is on the move and roams between different radio 
base stations. GPRS network dynamically cope with the location changes of the MS and cany out 
appropriate procedures to modify the associated PDP contexts according to its identified location 
changes. All these procedures are ternied as GPRS mobility management (GMM) procedures..
The GPRS mobility management functions are derived from its circuit-switch counterpart. It 
consists of two levels. The first is to hack the cunent serving SGSN of MS. The second is to 
track MS location down to the routing area or cell level. The fonner involves profile 
downloading fiom the HLR to the seiwing SGSN, GTP tunnelling and PDP context management. 
In the later, the MS is tracked depending on its mobility management state.
3.2.1 Mobility Management States
Three mobility states had been defined for mobility management in GPRS: IDLE, STANDBY 
and READY. The three-state model represents the nature of packet radio better than the normal 
GSM two-state model which consists of IDLE and READY states only. Each state represents a 
certain level of functionality and information allocated. When MS is in IDLE state, it is not 
attached or registered with a GPRS network, the subscriber is not activated for the GPRS mobility 
management. The MS and SGSN context hold no valid location or routing information for the 
subscriber. In STANDBY state, the MS is tracked at the level of routing area (RA), which is a 
subset of a GSM location area (LA). MS moves to READY state when it sends or receives a LLC 
PDU. In the READY state, the MS informs its SGSN of every movement to a new cell, thereby 
ensuring no paging is necessary.
Figure 3-5 illustrates the relationship among the states as well as the condition of transiting from 
one state to another. The following sub-sections give more details descriptions on various 
mobility states.
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Figure 3-5: Mobility M anagement states of mobile station
IDLE State
In GPRS IDLE state, the subscriber is not activated for the GPRS mobility management. The MS 
and SGSN context hold no valid location or routing information for the subscriber. Subscriber- 
related mobility management procedures are not performed, though MS still perform PLMN 
selection and GPRS cell selection and re-selection. Data transmission to and from the mobile 
subscriber as well as paging of the subscriber are not possible because the GPRS network 
infi'astmcture does not know the location of MS. The GPRS MS is seen as not reachable in this 
state. In order to establish mobility management contexts in the MS and the SGSN, the MS needs 
to perfonn the GPRS Attach procedure.
STANDBY State
In standby state, the location of the MS is known to the accuracy of a routing area (RA) which 
may consist of one or more cells within a GSM location area. Paging or signalling information 
may be received by MS. MS performs GPRS routing area and GPRS cell selection and re­
selection locally. MS executes mobility management procedures to inform the SGSN when it has 
entered a new RA. The MS does not infonn the SGSN on a change of cell in the same RA. 
Whenever a MS moves to a new RA, it sends a routing area update (RAU) request to the new 
SGSN which in turns cany out the necessary update with the old SGSN. The message contains 
the routing area identifier (RAI) of the old RA. The Base Station Subsystem (BSS) adds the cell 
identifier (Cl) of the new cell, from which the SGSN can derive the new RAJ. Therefore, the 
location information in the SGSN MM context contains the GPRS RAI for MSs in STANDBY 
state.
When the SGSN wants to send a packet to a MS which is in the standby state, the MS must be 
paged. Because the SGSN knows the routing area in which the MS is located, a packet paging 
message is sent to that routing area. After receiving the paging message, the MS gives its cell 
location to the SGSN and subsequently transit to READY state.
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The main reasons for having a standby state are to reduce the load in the GPRS network caused 
by cell-based routing update messages and to conserve the MS battery. When an MS is in the 
standby state, there is no need to infomi the SGSN of eveiy cell change but only of every routing 
area change. The operator can define the size of the routing area and, in this way, adjust the 
number of routing update messages.
READY State
READY state is also known as ACTIVE state. In READY state, the SGSN mobility management 
context coiTesponds to the STANDBY state is extended by location information for the MS on 
cell level. Tlie MS performs mobility management procedures to provide the network with 
information of the actual selected cell.
MS is in the READY state when data is transmitted between an MS and the GPRS network. MS 
can initiate packet transmission. Packet transmission to a STANDBY MS can also be initiated by 
packet paging to notify the MS of an incoming data packet.
Regardless of whether a radio resource is allocated to the MS or not, the MM context remains in 
the READY state for a period even when there is no data being communicated. The READY 
state is supervised by a timer. MM context moves fiom READY state to STANDBY state when 
the READY timer expires. In order to move from READY state to IDLE state, the MS initiates 
the GPRS Detach procedure.
3.2.2 Mobility Management Procedures in GPRS 
3.2.2.1 Attach
Wlien the MS wants to enable a data network protocol or to start using the GPRS service, it 
initiates a GPRS Attach procedure. This will make its presence laiown to the network. The main 
objective of this procedure is to establish a logical link between the MS and a SGSN. The action 
in this procedure include sending PDN address (e.g. an IP address) of the MS to the GPRS 
network, reporting the cuirent location of the MS, creating entries for the assigned PDN address 
in the GGSN routing table, and initiating charging and statistical proceduies. After having 
executed GPRS attach, the MS is in READY state and mobility management contexts are 
established in the MS and the SGSN. Tlie MS is available for paging via SGSN and notification 
of incoming GPRS data.
3.2.2.2 Location Management Procedures
Figure 3-6 is a network schematic diagram showing packet deliveiy to a MS, it will be used for 
the discussion of GPRS location management procedures. Assuming that the MS has established
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an appropriate PDP Context and is currently within the coverage area of BTS 1 receiving a series 
of downlink packets belonging to a ongoing file transfer session. It can be noted from Figure 3-6 
that every downlink packet traverses a series of network nodes in order to be delivered to the MS 
i.e. from GGSN to SGSNl, to BSCl and finally to the BTSl. The series of network nodes 
traversed by the packets belonging to the same PDP Context define the transmission path of the 
PDP Context. The transmission path of a PDP Context may change dynamically (e.g. from one 
SGSN to another) in order to facilitate the location changes of the MS. However, the GGSN in 
the transmission path of a PDP Context can never change, and therefore, it serves as an anchor 
point. This anchor point effectively hides the mobility of MSs and makes possible of an external 
PDN to reach a specific MS through the same GGSN no matter where the MS is located.
Three different types of location changes or update procedures for mobility management are 
possible:
1. Cell update
2. Intra-SGSN routing area update
3. Inter-SGSN routing area update
InternetHost
SGSN2 SGShfW
BSCl ^BSC3 BSC2
...a.
BTS5 BTS4 BTS3 BTS2
MS iRA4 RA3 RA2 RA1
Figure 3-6: Cell change -  new cell in the sam e routing area
Cell Update
In this case, the MS sends a short message containing information about its move (the message 
contains the identity of the MS and its new location) through GPRS channels to its current SGSN. 
This procedure is carried out only when the MS is in the active state. A cell-based routing update
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procedure is invoked when an active MS enters a new cell. Assuming that the MS starts moving 
towards the BTS2, at some instant, the radio resource (RR) layer in the MS will identify that 
BTS2 can provide better communication quality and will camp on radio frequency (RF) channel 
controlled by BTS2. This will happen by suddenly switching RF channels and camping on a new 
one. In GPRS, this procedure is referred to as cell reselection.
Now, both BSCl and SGSNl will not know that the MS has moved to another cell until the MS 
makes an uplinlc tiansmission in the new cell. For some time, therefore, the comiection with the 
MS is inevitably lost, and consequently, downlinlc data packets that may have been sent by BSCl 
are not received by the MS. This means that during a handover, the packets tiunsmitted by 
SGSNl with unacknowledged mode of LLC will be lost. On the other hand, packets tiansmitted 
by SGSNl in acknowledged mode (LLC mode is specified during the establishment of PDP 
context) will stay unacknowledged and will be retiansmitted later, when the communication with 
the MS is made feasible. Hence, even all single-hop links between the MS and SGSNl are 
perfectly reliable (including data transfer without eiTors in the radio path), the link between the 
MS and the SGSN can still be unreliable due to mobility of MS.
After the handover procedure, the radio layer monitors the broadcast contiol channel of the new 
cell. Over this channel, BTS2 transmits the cell ID of the new cell and a RAI, which identifies the 
routing area (RA) wherein this cell belongs. The radio layer will inform the GRPS Mobility 
Management (GMM) layer that the cell ID has changed but the RAI is still the same. In response, 
the GMM layer will command the LLC layer to tiansmit a NULL frame on the uplink (anow 2 in 
Figure 3-6). This is a special LLC frame, which aims to notify the network about the cell change. 
Wlien the NULL fiame is received by LLC layer in SGSNl, the cell change is recorded and 
subsequent downlink packets are forwarded via BTS2 (arrow 3). Any downlink packets that were 
sent from SGSNl to BSCl during the blackout period are tiansmitted in the old cell and they are 
never acknowledged by the RLC layer. Typically, these packets are discarded as soon as their 
lifetime expires.
Intra-SGSN Routing Area Update
When an MS in an active or a standby state moves from one routing area to another routing area, 
it performs a Routing Area Update (RAU).
Referring to Figure 3-7, suppose the MS moves and the radio layer makes a handover from BTS2 
to BTS3. This is a cell change and what was mentioned in the previous section applies here too. 
However, in this case, the routing area also changes. Radio layer in the MS informs the GMM 
layer that the mobile has entered into a new RA. In response, the GPRS Mobility Management 
(GMM) layer does not send a NULL frame, but rather it sends a RAU Request message (arrow 2). 
MS does not know if the new RA is handled by the same SGSN (SGSNl), and therefore,
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additional infoiTnation is always included in RAU Request message. This ensures that a new 
SGSN could retrieve subscription and other mobility-related infoimation about that MS. This is 
explained in more detail in the next section.
In the example shown in Figure 3-7, the RAU Request will reach SGSNl and will be treated 
merely as a cell change. That is, it will simply notify the SGSNl that the MS can now be reached 
at the new RA (i.e. through BSC2 and BTS3). The SGSNl will confrnn that the MS is eligible to 
roam to the new RA and will accept the RAU Request by replying with an RAU Accept message. 
Subsequently, it will change the transmission path of the PDP context from BSCl to BSC2 (anow 
3). This means that further downlink packets related to that PDP Context are sent via BSC2.
In this case, the SGSN has already stored the necessary user profile and can assign a new packet 
temporary mobile subscriber identity (P-TMSI) to the user with the Routing Area Update accept 
message. Tlie procedure is very similar to the cell-based routing update procedure because the 
logical link context is already known by the SGSN. Since the routing context does not change, 
there is no need to inform GGSN or HLR. The routing area information in the SGSN is updated. 
Since both of the new and old RAs are handled by the same SGSN, it is an intr a-SGSN RAU.
InternetHost
GGSN
SGSN2 SGSN'
BSC3 BSC2 BSC’
BTS5 BTS4 BTS3 BTS2, BTS1
RA4 RA3 RA2 MS
Figure 3-7: Intra-SGSN RA update -  new cell In another RA Is handled by the sam e SGSN
Inter-SGSN Routing Area Update
Inter-SGSN RAU is carried as MS moves to a new RA which is administered by a SGSN 
different from that of the old RA. The inter-SGSN routing update is the most complicated of the
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three types of update. RefeiTing to Figure 3-8, when the MS performs a handover from BTS3 to 
BTS4, it again transmits a RAU Request message (aiTOW 2). Additional information is also 
included in the message. The additional information included in the RAU Request message can 
be used by a new SGSN to retrieve subscription and other mobility-related information about that 
MS.
This time, however, the new routing area is controlled by another SGSN, i.e. SGSN2. At this 
point, SGSN2 needs to acquire some information about the MS. For this purpose, it sends an 
SGSN Context Request message to SGSNl, the old SGSN, asking for the needed information 
(arrow 3). The address of SGSNl is effectively derived from the Routing Area Identifier (RAI) 
parameter included in the RAU Request message. Now, the SGSNl identifies that the MS has 
moved to another routing area and it stops sending downlink packets to the MS (arrow 3a).
Between the instant where the handover took place and the instant where the SGSNl received the 
SGSN Context Request message, another blackout period exists. During that period, the SGSNl 
could have been transmitting downlink packets to the MS in the context of the ongoing file 
transfer. These packets would be unacknowledged and would need to remain buffered at the 
SGSNl. Again, any potential downlink packets that were transmitted to BSC2 before the SGSNl 
was informed about the change of RA, will be discarded later on. It is important to note also that, 
the GGSN still assumes that the MS is reachable through SGSNl and could be transmitting new 
downlink packets to the SGSNl. The latter would need to buffer these packets too. If the 
transport protocol in the GPRS backbone is based on user datagram protocol (UDP), which does 
not support any flow control, when SGSNl runs out of buffering resources, it has no means to 
signal that to the GGSN, and therefore, downlink packets can be lost. That observation justifies 
that UDP transport is umeliable, even when no transmission eiTors occur in the backbone links. If 
no reliable transport in the GPRS backbotre is requested during the PDP establisliment, then the 
applications or transport protocol running at the MS and the host are responsible for conecting the 
packet drops that may happen in the GPRS backbone.
As soon as the SGSNl receives the SGSN Context Request message (arrow 4), it will supply 
information to SGSN2. The latter sends an SGSN Context Aclaiowledgement message, which 
verifies that it has received the requested information and it is ready to received any buffered 
packets for the MS that are still unacknowledged. At this point, the SGSNl for-wards all the 
buffered packets for the MS to the SGSN2 within a new tunnel. At the same time, the SGSN2 
sends an Update PDP Context Request (anow 4) to the GGSN to inform it that any further 
downlink packets for the MS should be forv/arded to SGSN2. In response, the GGSN replies witii 
an Update PDP Context Response. Now the transmission path of the PDP context changes (anow 
5 to accommodate the location changes of the MS. Inter-SGSN routing area update is the most
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complex location management procedure, messages involved in this procedure are shown in 
Figure 3-9.
Note that in the case of inter-SGSN routing area change, all the LLC connections in the MS are 
released and new LLC connections are established with the SGSN2. After the short intermption 
required for modifying the PDP Context and for re-establishing the new LLC connections, the 
ongoing file transfer is resumed.
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Figure 3-8: Inter-SGSN RA change -  new cell In another RA Is handled by another SGSN
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3.3 Effect of Changing Routing Area in GPRS
As a MS changes its cell whilst in an active session, ciment packets already in the transmission 
path as well as any futuie packets have to be diverted to the new cell. However, as explained in 
the previous section, some packets may be delayed or lost during this procedure. Such 
degi'adation during handoffs will affects not only applications and but also protocols involved in 
the ongoing data session.
Dming a routing area update, MS momentarily halts its packet transmission and reception. The 
packet delivery process resume only after completing the routing area update procedure i.e. after 
MS receiving the GMM Routing Area Update Accept message from the new SGSN; and after 
new SGSN receiving GMM Routing Area Update Request Complete message ftom MS (see 
Figure 3-9). This results in packet deliveiy delay. Such delay affects different applications in a 
different ways. In the case of real time interactive application, such as voice over IP, if the packet 
arrives after certain playout delay, the packet will not be used by the decoder and hence is 
di’opped. For non real time TCP-based application, the TCP views such losses as a congestion 
condition and may tiigger TCP to move to a recovery phase which in turn reduce its throughput 
during the transition period.
In addition to delivery delay, packets can be misrouted to the old path and is subsequently 
dropped if the routing area update proceduies are not accomplished in a timely manner. As 
shown in Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8, before a handoff is initiated, packets are routed 
along an old path. A new path, through which new packets will be diverted, is available after 
completing routing-area update procedure. There are different types of packet loss due to re­
routing delays, they includes LLC packets from old BSC to new BSC and GTP packets from old 
SGSN to new SGSN. Hence, in addition to handoff delay, seivice quality is also affected by to 
packet loss duiing handoff.
The effects are more prominent for the case of inter-SGSN routing area update, where at least 14 
messages are exchanged among MS, new and old SGSN, GGSN and HLR (as shown in Figure 
3-9). In addition, the proceduie described here has not included the security-related messages, 
and is only for the simple case of non-combine RA/LA update.
3.4 Queuing Algorithm to Improve Mobility Management
The dismption due to mobility of MS can be minimized by reducing the completion time of 
routing area update procedure. Speeding up the routing area update procedure shorten the 
intennption time on any ongoing data packet transmission. This in turn reduces the packet
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deliveiy delay and number of packet lost. Tliis can be achieved by implementing queuing and 
scheduling algorithm for packet delivery in certain network nodes such as SGSN and GGSN.
Queuing algorithms deal with promptness of packet deliveiy, bandwidth and buffer space 
allocation. It is one of the fundamental mechanisms for differentiating service levels. Various 
schemes could be implemented to provide quality of seivice in a packet-based network. When a 
network operates with first-in first-out (FIFO) and in a mode with a sufficient level of 
transmission capacity and adequate levels of switching capability, FIFO queuing is highly 
efficient because a long as the queue depth remains sufficiently short, the average packet queuing 
delay is an insignificant fraction of the end-to-end packet tiansmission time. When the load on 
the network increases, significant queuing delay is generated (significant in terms of the fr action 
of the total transmission time), and when the queue is frilly populated, all subsequent packets are 
discarded. When the network operates in this mode for extended periods, the offered service level 
inevitably degenerates. Different queuing strategies can alter this service-level degradation, 
allowing some services to continue to operate without perceptible degradation while imposing 
more severe degradation on other services.
3.4.1.1 First-in First-out (FIFO)
First In First Out (FIFO) queuing is considered to be the standard method for store-and-foiward 
handling of tr affic fr om an incoming interface to an outgoing interface. This is the simplest and 
most popular scheme. However, it suffers from the drawback that some traffic might get an 
unfair share of resource at the expense of other users. Figui e 3-10 shows an example of scheduler 
in SGSN. A similar scheduler without LLC traffic is also available in GGSN. With single queue 
and FIFO, all types of packet are competing for resources of the buffer and processor. MAP 
signalling messages might not get a fair share of resource if GSNs are processing packets using 
FIFO. This is because the volume of LLC and GTP packets, carrying both data and signalling 
packets, is expected to be much lar ger than tliat of MAP packets.
Incoming Waiting^  T.afBo Qu.ua p^ cessor
D D D h " 0LLC 
GTP’
Figure 3-10: First in first out queuing in SGSN
3.4.1.2 Class-Based Queuing (CBQ)
To counter the unfairness of FIFO, class-based queuing (CBQ) can be used. This mechanism is 
used to prevent complete resource denial to any particular class of service. A fair queuing is
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inti'oduced in sei*vicing the packets. The important feature of CBQ is fairer allocation of 
bandwidth among various users and the ability to control delay in delivery of packet. CBQ 
protects the well-behaved users from the ill-behaved ones. In this case, the well-behaved users 
are the MAP packets while the ill-behaved ones are GTP and LLC packets. Such queuing 
mechanism is designed to prevent complete resource denial to any particular type of service.
A CBQ algorithm that keeps separate queues for different types of packets, namely MAP, GTP 
and LLC, in incorporated in the SGSNs. This is shown in Figuie 3-11. A similar scheduler 
without LLC traffic is also present in GGSN. These queues are served in a round-robin manner. 
This will ensui'e that MAP signalling messages get a fairer share of resource as compared to LLC 
and GTP packets canying both data and signalling packets.
, . WaitingIncoming Queue
Traffic
MAP-
LLC-
GTP-
\  Processor
Departing
Messages
/
Figure 3-11; C lass-based queuing in SGSN and GGSN  
3.4.1.3 Priority Queuing
To further speed up the routing area update procedures, priority queuing is used. This is based on 
the concept that certain types of traffic can be identified and shuffled to the front of a queue so 
that some tiaffic is always transmitted ahead of other types of traffic. This can be implemented 
on top of the CBQ described above. As in CBQ, SGSN and GGSN maintains three types of 
queues (for MAP, LLC and GTP) which are served in round robin manner. Within the LLC and 
GTP queues, high priority is given to all packets that cany mobility management-related 
messages. Such high-priority packets are placed in the queue before nonnal packets, which are 
held in packet buffer until no further high-priority packets are awaiting transmission. This 
ensured that all MM-related packets are processed and reach its destination with minimal delay. 
This in turn reduces the total time for completing a routing area update procedures, and hence 
minimising the dismption on data deliveiy.
In this scheme, the router processor is required to look at each packet in detail to deteniiine how 
the packet must be queued. Although this intioduces computational overhead, it is veiy effective 
in improving routing area update perfonnance. Another possible vulnerability in this queuing 
approach is that if the volume of high-priority tiaffic (LLC or GTP packets canying MM-related
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message) is unusually high, noimal traffic (i.e. data packets) waiting to be queued may be 
di'opped because of buffer staiwation. Nevertheless, the volume of MM-related ti affic is expected 
to be much less than data packets.
3.4.1.4 GTP Packet Identification
As mentioned above, in Priority Queuing, LLC and GTP packet canying MM-related messages 
are put in the head of respective queues. As such, the routing process has to examine each packet 
to determine how the packet should be queued.
Figure 3-12 shows the fbimat of GTP header. The Message Type field which comprises 8 bits 
indicates message type of a GTP packet, x indicates currently unused bit. The role of other fields 
can be found in [GSM0960].
Different values of Message Type has been specified in [GSM0960] to represent different type 
signalling message of data unit being carried in a GTP packet. Decimal value of “255”, or 
heximal value of FF, is used to indicate a data packet. Values ranging fiom 1 to 52 represent 
various types of signalling message that includes mobility management, location management, 
tunnel management and path management. Values corresponding to mobility management-related 
messages are as listed in Table 3-1. Hence, the field of Message Type can easily be used to 
determine whether a GTP packet cairies mobility management message. Alternatively, one of the 
unused bits can be assigned as mobility management or MM bit. The MM bit is set to indicate 
that the GTP packet is carrying a mobility management signal. GGSN and SGSN with priority 
queuing examine either the Message Type or MM bit and insert the packet into buffer accordingly.
Bits
Octets
1
2
3-4
5-6
7-8
9
10 
11-12 
13-20
Version reserved LFN
Message Type
Length
Sequence Number
Flow Label
LLC Frame Number
1)
Reserved
Tunnel Identifier (TID)
1) LLC frame number (continued)
Figure 3-12: Header format of GTP packet
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Value (Decimal) Type of M essage
18 Update PDF Context Request
19 Update PDP Context Response
50 SGSN Context Request
51 SGSN Context Response
52 SGSN Context Acknowledge
Table 3-1: GTP m essa g e  type value for mobility m anagem ent 
3.4.1.5 LLC Packet Identification
Figure 3-13 shows the format of a LLC frame. The first field of a LLC frame is the “Address” 
field which consists of a single byte. The address contains a 4-bit Service Access Point Identifier 
(SAPI). It is used to identify the point at which LLC service is provided by the logical linlc entity 
to the layer-3 entity. Consequently, SAPI identifies a Logical Link Entity (LLE) that should 
process an LLC frame and also a layer-3 entity that is to receive infbimation canied by the LLC 
frame. SAPI allows 16 service access points to be specified. This field can by used by processor 
to decide if the LLC frame cairies a mobility management-related message or other types of 
message. [GSM0464] specifies that value 1 represents GPRS Mobility Management. SGSN with 
priority quality examines this field and insert the packet into buffer accordingly.
Note that the maximum length of infbimation field that has been set to 1520 bytes [GSM0464]. 
Consequently, this allows a typical IP packet, with Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) size of 1500 
bytes, fitting into a LLC frame without fragmentation.
Address Field (1 octet)
Control Field 
(variable length, max. 36 octets)
Information Field 
(variable length, max. 1520 octets)
Frame Check Sequence Field 
(3 octets)
Figure 3-13: LLC frame format
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3.5 Performance Analysis of Mobility Management in GPRS
In order to study mobility management operation in GPRS, a simulator was developed. The 
performance of packet delivery in GPRS under the effect of user mobility was investigated for 
both real time and non-real time application. Three queuing algorithms, namely the FIFO, CBQ 
and Priority Queuing algorithms were implemented and compared in teim of their effectiveness in 
reducing the dismption of routing area update on packet deliveiy to MS.
The simulator was implemented using OPNET [Opn]. In contiast to previously developed 
simulation studies [Cai97][Bra97a][Kal00] which investigated the performance of GPRS at radio 
or link layer, the implementation here investigated the end-to-end perfoimance at IP, ti’ansport and 
application layers. As such a complete architecture of the GPRS is modelled, as shown in Figure 
3-14, from MSs to the application servers. Figure 3-14 shows only a simplified network view of 
the simulator, the actual model consists of 1 GGSN, 3 SGSNs, 9 BSCs, 30 BTSs and 1 HLR. All 
the nodes are hierarchically decomposed into different node stmctures and subsequently to state 
ti'ansition diagrams.
Hie analysis focuses on data packet transmission and mobility management functionalities. It 
investigates the effect of MS mobility in packet deliveiy in GPRS. Various mobility management 
functions such as GPRS Attach, Cell Update, Intia-SGSN Routing Area Update, Inter-SGSN 
Routing Area Update, Periodical Routing Area Update, Paging and PDP Context Activation were 
implemented in the model.
The fraffic model consists of two parts. The first is a self-similar tiaffic generator [RyuOO]. The 
second is TCP-based tiaffic. The self-similar IP packet tiaffic sources are used to create fractal 
Internet traffic, for both downlink and uplink traffic. It is an IP packet generator, producing UDP 
packets, with tiaffic characteristics as appears in aggregated IP traffic. The overall network load 
is dictated by the amount of fraffic produced by this fraffic source. In addition to the self-similar 
traffic, FTP and HTTP fraffic in client-server models were also generated. These were used to 
monitor how a specific TCP comiection or a TCP-based application is influenced by mobility. 
Each MS in the simulator is associated with a self-similar fraffic source and fraffic sinlc module, 
while a few selected MS run FTP or HTTP applications.
All traffic (between MSs and servers, between MNs and self-similar traffic source) passes through 
BSS, SGSN, GGSN and the Internet cloud. The mobility management related messages are also 
fransfen ed between SGSNs and HLR via a SS7 [Mod90] module. Mobility is widely modelled in 
the literature by assuming that for a user the time remaining till the next cell change is 
exponentially distributed. Here, it is assumed that the time spent in a cell is exponentially 
disfributed with mean value proportional to the cell radius and inverse proportional to the average 
speed. After spending some time in a cell, MS moves into either its cuirent cell or any of its six
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adjacent cells with equal probability. MS obtains a cell ID after each move and subsequently 
performs either a cell update, intra-SGSN routing area update or inter-SGSN routing area update.
The assumptions and limitations of the GPRS simulation environment are as following. Firstly, an 
ideal wireless interface is used. That is, packets transmitted over the wireless interface encounter 
no bit error or data loss. Congestion over the air interface is also not modelled. Secondly, GSNs 
are assumed to have an unlimited buffer size. As such, the only reason for packet loss at the fixed 
network is merely due to interruption during routing area update processes. Thirdly, PDP context 
for each MS has been established prior to any downlink packet delivery or paging. Unless 
otherwise stated, parameters used in simulations are as list in Table 3-2.
Parameter Value
Traffle load 10%-90%
Mean cell resident time 30 seconds
LLC mode Unacknowledged
Wireless link speed 64kbps(*4 slots @CS2, 3 slot @CS3)
Wired link speed 1.544 Mbps
Mean Internet Delay 100 ms
Mean cross 8 8 7  time 40ms
IP MTU 1500 bytes
TCP M8S 1460 bytes
Ready timer 44 sec
Tunnel timer 20 sec
Paging timer 20 sec
Simulation time 1 hour
Table 3-2: Default values of parameters used In GPRS simulation
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Figure 3-14: A “trimmed-down” view of GRPS simulation model
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3.5.1 Simulation Metrics
The simulation study were carried out on performance measures defined as following:
1. Routing area update completion time -  The time difference when GMM Routing Area 
Update Request message is sent by MS and when GMM Routing Area Update Complete 
message is received by SGSN.
2. Packet loss ratio -  Ratio of total number of packet loss to the total number of packets 
created.
3. Packet loss per routing area update -  The ratio of total number of packet loss to the total 
number of routing area update executed.
4. Throughput -  The amount of data, bytes per second, forwarded to the application layer by 
TCP layer.
3.5.2 Effect of Changing Routing Area in GPRS
The interruption of routing area update on packet delivery is first studied, in term of routing area 
completion time and number of packet lost during routing area update. Figure 3-15 shows the 
differences of routing area completion time for two types of Routing Area Updates (RAU) when 
the network is 40% loaded. It can be seen that the average delay for inter-SGSN RAU is 402ms 
second, and is 50ms for intra-SGSN RAU. Intra-SGSN RAU takes much shorter time to 
complete. This is because Inter-SGSN RAU involves many more messages than that of intra- 
SGSN RAU.
0.6
0.5IB 0.4a
I  0.3I■ S  0  2  
 ^ 0.1 
0
Inter-SGSN RAU Delay 
Intra-SGSN RAU Delay
1000 2000 3000
Simulation Time (second)
4000
Figure 3-15: Routing area updates completion time
Effect on TCP
The operation of RAU introduces interruption to a on going data delivery, in the form of packet 
loss or delivery delay. Figure 3-16 and Figure 3-17 show TCP receiver (the MN) congestion
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window sizes, for scenario with cell time resident times equal to 30 and 180 seconds respectively. 
The MN is transferring a large file from a FTP server. The variation of TCP window size shows 
how the TCP session is affected. Packet loss that creates retransmission timeout triggers TCP to 
move to slow start phase repeatedly. It can be seen that the higher mobility (lower cell resident 
time), the more disruption is imposed on the ongoing TCP session. As shown in Figure 3-17, the 
congestion window size for cell resident time of 30 seconds are both narrower and lower. 
Congestion window is for effective flow control when IP network is congested. Lower windows 
size results in lower throughput in the transport layer. In this case, mobility of MS causes 
repeated shrinking of window size and hence lower throughput despite the network is in a non­
congested state.
TCP Coogsation Window Size (bytes),ii,m
f ■ Routing A n §  Updato mxmcutodi
n.wa
1* « •
TCP Congestion Window Size (bytes)
t n
Figure 3-16: TCP congestion window size affected 
by RUA (mean cell resident tim e=180sec)
Figure 3-17: TCP congestion window size  
affected by RUA (mean cell resident tim e=30sec)
Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19 show the difference effect between inter-SGSN RAU and intra- 
SGSN RAU. MS are configured to execute either only intra-SGSN RAU or only inter-SGSN 
RAU only. When MS is executing a RAU, it halts its packet transmission and reception. In 
addition, packets may also be mis-routed. Since inter-SGSN RAU takes longer time to complete, 
it is expected that the interruption, in term of both packet delivery delay and number of packet 
loss, is higher for the case of inter-SGSN RAU. The bottom part of Figure 3-18 and Figure 3-19 
show the congestion window size for MS executing inter-SGSN RAU stay low for a period longer 
than that of intra-SGSN RAU. This will result in lower throughput for TCP session in MS 
affected by inter-SGSN RAU.
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Figure 3-19: TCP congestion window size  
affected by intra-SGSN and inter-SGSN RUA 
(mean cell resident tim e=30sec)
Figure 3-20 shows time required to download a file of 2 Mbytes. MS are configured to execute 
only either intra-SGSN RAU or inter-SGSN RAU. As explained in the previous section, inter- 
SGSN RAU affects application performance more severe than intra-SGSN RAU. It can be seen 
that MS interrupted by inter-SGSN RAU only required more time to complete downloading the 
same file.
700
Dtc=30sec
■ tc=60sec 
□ tc=90sec
□ tc=120sec
■ tc=150sec 
Bltc=180sec
□ stationary
I- 400 - -
Intra-SGSN Routing Area 
Update
Inter-SGSN Routing Area 
Update
Figure 3-20: File download time under different types of routing area update
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3.5.3 Routing Area Update Performance Analysis
The performance of mobility management with different packet scheduling schemes is 
investigated here. As described in Section 3.4, these schemes aim at reducing the completion 
time of routing area update such that disruption on packet delivery is minimised.
Figure 3-21 and Figure 3-22 show that with FIFO scheme, the completion time for routing area 
update procedure increases exponentially with traffic load. The RAU completion time is reduced 
with CBQ scheme. This is because a fairer share of resource has been allocated to processing 
each type of messages, namely MAP, LLC, and GTP. The delay for sending MAP messages has 
been much reduced in this scheme. Under this scheme the resource will not be dominated by the 
larger volume of LLC and GTP data traffic. A MAP signalling message is ensured to be served at 
each round. In Priority Queuing scheme, priority is always given to process and deliver mobility 
management-related messages, the completion time is kept constantly low though offered traffic 
increases. This is because under this scheme, regardless or the amount of traffic and length of the 
queue, the mobility management messages will always be at the top of the queue, and hence be 
served at the minimal delay.
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Figure 3-21: Intra-SGSN routing area update completion time
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Figure 3-22: Inter-SGSN routing area update completion time
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Packet Loss
Figure 3-23 shows the mean number of packet lost for a routing area update. It is evident that the 
average number of packet loss per routing area update is also reduced when CBQ and Priority 
Queuing are used. Figure 3-24 shows the packet loss ratio for different cell resident times. 
Again, Priority Queuing reveals the best performance, followed by CBQ and then FIFO. It is also 
observed that with higher mobility, or lower cell resident time, more packets are lost.
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Figure 3-23: Average packet lost per routing area update
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Figure 3-24: Packet loss ratio
3.5.3.1 FTP Throughput
In another set of simulation, the performance of FTP with different scheduling schemes was 
investigated. FTP sessions were run to download a single large file. The TCP version Tahoe 
[Ste94] was used and the receiver buffer size was set to 8760 bytes. The throughputs on different 
traffic loads and the three service schemes are then recorded and depicted in Figure 3-25. It can 
be seen that the FTP throughput for prioritising mobility management messages is maintained 
constantly higher than that of CBQ and FIFO.
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Figure 3-25: FTP throughput
3.5.4 Summary
The disruption on packet delivery during routing area update, particularly during an inter-SGSN 
routing area update could be very high. It is demonstrated that as the traffic load increased, the 
delay in completing a RAU could be significantly high. Inter-SGSN RAU creates much more 
disruption than intra-SGGN due the number of signalling messages involved in inter-SGSN RAU. 
Mechanisms of packet scheduling improve the performance of mobility management in GPRS. 
With CBQ, all types of packet are served with a fair chance. Under priority queuing, all MM- 
related packets are always placed at the top of queues. This effectively provides QoS to mobility 
management entities and ensures that mobility management messages are processed first. The 
queuing delays for MM-related packets are much reduced in this scheme, and hence the time for 
completing handoff or routing area update is reduced. These results in reduction of packet loss. 
As far as mobility management is concern, PQ gives a better performance than CBQ, while FIFO 
give the worse. Nevertheless, both of the schemes are more complex than FIFO, as it requires 
SGSN and GGSN to snoop packets and identify the type of message carried by the packet. In 
addition, it also require proper management of the queue and placement of packet at the 
appropriate position.
3.6 Major Mobility Issues Identified
The important issues for intra-domain mobility management identified in GPRS network include 
handoff management and the support of passive connectivity. The following sections describe 
these two aspects and pointed out the how it can be implemented with IP protocols.
Handover Management: In GPRS, MS can experience several cell changes during a single 
session. The mobile terminal can also experience different kinds of cell changes that involves
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changes of RA and SGSN. When it moves between BTSs that are all connected to the same 
SGSN (even through different BSCs), it experiences a radio or link layer handover as opposed to 
an IP handover (IP packet rerouting). These handovers are managed entirely outside the IP-based 
backbone and do not influence the IP routing. Handover at SGSN involves network layers. 
SGSN handles IP data packets of MS though packets are encapsulated with GTP header. For this 
reason the point of attachement (POA) of MS in a GPRS network is at SGSN. As MS changes 
the serving SGSN and updates its PGA, routing update is canied out with the old SGSN, as well 
as GGSN. Thus, the handover management in a packet-based network is essentially a routing 
management whereby packets need to be diverted from one router from another. Unlüce voice 
call in GSM network, such diversion is done on per-packet basis. Hence, from the perspective of 
IP, handover concerns the management of the changes of point of attachment and packet re­
routing for mobile nodes as they move. In IP network, such packet re-routing could be carried out 
either by updating IP address of MS or updating routing table of network. In GRPS, it has been 
handled by updating PDP Context and routing information in SGSN and GGSN.
Location Management; GRPS has a well-specified location management mechanism. It 
specifies mobility management contexts into idle, standby and active states for an efficient 
location management. The level of functionality and the amount of location updates are done 
differently in each state. To compromise the accuracy of MS tracking with the power 
consumption and bandwidth utilisation, it provides a mechanism for the network to Icnow the 
routing area for MS in STANDBY states and to know the cell identity for MSs in READY state. 
This approach is beneficial because it can accommodate a large number of users attached to the 
network without overloading the mobility management system. In addition, the paging operation, 
transition among different mobility states, context transfer between SGSNs during route update, 
procedure for obtaining MM information, security authentication procedures are all well defined. 
The design of an IP-based mobility management protocol should include such location 
management that coarsely keep track of the position of “idle” mobile nodes with service areas of a 
mobile network. Mobile IP networks can be divided into several paging areas with each area 
coiTesponds to an IP subnet. With the help of specific radio broadcast capabilities, the paging 
area information can be broadcast as “router advertisement” which is similar to that of Mobile IP.
3.7 Weaknesses of GPRS
GPRS system offers seamless mobility support but is built on the legacy of GSM, which is a 
connection-oriented cellular network infr astiucture. It is lack of the inherent flexibility, robustness 
and scalability found in IP networks. It is actually an inteiworking of current telecommunication 
architecture with the rest of the Internet rather than a real convergence with IP world. Although
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this approach has the advantage of reducing modifications required on the network, it results in a
more complex, inefficient and inflexible overall architectuie. ji
Apart fiom the backbone, the connections of between BTS and BSC, and between BSC and j
SGSN are limited to a tree stiucture. When two mobile tenninals connected to a GRPS network j
exchange IP packets, all packets pass through the GGSN. This happens even if the two mobiles j
are connected to the same SGSN. This is obviously not an optimal solution from the viewpoint of j
routing efficiency. A more dynamic configuration, without topologically restiiction is more |
desirable. |
Part of GPRS mobility management procedures uses MAP and SS7 interfaces between GSNs and j
HLR. Fuithermore, the data and signalling plane and MM procedures uses LLC (between MS |
and SGSN). In the backbone, a generic tunnelling protocol, GTP, is used on top of UDP/IP or !
TCP/IP stacks for interaction among GSNs. GTP is used to encapsulate packets over any network i
layer and transport layer protocol. Such an encapsulation with GTP, transport and IP headers is j
resoui'ce inefficient. In addition, the detail of the mobility support procedure are dependent on I
various types of protocols involving different layers which result in a rather complex j
implementation. j
From the perspective of Internet, GPRS functions only as an access network. It requires a bearer |
and PDP context setup in order to provide the data sei*vices and mobility management is well j
supported. However, in the context of computer network mobility, this results in duplicated j
mobility management proceduies that perfoim similar functions several times with the j
infiastructures or networks. For instance, authentication is first perfoimed with the SGSN and |
HLR when powering the handset and later when accessing home agent at home network through |
firewall, or when accessing a network access server or an internet service provider. Clearly, while j
it is possible that in the short teim separate MM infrastructures will coexist, the longer-term goal j
is an integrated IP-based framework that alleviates the need for interworking or functional j
duplication.
3.8 Evolution Towards An All-IP Network
This section describes a view on possible architectures and migration steps from the existing 
packet data mobile network, based on GPRS to the futuie integ ated all-IP based mobile network 
that does not only provide wireless IP network access but is also built on the IP principles. It also 
fries to provide a perspective for IP-based telecommunication networks beyond the cuiTent 
standardization efforts. GPRS and UMTS tenninologies are used in the following description and 
illustration.
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3.8.1 3GPP UMTS Release 2000
UMTS is the third generation of cellular network to which GPRS is evolving. The specification 
of UMTS standard, by 3GPP [3GPP], has been vigorously adapting to IP. The latest release of 
specification, Release 2000 (split into Release 4 and Release 5) is often dubbed ‘all-IP’. At first 
glance, UMTS reuses the GPRS mobility management procedures. The main difference is that 
UMTS, and in particular UMTS releases 4 and 5, relies more intensively on IP than GPRS. As 
shown in Figure 3-26 and Figure 3-27, UMTS reuses several architectural principles and protocol 
stack of GPRS. Inside die UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network (UTRAN), there are two 
types of entities: a UMTS radio network controller (RNC) and a node B (N b). They are the UMTS 
counterparts of the GPRS BSC and BTS, respectively.
Wliile GPRS uses a state-machine with three states to describe the MNs, UMTS defines the 
concept of radio-level comiection. UMTS terminals can thus be described (roughly) as being in 
two states: connected at the radio layer or not. When the RRC connection is established, fiom an 
IP mobility perspective, there is a sort of two-level hierarchy inside the UMTS IP network. At the 
first level, inside the core network (CN), the packets sent by the users are managed as in GPRS by 
using GTP tunnels between the UMTS GGSN and the UMTS SGSNs. At the second level, 
between the CN and the UTRAN, GTP tunnels are also used to enable the communication 
between the SGSNs and the RNCs.
The packet network POA is now moved fiom SGSN to RNC which is close to the MS. RNC in 
this case can be considered as the point of attachment (POA) for MS or as the access router since 
it provides routing and packet foiwarding capability to mobile terminal. Nevertheless, mobility 
management and data transport are still handled by the GTP protocol. The main drawback of this 
approach is its overhead because IP packets of a user’s Internet session are repeatedly 
encapsulated within GTP tunnels built over RNC-SGSN and SGSN-GGSN.
Apparently, the standardisation of UMTS networks considers only the support of Internet traffic, 
but does not adopt the IP model of networking. Although IP protocol is further inti'oduced at 
RNC, the UMTS Release 2000 architecture seems to fall a long way short from the all-IP mobile 
network architecture. In particular, there is no native IP transport. The user data IP headers are 
never read or used for routing as these are still encapsulated within GTP tunnels from the RNC to 
the SGSN and fiom the SGSN to the GGSN. It still relies on a set of proprietary protocols within 
UMTS and there is no easy integration path for other access technologies.
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Figure 3-26: UMTS R5 logical architecture and data forwarding
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Figure 3-27: User plane of UMTS R5
3.8.2 Beyond UMTS Release 5
Figure 3-28 and Figure 3-29 show the possibility of moving a step closer towards all-IP network 
by adopting more IETF protocols and other wireless access technologies. This approach removes 
the complexity of the GPRS/UMTS architecture by replacing the GPRS-based network with a 
pure IPv6 backbone in order to exploit the flexibility of IP protocol. GTP is be replaced by an IP- 
based protocol, possibly an extension of Mobile IP, for packet re-routing or packet tunnelling. 
Direct IP-in-IP encapsulation is used instead of GTP-TCP/UDP-IP encapsulation. The 
differences between SGSN and GGSN will diminish and SGSN could be merely an intermediate 
packet router with IP encapsulation and decapsulation functions. A single IP tunnel between 
RNC and GGSN, taking the SGSN out of the data path is also possible. Therefore, from the 
perspective of the current UMTS all-IP proposal the main improvement is that in the core network 
traffic is no longer necessarily tunnelled using non-IP protocol. Instead all traffic is assumed to
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be IP-traffic and could be routed accordingly using conventional IP routing protocols such as 
OSPF [Moy98] and RIP [Mal98]. IP-based protocols are also used to handle the network services 
including Authentication Authorization and Accounting (AAA) [Hil99][Gla00], security and 
Quality of Service (QoS).
This approach, with RNC, SGSN and GGSN all being part of an IP backbone, eases the 
integration of heterogeneous access within the network using various IETF protocols off-the- 
shelf. The network can be considered to have a intra-domain IP routing protocol which maintain 
route among routers in the core network (i.e. SGSN and GGSN) and with some of those routers 
being the edge access routers (i.e. RNC). Access routers are equipped with diversity of radio base 
station technologies such as UTRAN and WLAN etc. Mobile IP (or its variance) can be used to 
handle mobility between RNC as well as between different types of wireless access technologies, 
though handoff between homogeneous base stations (e.g. between Node Bs in UTRAN) is still 
managed by the legacy mechanisms of the accesses.
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Figure 3-28: Beyond UMTS R5 architecture and data forwarding
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3.8.3 Purist All-IP Network
Figure 3-30 and Figure 3-31 shows further migration towards all-IP mobile network with adoption 
of end-to-end IP routing design principle. While the outlined migrations from GPRS systems to 
the UMTS all-IP scenario in the previous subsections are conceptually clear, namely to introduce 
IP-based networking wherever possible, migration to the pure IP network does not necessarily 
mean an evolution based on the cuixent UMTS design principle. It is considered to be a more 
revolutionary alternative by pushing IP everywhere, in the core network as well as in the access 
networks. Tliis is a bold step in that all network element are IP-enabled.
The SGSN and GGSN will be normal IP routers. The GGSN is also an Internet gateway running 
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP). In addition, there are several gateways for resilience, scalability, 
and shorter paths through the network. The network will have an intra-domain IP routing 
protocol which runs among routers in the network with some of those routers being the edge 
access routers equipped with diversity of radio technologies such as CDMA, TDMA and WLAN 
etc. The RNC, Nb and other wireless access point are also IP routers and able to handle IP 
packets. After packet delivery through the radio hop, IP packets are reconstituted (if they were 
segmented at the radio hop), and then the addresses on the packets are used for the next hop 
routing. Ideally, there is no ATM, AAL2, MPLS or other network layer switching/routing going 
on.
To facilitate mobility management, inter-access router co-ordination via IP packets canying 
messages which are abstractions of the messages which are today earned in cellular teclmology- 
specifrc signalling. The radio layers are assumed to provide the well known layer 2 handover 
models and other capabilities including break-before-make, make-before-break, power 
measurement, mobile-assisted handover, paging and security across the air interface. [Lie03] 
which specifies how mobile terminal can discover access router in all-IP network, while [Koo03] 
and [Elm03] which provides possible solution for inter-access router communication could be 
used to enable seamless IP-based handoff. Mobility management will be implemented with IP 
protocols. GGSN rirns Mobile IP in conjunction with other IP networks and IP hosts for 
supporting roaming ser*vice, whereas among GGSN, SGSN, RNC and Nb, an intra-domain or 
micro-mobility protocol [Bon03] is implemented. The operations of inter-domain and intra­
domain mobility management protocols are the subjects of study in the following chapters.
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3.9 Conclusion
The mobility management procedure of GPRS is studied in this chapter as a starting point to 
investigate mobility management in packet data network. Routing area update procedures are 
integral part of mobility management in GRPS as mechanism to update routing-related info in 
network nodes. The effects of mobility or routing area update on packet data delivery in GPRS 
were analysed. The disruption on packet delivery during RAU, particularly during an inter-SGSN 
RAU could be very high due the amount of signalling messages. Mechanism based on service 
scheduling was implemented to improve the performance of mobility management in GPRS by 
reducing the RAU completion time. It is found that CBQ scheme minimise the route update 
delays, and hence packet loss. A Priority Queuing scheme is also studied. In this scheme, priority 
is given to all the mobility management-related packets to ensure that all MM-related packets are
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processed and reach the respective destinations witli minimal delay. With CBQ and PQ, the 
delays in completing RAU are much lower as compared to first in first out. Hence, disruptions in 
data packet deliveiy are reduced. The strengths and weakness of GRPS in the context of its 
mobility management protocol were also discussed. An overview of possible migiation path, 
from GPRS to the future all-IP based network was also presented. Mobility management in an IP 
network can be canied out by IP protocols in order to exploit the flexibility and openness of IP. 
IP-based mobility management protocols for the fritiue all-IP mobile network are the subjects of 
study in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4
4 Macro-mobility Management
The convergence of wireless and IP has led to the need for IP to handle mobility. Recently, a 
number of protocols have emerged to offer Internet connectivity to mobile users. The basic 
difficulty that these protocols address is that the host address in IP has dual significance. First, as 
a unique identifier, IP address should be kept constant regardless of teiminal mobility. Second, in 
its role as a location pointer, it should change as nodes change location so that incoming packets 
could be routed to it destination. Mobile IP (MIP) [Per02][Joh03], a protocol developed by IETF, 
is intended to support IP routing for mobile IP host or mobile node (MN). Mobile IP is used to 
handle mobility of MN moving across different IP networks. On the other hand. Session 
Initiation Protocol (SIP) [Han99] has been rapidly gaining widespread acceptance as the 
signalling protocol of choice for Internet multimedia and telephony services. It has been accepted 
as a mean for signalling for session management in many of the forum and standard bodies such 
as MWIF and 3 GPP who are designing the architecture for all IP wireless network. SIP supports 
personal mobility as part of its signalling mechanism. In a more recent development, proposals 
were made to extend SIP to handle inter-domain mobility of mobile users [DutOl]. With such an 
extension, SIP may fulfil the role of managing terminal, service and personal mobility.
Macro-mobility refers to the mobility of MN across different networks or administiative domain. 
It is also known as inter-domain mobility. Two macro-mobility management approaches, one 
based on Mobile IP and another on SIP are compared and analysed in this chapter. SIP- and MIP- 
based protocols provide support for mobility in two different layers i.e. the application and 
network layers respectively. Their perfonuance with regards to handling terminal mobility in IP 
networks is evaluated. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches are 
identified.
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4.1 Mobile IPv4
Mobile IP is a protocol designed by IETF in the effort to support mobility of IP terminals in IP 
network. Two versions of Mobile IP have been defined by IETF, one is for IPv4 and another is 
for IPv6. The operation of Mobile IPv4 is described here and the following section highlights its 
differences with Mobile IPv6. The detail operations of Mobile IPv4 are available in IETF RFC 
3344 [Per02], and all the relevant protocols are described in RFC2003 to RFC2005 [Per96] 
[Per96a] [Sol96].
Mobile IP is a simple and scalable solution for supporting mobility across the Internet or global 
mobility. Tlie motivation of Mobile IP is to offer a pure network layer solution for mobility 
support and to isolate higher layers from mobility. In particular, it aims at supporting continuous 
TCP connections. Even though handover causes IP address changes, the IP routing mechanisms 
remain unchanged and MN is able to receive IP packets.
The fundamental assumption behind Mobile IP is that a mobile node (MN) owns an IP home 
address and is assigned a temporaiy care-of address (CoA) in a foreign or visited network. Mobile 
IP defines two entities to provide mobility support: a Home Agent (HA) and a Foreign Agent 
(FA). The HA is statically assigned to the mobile node based on the peimanent home IP address 
of the mobile node. The FA is assigned to the mobile node based on its cunent location.
Mobile IPv4 is, in essence, a protocol of doing three relatively separate functions. Figure 4-1 
depicts the basic operations of Mobile IP, which are described as following.
Agent discovery: Home Agent and Foreign Agent advertise their availability with Router
Advertisement packet. A newly anived mobile node may also send a solicitation message to 
learn if any prospective agents are present.
Registration: When the mobile node is away from its home network, it register a temporary 
care-of IP address with its HA. Mobile node will register either directly with its HA or tln ough a 
FA which forward the registration request to the HA.
Tunnelling: In order to deliver packets to MN when it is away from home, the HA delivers 
packets to the care-of address at foreign network using IP-in-IP encapsulation. At care-of 
address, the original packets are recovered by a decapsulation process, packets are then delivered 
to the mobile node by the FA.
For the reverse direction, from the mobile node to its corresponding node (CN), MN sends 
packets directly to its CN. Tlie routing among MN, HA and CN, as shown in Figure 4-1, is 
refeiTed to as triangular routing.
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Figure 4-1: Mobile IP operation
There are two variants of Mobile IPv4, depending on the form of the CoA. In the first variant, the 
MN uses the FA's address as its CoA and the FA registers this “foreign agent care-of address” 
with the HA. Hence, packets are delivered from the HA to the FA, where the FA forwards the 
original packets directly to the MN. In the second variant, the MN obtains a CoA for itself, e.g. 
through DHCP [Bou02], and registers this “co-located CoA” (CcoA) either directly with the HA 
or via the FA. Tunnelled packets from the HA are decapsulated by the MN itself. The main 
benefit of the foreign agent care-of address approach is that fewer globally routable IPv4 
addresses are needed, since many MNs can be registered at the same FA. Since IPv4 addresses 
are scarce, it is generally preferred. The approach also removes the overhead of encapsulation 
over the radio link.
Although Mobile IPv4 is a well-known approach for mobility support in IP networks and an 
accepted standard in the IETF community, it struggles with some serious shortcomings. In 
Mobile IP, each mobile node is required to have a permanent and unique IP address as home 
address. In face of tight IPv4 address resources, in conjunction with the explosion of number of 
mobile devices, this may lead to the usage of private IP addresses, which make the IETF Mobile 
IP scheme more complex.
Indirect routing (triangular routing) is considered as a serious drawback for traffic with stringent 
delay requirements, e.g. some RTP/UDP traffic, since it adds an additional and asymmetrical end- 
to-end delay. Indirect routing adds data traffic to the Internet and tunnelling increases the 
overhead.
When IETF Mobile IP is widely used, the amount of signalling across the Internet is large. This 
is because a binding update is generated each time the mobile changes the FA or handover to
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other subnets. Furthermore, if HA is far away from FA, the handover may take long time to be 
completed.
These problems have been partially tackled by several Mobile IP extensions:
Route Optimisation: Route optimisation [PerOO] solves the triangular routing problem by using 
binding updates to inform the conespondent node about the cunent temporaiy IP CoA address of 
mobile node. When a handover occurs the old FA sends a binding warning to the HA of mobile 
node. HA, in turn, sends a binding update to the CN. CN can then send packet directly to the MN 
by tunnelling. The main drawback of this solution is that it requires a change in the IP protocol of 
the CN since it must be able to encapsulate IP packets and to store care-of addi esses of MN. For 
this reason. Route Optimisation has been withdiawn from IETF Mobile IP Working Group.
Hierarchical Foreign Agents [Gus00][Sol03]: were proposals aiming to reduce the rate of 
binding update with HA as well as to avoid the delay of updating. They are extensions of Mobile 
IP. The proposed protocols exploit the locality of user mobility and tiy to restiict the update to be 
carried out at the vicinity of the mobile node. Generally, these schemes make use of multiple 
foreign agents which are also known as mobility agents (MA) within a foreign network. As MN 
handoff within a foreign domain, only MAs within the domain will be updated. HA is updated 
only when MN move to another domain. This reduces handoff latency and the signalling across 
the Internet. When HA receives packet for MN, it will first tunnel it to a MA in the foreign 
network. The MA receives all packets on behalf of the MN and tuimels it again to another MA 
from which MN’s cunent CoA is obtained.
Reverse Tunnelling: Mobile IPv4 suffers from a practical problem with firewalls (or, more 
generally, a router that performs ingress filtering [Fer98]). A MN uses its home address as its 
source address, but a firewall expects all packets within its network to use a topologically correct 
sour ce address (i.e. to use the same network prefix) and will therefore throw away packets from 
the MN. To circumvent this, an extension has been added, it is known as Reverse Tunnelling. It 
establishes a “reverse tumiel”, i.e. from the care-of address to the home agent. Packet originated 
from MN are first tunnelled to the AH. Tlrey are then decapsulated at the home agent and 
delivered to correspondent nodes with the home address as the IP source address.
4.1.1 Mobile IPv6
The basic principle of Mobile IPv4 is retained in Mobile IPv6 [Joh03] along with the concept of 
binding of a permanent IP address to a temporary one. Each mobile node running Mobile IPv6 is 
always identified by its home address. While situated away from its home, it is also associated 
with a care-of address, which provides information about the mobile node's cunent location. 
Unlike IPv4, the design of IPv6 [Deer98] has taken mobility of end host into consideration.
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Hence, IPv6 by default provides some usefi.il featiues for Mobile IP. Mobile IPv6 fully exploits 
such features to provide mobility support to IPv6 hosts.
Mobile IPv6 defines foiu' new IPv6 destination options, namely a Binding Update, Binding 
Acknowledgment, Binding Request and Home Address. Destination option, canying optional 
infoimation that is examined only destination node of a packet, is one of the so-called IPv6 
header options. Header options were design such that the normal IPv6 packet header can be 
extended with an optional field canying useful information. With such header extension, mobile 
node can now directly send a Binding Update in the same packets that carries data traffic to any 
IPv6 con espondent node. The conespondent node can then learn and cache the binding of mobile 
node's home address with its care-of address. As a result of this mechanism, any IPv6 nodes is 
able to send packets destined for the mobile node directly to at the care-of address.
Compared to Mobile IPv4, several features of IPv6 have been integrated more efficiently in 
Mobile IPv6. The most relevant advantages are as following.
• Due to the increased number of IPv6 address, the problem of address shortage in IPv4 is 
alleviated. In Mobile IPv6, only co-located care-of address (CCoA) needs to be used.
• Mobile nodes utilize enhanced IPv6 features, such as automatic address configuration 
[Thom98] and neighbour discovery for address configuration. With these features and the 
usage of CCoA, the need of Foreign Agents is eliminated.
• Triangular routing among home agent, mobile node and conespondent node is avoided. 
While route optimisation is an additional functionality for Mobile IPv4, it is an integral part of 
Mobile IPv6. Route Optimisation binding updates are sent to CNs by the MN (rather than by 
the home agent).
• In Mobile IPv6 the problem of ingi'ess filtering in Mobile IPv4 is solved. An IPv6 mobile 
node on a foreign network uses its care-of address as source address of its packets, and 
includes its home addiess in a Home Address destination option. As the care-of address is 
topologically correct, the packet will pass ingress filters. No reverse tunnelling is needed.
• Packets are not encapsulated, because the MN's CoA is earned by the Routing Header option 
added on to the original packet. This adds less overhead costs and possibly simplifies QoS 
provision.
• There is no need for separate contiol packets, because various types of destination options 
allow control messages to be piggybacked on to any IPv6 packet.
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4.2 Extended SIP for Mobility
4.2.1 Session Initiation Protocol
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)[Han99][Ros02] is an application-layer signalling protocol 
used for establishing, modifying and terminating multimedia sessions. It has been standardized 
within the IETF [lETFc] and is widely used for setting up Internet telephone call and multimedia 
conferences. With the adoption of SIP by 3GPP as the signalling protocol in the IP Multimedia 
Subsystem (IMS) [3GPPa][Won03], which is part of the all-IP specification in UMTS, SIP is 
expected to gain more popularity in mobile network.
SIP rims on top of several different transport protocols including UDP and TCP. SIP defines an 
extensible set contiol messages, cunently including INVITE to initiate a session, ACK to confirm 
a session establishment, BYE to tenminate a session, OPTIONS to determine capabilities and 
CANCEL to teiminate a session that has not been established yet. SIP invitations message used 
to create sessions cany session descriptions that allow participants to agree on a set of compatible 
media types. Session components and characteristics can be also re-negotiated in mid-session, 
allowing the addition, modification and deletion of media streams or applications. Each SIP 
session has a unique session identifier which identifies the session. If the session needs to be 
modified, the same session identifier is used in the initial request, in order to indicate that this is a 
modification of an existing session. A SIP user is addressed using an email-like address 
“user@host”, where “user” is a user name or phone number and “host” is a domain name or IP 
address.
SIP defines a number of logical entities, namely SIP user agent (UA) at the user’s side, location 
server and a SIP server (SIP redirect server and SIP proxy seiwer) at the network side. The SIP 
user agent has two basic functions: listening for incoming SIP messages, and sending SIP 
messages upon user actions or incoming messages. To initiate a session, user agent of caller 
sends INVITE message and is received by a SIP server. The SIP proxy seiwer relays SIP 
messages from the caller to the callee. A redirect sei-ver returns the location of the host rather 
than relaying the SIP message. Both the redirect and proxy seiwer accept registiations fiom users, 
a procedure in which the cunent network location of the user is given in REGISTER message. 
The detail operations of SIP is given in [Ros02] and [Han99].
Deployment of SIP servers enables personal mobility, since a user can register with the server 
independent of user’s location and the end devices being used. Using proxy server, end user can 
be found even if the user is changing location or communication device. Essentially, SIP supports 
a binding between a user-level identifier (the SIP address) and the user’s location, which is the 
identifier (IP address) of the device where user can be currently found. Registration function is
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provided by SIP to allow users to update their location for use by SIP seiwer. The SIP proxy 
seiwer has properties resembling those of the home agent in Mobile IP. The SIP redirect seiwer 
has same logical function as the home agent in Mobile IP with route optimisation, in that it tells 
the caller where to send the invitation.
4.2.2 Extended SIP for Mobility Support
Utilisation of SIP spawned fiom its ability to provide session management and to provide 
personal and service mobility. In addition to supporting personal and service mobility, [Wed99], 
[SchOO], [DutOl] and [VakOO] proposed to extend SIP with functions that would support terminal 
macro-mobility or inter-domain mobility. The idea is conceptually very similar to Mobile IP. 
Nevertheless, the motivation of the extending SIP to support teiminal mobility is to alleviate 
dr awbacks of the Mobile IPv4 approach such as triangular routing and tunnelling. Such approach 
is referred to as “Extended SIP mobility support” in the following description.
No explicit home IP addi'ess is required in SIP-based mobility management. One of the main 
assumption behind Extended SIP mobility approach is that a mobile user is globally identified by 
a unique identifier or address (e.g. user@host). This unique address is mapped to the cuiTent IP 
address of the mobile user’s end system i.e. the user’s IP terminal. The user mobility is supported 
as follows and as depicted in Figure 4-2.
When a user wishes to initiate a session, an invitation is always directed to a SIP seiwer, which in 
turn queries the location server for die cuiTent IP address of the mobile callee’s end system. Tlie 
SIP server either relays the invitation to the called user or provides the location infoimation of 
called user to the user initiating the session.
When the mobile teiminal moves to another network and thus causing a macro-mobility handoff 
and requires a change of its IP address, the mobile node obtains a new temporary address via 
DHCP. As DHCP server sends a DHCPACK to confirm the assignment of the address to the 
mobile node, it also updates the DNS address to name and name-to-address mappings. The 
DHCP can use the Dynamic DNS updates mechanism [Vix97] to perfoim the DNS mapping 
update [RekOO]. The mobile terminal then registers the new IP addiess with its home SIP server 
and location server. Any subsequent new sessions will be set up to that new IP address. If the 
MH moves during an on-going session, the SIP user agent at the mobile teiminal sends a new SIP 
INVITE request message to each of its corresponding node. In this message, the user agent 
includes the same session identifier and its original SIP user identifier into the flom-fleld of the 
SIP header. It also includes its new IP address into:
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1. Contact field of the SIP header, in order to infonu the corresponding node where it wants to 
receive future SIP messages, and
2. c (connection) field of the SDP header that contains a description of the session, in order to 
redirect the data traffic flow towards its new address.
The session can then be continued with new temporary address of MN without re-establishing a 
new session.
Supporting TCP Applications
As a mobile node changes its IP address, TCP connection will be broken. Although the 
fundamental abstraction of both SIP and TCP is the connection, they identify it differently. A 
session ID identifies a SIP session, while a pair of endpoints identifies a TCP comiection. Each 
TCP endpoint is identified with a pair of integers (host, port) where host is IP address of the 
endpoint, and port is the TCP port on the host. In order to support mobility and TCP applications 
without modifying TCP, [Vak99] and [VakOOa] propose augmenting Extended SIP user agent 
with a SIP_EYE agent that tracks all TCP coimection. Die SIP EYE agent enables the SIP user 
agent to maintain a record of all ongoing TCP connections of mobile node, and their identifiers. 
The SIP EYE operates as follows:
i. It examines headers of TCP packets to monitor the birth and death of TCP connections as well 
as to identify their endpoints, i.e., the source and destination IP addresses and port numbers of 
these connections.
ii. It maintains a cunent record of identifiers of ongoing TCP connections of the mobile node.
iii. SIP EYE records a state comprising four integers, <original MN IP address, previous MN IP 
address, current MN IP address, original corresponding IP address>, for each TCP 
connection. The original IP address is the IP address of the mobile node at the beginning of 
the TCP session, previous IP address is the last IP address of the mobile node just before its 
cunent one, and cunent IP addi'ess is the cunent IP address of the mobile node. The original 
corresponding IP address is the IP address of the conesponding host at the beginning of the 
TCP session,
iv. Upon successful registration of a mobile station’s with the visiting network, its SIP user agent 
sends an INFO [DonOO] message to the SIP user agent of conesponding node to request 
binding of the original address of the mobile with its cunent one. Subsequently, the CN 
maintain a binding of the original IP address and the most up to date IP address of MN.
V.  Based on the addiess binding, the conesponding node use IP encapsulation to foiward the 
TCP segments to the MN’s cunent location.
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Since the DHCP interacts with DNS to dynamically update the name to address and address to 
name mappings, any new TCP connections will be established using the current address of the 
mobile.
(Redirect
Server
3 - NV TE MN2 - Registration % ^
4 - Redire
Mobil.. M
DHCP Server Correspond
1 -Address Configuration Node
Figure 4-2: B asic operation of E xtended SIP (with redirect server)
4.3 Comparison of Mobile IP and Extended SIP
In the following sub-sections, comparisons of Mobile IP and Extended SIP for macro-mobility 
management are carried out. The signalling messages involved will be studied. This is followed 
by performance evaluation with computer modelling and simulation.
4.3.1 Basic Operation
The idea of Extended SIP for inter-domain terminal mobility support is conceptually very similar 
to Mobile IP and the Route Optimisation version of Mobile IPv4. A SIP mobile node re-registers 
with its SIP location database each time it obtains a new IP address. This is just like the binding 
updates to the home agent in Mobile IP. A correspondent node wishing to communicate with the 
mobile user sends a SIP INVITE, which reaches the SIP server of the mobile user. If this is a SIP 
proxy server, it forwards the INVITE to the terminal of the user at its current IP address, whereas 
if it is a SIP redirect server, it tells the correspondent node the IP address of user terminal so that it 
can correspond with the user terminal directly. This is reminiscent of the versions of Mobile IP 
without and with route optimisation. If the mobile terminal moves during a call, it can send the 
correspondent another INVITE request (with the same call identifier) with the new address (in the 
CONTACT field of SIP header and inside the updated session description). This, again, is very 
similar to Route Optimisation of Mobile IP described earlier.
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Unlike Mobile IP which handle mobility purely with routing and re-routing, dedicated SIP seiwer 
is also required for SIP-based mobility management approach. Whereas Mobile IP requires the 
installation of home agents and modifications to the mobile node’s operating system (and the 
correspondent nodes if route optimisation is used), SIP requires the presence of SIP servers and 
that the mobile terminal and conespondent nodes run SIP user agent. The requirement is slightly 
stronger than this for TCP applications, where the TCP connection needs to be maintained during 
a move. One possible solution is that a mobile uses a TCP tracking agent (SIP-EYE) to maintain 
a record of ongoing TCP connections, and when it hands over, it sends a SIP INFO message to the 
TCP correspondent node asking for the mobile’s old address to be bound to its new address. 
Further packet delivery is then carried out with IP-in-IP encapsulation. Diis is very reminiscent 
of route-optimised Mobile IP with co-located care-of address. However, this imposes extra 
functionality on MN to keep track of all on-going TCP connection.
As far as terminal mobility is concern, whether SIP or Mobile IP is better for terminal mobility is 
really a judgement about which protocol will turii out be more successful and more widely 
deployed. Favouring SIP is its wide functionality, especially in supporting VoIP, supporting 
personal and service mobility and its uses in the Internet Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) of UMTS 
Release 5. On the other hand. Mobile IP is simpler. With mobility support at network layer, any 
session on any type of transport protocols, including UDP and TCP, is supported by Mobile IP. 
In addition, the SIP signalling, which is at application layer, requires more processing power than 
Mobile IP packets.
Nevertheless, it is possible to incorporate both SIP and Mobile IP as they have roles that actually 
complement each other. There are a number of ways in which this could happen. For example, 
SIP could be used purely for personal mobility and Mobile IP for terminal macro-mobility, by 
registering the home address with the SIP server; as variants, the mobile could register its Mobile 
IP CoA with the SIP server; SIP server could use the home agent as its location register. Another 
option is a hybrid approach whereby macro-mobility is supported by both Mobile IP and SIP. 
Mobile IP for TCP connections whereas by Extended SIP supports real-time sessions [Pol03].
4.3.2 Comparison of Signalling 
Handoff Signalling In Extended SIP
In Figure 4-3, the message sequence for supporting macro-mobility for SIP in IPv4 is listed. As a 
mobile node (MN) moves between networks, it needs to acquire a new IP address. The macro­
mobility handoff involves DHCP for IP address acquisition and SIP messages exchange. Both the 
coiTesponding node (CN) of any on-going session and SIP server in home network of the MN are 
updated. Finally, the on-going session between MN and CN continues after the re-inviting CN.
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Figure 4-4 shows exactly the same scenario but it is based on with IPv6. There is no need for 
stateful DHCP operation, automatic address configuration of IPv6 is used instead.
Handoff Signalling In Mobile IP
Figure 4-5 shows the message sequence for a MN handoff fiom its home network to a foreign 
network with Mobile IPv4. A MN registers with its home agent using a Registration Request 
message so that its home agent can create or modify a mobility binding for that MN. It is 
assumed here that MN is using a foreign agent care-of address. Thus, registration request is 
relayed by foreign agent to home agent. It may be directly sent to the home agent if the mobile 
node is registering a co-located care-of address.
Comparing to SIP, the major difference is that MN does not interact directly with its CN. Address 
binding update is only earned out with HA. In this way, the mobility of a mobile node is 
completely transparent to all IP hosts. In addition, MN does not need an explicit DHCP 
procedure to obtain an IP address unless the MN chooses to use a co-located care-of address. MN 
may use foreign agent IP address as its care-of address.
Figure 4-6 shows the message sequence for Mobile IPv6. With IPv6, MN acquires its IP address 
with a stateless address autoconfigutation though DHCP is possible too. Binding update messages 
are sent directly to MN’s HA and CN. Data packets are also sent between MN and CN directly. 
Routing header, instead of IP-in-IP encapsulation, is used as the tunnelling mechanism in IPv6.
The signalling procedure of Mobile IP and SIP are veiy similar. The major differences are that i) 
the signalling are earned out at network and application layers respectively, ii) multiple INIVITE 
messages have to be sent to the same CN if there are multiple active sessions with CN, and iii) 
explicit address acquisition is required for SIP, no FA-CoA is possible.
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MN DHCP S e rver CN Home SIP S erver
Data Packet
Macro-mobility |  
Handoff |
DHCP Discover
DHCP Offer
DHCP_Request
DHCP_Ack
SIP_lnvite_Request
SIP_invite_Response
SIP lnvite_Ack
Data Packet (to new address)
SIP_Register_Request
SIP_Register_Response
8IP_Register_Ack
Figure 4-3: M essage seq u en ce for the Extended SIP mobility support (with IPv4)
MNu R outers
Macro-mobilityHandoff
Auto-addressConfiguration
Neighbor Solicitation (for DAD)
Neighbor Soljcitation (for DAD)
Data Packet
SiP_Reinvite_Request
SIP_Reinvite_Response
SiP Reinvite Ack
CN
Data Packet (to new address)
S iP_Register_Request
SIP_Register_Response
S IP_Register_Ack
Home SIP Server
Figure 4-4: M essage seq u en ce  for the Extended SiP mobility support (with IPv6)
MN MIP FA CN MIP HA
Macro-mobility I Handoff II
MIP_Registration_Request
MIP_Registration_Reply
M iP_Regis tratio n_Req uest
M IP_Registratio n_Reply
Tunnel Data Packet
Data Packet (for MN)
Data Packet (for MN)
Figure 4-5: M essage seq u en ce for Mobile IP mobility support (with IPv4 and FA CoA)
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MN Router CN MIP HA
Macro-mobilityHandoff
Auto-addressConfiguration
Neighbor Solicitation (for DAD)
Neighbor Solicitation (for DAD)
Data Packet
MIP_BU_Request
MIP BU Ack
MIP_BU_Request
MIP BU Ack
Data Packet (Routing Header)
Figure 4-6: M essage seq u en ce for Mobile IP mobility support (using IPv6)
4.3.2.1 Hybrid of Mobile IP and SIP
Mobile IP has been designed to support terminal mobility at the network layer, whereas SIP 
supports personal and session mobility at application layer. As described in Section 4.3.1, Mobile 
IP and SIP can complement each other in packet routing and service provisioning to user. It is 
also possible to have a scheme with hybrid of Mobile IP and SIP to support terminal mobility of 
MN. Since most of the real time multimedia ti'affic is caiTied over RTP/UDP and non-real time 
traffic is based on TCP, a possible way is that Extended SIP mobility support is used for all 
session with RTP/UDP tiuffic, while Mobile IP is used for all TCP-based session. This scheme is 
referred to as “Hybrid SIP/MIP” approach in the following description. In the hybrid scheme, it is 
assumed that both Mobile IP and SIP are implemented in all IP hosts.
Messages exchange in the hybrid approach is similar to that in Extended SIP approach, except 
that Mobile IP is also in operation. Figure 4-7 shows the operation of Hybrid SIP/MIP for IPv4. 
In order to illustrate the scheme better, two CNs are included, one that supports real time traffic 
and one that supports non-real time traffic. In the hybrid approach, MN does not use a foreign 
agent caie-of address, instead, it always acquire its own IP addiess via DHCP. After an inter­
domain handoff operation and obtaining an IP addi'ess, MN updates all its CN engaged in a 
RTP/UDP session by sending SIP INVITE message. Any on-going sessions will continue over a 
non-triangular routing path, that is, MN corresponds with its CNs directly. In addition, MN also 
updates its home SIP seiwer and its Mobile IP home agent. As such, all sessions of a MN set up 
and controlled by SIP receive mobility support based on SIP signalling, whereas non-SIP-based 
sessions receive mobility support with Mobile IP by default. Since co-located care-of address is 
used for Mobile IP address binding, foreign agent is not required.
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Figure 4-8 illustrate the same scenario but with IPv6. Automatic address configuration is used 
here instead of DHCP. The message sequence is similai' to that of IPv4, with the exception that 
MN sends Mobile IP binding update packet not only to its home agent but also to its CN which is 
engaged in non-real time sessions.
Although hybrid approach avoided implementation of TCP tiacking and IP-in-IP encapsulation, it 
results in high number of signalling messages. In particular, there is a redundancy in updating 
home network because update messages are sent to SIP server and as well as to Mobile IP home 
agent. Moreover, if a CN is having both UDP and TCP sessions with the MN, duplicated updates 
will be carried out with CN too -  one being SIP message and another being Mobile IP message.
MN DHCP Server
Macro-moblllty Handoff
DHCP_Disco\er 
DHCP Offer
DHCP_Request
DHCP Ack
MIP FA GN1(RTP) CN2(TCP) Home SIP Server MIP HA
Data Packet
Data Packet
SIPJnvite_Request
8 1 P_l n \lte_Response
SIP Invite Ack
Data Packet (to new address)
S!P_Register_Request
SIP_Reglster_Response
SIP_Reglster_Ack
MIP_BU_Request
MIP BU Ack
Tunnel Data Packet
Data Packet (f i rMN)
Figure 4-7: M essage seq u en ce for Hybrid SIP/MIP mobility support (with IPv4)
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MN Router CNI(RTP) CN2(TCP) Home SIP Server MIP HA
Macro-mobilityHandoff
Auto-addressConfiguration
Neighbor Solicita
Neighbor Solicita
Data Packet
Data Packet
ion (for DAD) 
ion (for DAD)
SIPJnMte_Request
SIPJnvite_Response
SIP invite Ack
Data Packet (to new address)
SIP_Register_Request
SIP_Register_Response
SIP_Register_Ack
MIP_BU_Request
MIP BU Ack
MIP_BU_Request
MIP BU Ack
Data Packet (witti routing header)
Figure 4-8: M essage seq u en ce for Hybrid SIP/MIP mobility support (with IPv6)
4.3.3 Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate Mobile IP and SIP-based macro-mobility management mechanism, a set of 
simulations that consider both real time and non-real time applications had been earned out. Due 
to the fact that there is not much difference between Mobile IPv6 and Extended SIP for IPv6, the 
study of comparison is based on IPv4 and the findings in this sections are applied only to IPv4. 
Terminal mobility of is based either on Mobile IP or Extended SIP operation for mobility support. 
Use of foreign agent CoA is assumed for Mobile IP. For cases with SIP, DROP [McOO], which is 
a lighter version of DHCP, is used such that the delay created dui'ing address acquisition is 
limited.
The outcomes of this simulation work are discussed in the following two sections. The simulation 
topology is as shown in Figure 4-9. Unless otheiwise state, the scenarios studied are based on the 
following configuration:
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MN is in a foreign or visited network
CN is static and is not at the same network as MN, neither it is in home network of MN 
For SIP, CN sends packets directly to MN
For Mobile IP, CN sends packets to HA which then tunnel packets to MN 
No fragmentation is carried out at HA
UDP traffic is a generated by an IP packet source, with packet inter-arrival time of 0.02 
second (i.e. 50 packets per second), and packet size is exponentially distributed with mean of 
1024 bytes
TCP traffic is generated from a FTP session with the file server being the CN of MN
FA1 Home
Networl HAForeign 
Network ■
Global
Internet
SIP Servere
Foreign^ 
letwork 2
MN
CN
etwork
FA2 CN
Figure 4-9: Simulated network topology for evaluation of MIP and SIP mobility support 
The performance metrics are as following:
• Packet Loss Ratio: the ratio of total number of UDP data packet lost to total number of data 
packet created by traffic source
• RTF Stop Time: the time when MN needs to pause it RTP/UDP session, from the moment it 
initiates a handoff until the handoff is completed
• File Download Time: the total time required to finish transferring a file from CN to MN over 
a TCP session.
4.3.3.1 UDP-based Real Time Application
The first set of evaluation focuses on a scenario whereby user is running a real time multimedia 
application generating RTP/UDP packet.
The simulation variables are:
a) Internet delay (exponential distributed)
b) Playout delay (tpo)
c) Delay at the wireless link (twi)
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Internet delay is delay experienced by a packet when it tiaversed across the global Internet. In the 
simulation, it represents the total time delay when packet are sent from one network to the other.
Playout delay represents the time delay that can be tolerated by a real time application. Consider 
the operation of an interactive audio application, the application typically uses a buffering time or 
playout delay to overcome network jitter. If a packet takes longer than playout delay, the packet 
is deemed unusable by the application, the packet is dropped. This packet drop is different fr om 
packet loss that might occur in the network during a handoff.
Delay at the wireless link represent the time delay between a mobile node and an access router.
All the delay variables affect handoff time and hence the number of packet lost. In the simulation, 
the total time delay for executing binding update during a handoff is a function of a) Internet 
delay and c) Delay at the wireless link. Before a binding update is completed, data packets 
destined to MN can be mis-routed and subsequently dropped. In addition, if data packets arrive at 
its destination later than playout time for any reason, it will also be dropped.
Static Mobile Node
First simulation was carried out to investigate the packet delivery fr om CN to a non-moving MN 
attached to a foreign network. Since MN is not moving, there is no packet lost is due to handoff. 
Packet loss is due to late amval of data packet at application layer of MN only. As data packets 
aii'ive a MN application later than the specified playout delay, it is discarded.
Figure 4-10 shows the packet loss ratio for playout delays of 0.5 second and 1.0 second and 
various Internet delays. It can be seen that Mobile IP case gives higher packet loss ratio. This is 
because data packets from CN always require 2 steps to reach MN, first to HA and then being 
tunnelled to MN at the foreign network. Both steps involve delivering packet over the global 
Internet. This does not only results in higher end-to-end packet delivery delay, but also higher 
jitter. Wliereas in SIP case, after completing the necessary signalling with MN for handoff, CN 
sends data packet directly to MN. In other words, no triangular routing is involved in the case of 
Extended SIP mobility support. As a result, data packets from CN do not traverse the Internet 
twice and reach MN in a timely manner.
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Figure 4-10: Packet loss ratio for RTP/UDP session  (MN is static)
Moving Mobile Node
Next, the handoff performance was investigated for moving terminal. Mobile node performs 
handoff regularly. MN moved between foreign network 1 and foreign network 2, and each 
movement triggers MN to carry out mobility management related signalling, such as sending 
binding update to its home network for the case of Mobile IP, and re-inviting its CN and 
registering with its home SIP server for the case of SIP. As a handoff takes place, the total period 
when MN temporarily stops its RTP session are recorded. The effect of disruption caused during 
handoffs was also studied in term of packet loss ratio.
There are two possible ways, in which SIP-based MN reacts during a handoff:
a) MN resumes RTP session once SIP INVITE Response message is received from CN without 
waiting for SIP REGISTER-ACK from its home SIP server; this approach is denoted as “half 
handoff' (hho) in the following description.
b) MN resumes RTP session only after both SIP INVITE Response and SIP REGISTER-ACK 
are received from CN and its home SIP sever respectively; this approach is denoted as “full 
handoff' (fho) in the following description.
RTF Stop Time
Figure 4-11 shows that the RTP stop time is consistently lower for the case of Mobile IP, even if 
compared to SIP “half handoff’ operation. This is due to the separate address acquisition 
procedure (DRCP) in the Extended SIP operation during handoff. Despite being lighter than 
DHCP, at least 4 messages are exchanged in DRCP operation. MN starts sending INVITE and 
REGISTER messages only after completing the address acquisition procedure. Due to the explicit 
address acquisition procedure, the total delay for SIP is higher than that of MIP. DRCP is a 
simpler implementation since neither DAD nor ARP packets are sent. If DHCP is used instead of
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DRCP, much higher delay would be created, and hence higher RTP stop time. Such delay is 
further boasted if the delay at the wireless link between MN and the fixed network is higher.
With full handoff SIP operation, MN needs to wait for the responses from both the home SIP 
server and its CN. This imposes higher delay in completing the handoff and hence higher RTP 
stop time than half handoff operation.
• SIPtwl=20ms hho 
>SIPtwl=50ms hho• MIP tw l=20ms > MIP tw 1=50 ms
• SIP tw l=20ms fho SIP tw l=50ms fho
I
75 100 125 150 175
Mean Internet Delay (ms)
200 225
Figure 4-11 : RTP stop time for SIP and MIP during handoff
Packet Loss Ratio
Figure 4-12 shows performance of Mobile IP and SIP, in term of packet loss ratio, for different 
handoff frequency. This is an indication of how well macro-mobility handoff is supported by the 
protocol. For Extended SIP, more handoffs imply more RTP pause time, which in turn results in 
more packets lost. On the other hand, for Mobile IP, more handoffs imply only few more packets 
lost. This is because handoff in Mobile IP is faster and more straightforward than with SIP in that 
no DRCP is required and it only needs to update its home agent. The operation of Mobile IP is 
totally transparent to the CN and no interruption on the on-going session in term of re-invitation. 
With wireless link delay of 50ms, packet loss ratio for MIP increases from 7.86% to 17.11% as 
handoff frequency increase from once every 30 second to once every 3 second; whereas packet 
loss ratio for SIP increases from 3.45% to 23.93% for the case of full handoff, and from 3.19% to 
21.74% for the case of half handoff. It can be seen from Figure 4-12 that the packet loss ratio 
with Mobile IP, under different mobility rate, is relatively static as compared to that of SIP. This 
is because the main source of packet loss for Mobile IP is packet discard due to playout delay 
whereas the main source of packet loss for SIP is due to RTP pause time caused by handoff. SIP 
creates more packet loss as the number of handoffs increases. In summary, SIP gives better
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performance if MN is relatively static, and its performance deteriorates more rapidly than Mobile 
IP as mobility of MN increases.
S IP  tw l=20m s hh o  
S IP  tw l=50m s hho 
MIP tw l=20m s 
MIP tw l=50m s 
SIP  tw l=20m s fho 
S IP  tw l=50m s fho
10 15 20 25
Handoff Interval (sec)
Figure 4-12: Packet lost ratio for SIP and MIP
Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 shows the breakdowns of source of packet loss during handoffs for 
wireless delay of 20ms and 50ms respectively. Packet loss is due to a) packet being discard as it 
arrives at the application later than the playout period, and b) packet being mis-routing as MN 
handoff to another network. During handoff, data packet destined to MN continue be sent to the 
old network to which MN is previously attached, until the relevant entities are updated with IP 
address of MN. For Mobile IP, the entity to be updated is the home agent located the home 
network of MN via a registration procedure. For SIP, the CN needs to be updated by sending 
SIP-INVITE message to it. Due to the address acquisition procedure in SIP-based approach, SIP 
CN is updated later than Mobile IP home agent. This results in more packets being mis-routed for 
the case of SIP. On the other hand, Mobile IP-based approach has a higher packet loss due to 
playout delay, as packets traverse the Internet twice to each their destination.
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Figure 4-14: Breakdown of packet loss ratio for SIP and MIP, twi = 50m s 
4.3.3.2 TCP-based Non Real Time Application
In the other set of simulations, the handoff performance of non-real time and TCP-based 
application, was studied for Mobile IP and Extended SIP mobility mechanisms respectively. MN 
runs a FTP session to download a 2-Mbyte file in a client-server model. In this case, the file 
server is the CN of MN. SACK version of TCP is used. Internet delay is set to a constant value 
(of 100ms) to reduce its uncertainty on TCP performance. The wireless link delay is 20ms. A 
handoff takes place when the file download is 50% completed.
The handoff operation with MN running Mobile IP is straight forward, whereby MN only updates 
its HA with its foreign agent care-of address. HA always tunnels packet for MN to MN’s point of 
attachment. Such operation is transparent to the CN (i.e. the FTP server) and to the ongoing TCP 
session. On the other hand, the MN using the SIP-based handoff approach must keep a list of 
ongoing TCP sessions and the associated CN. The handoff procedure includes address
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acquisition and updating of its CN. After handoff, MN sends and receives IP packets to and from 
CN via tunnelling. This approach is termed as “SIP(with TCP tracking" in the description that 
follows.
In Extended SIP approach, if the MN does not have TCP tracking, any ongoing file download 
simply halts, because of the break of TCP connection as MN changes its address. Alternatively, 
applications can implement application layer restart and recovery capabilities, for example using 
the FTP SIZE and REST (restart) facility [ElzOO]. Advanced FTP application may continue the 
inteiTupted file download when network connection is detected again. However such support 
from application layer incur unpredictable delay in resuming the file download. For sake of 
discussion, one of the simulation scenario assumes that FTP application is intelligent enough to 
restart any intennpted file download. In this scenario, which will be denoted as “SIP(download 
restart)" henceforth, the file download automatically restarts at 5 seconds after handoff to another 
network is completed.
Table 4-1 shows configurations of TCP parameter for the file download. The differences in the 
configurations result in different total file download times, and hence different times when 
handoff talces place. For all cases, handoff takes place at a time when file download is 50% 
complete. The TCP session is in congestion avoidance phase when MN handoffs. For all cases, 
the handoff results in loss of at least 10 packets destined to MN. This is because of packets being 
mis-routed to MN’s old network. Such number of packet lost forces TCP to move to the slow 
start phase, which in turn decreases the tliroughput of TCP and increases the file download time.
Both SIP(with TCP tracking) and Mobile IP employ tunnelling. In Mobile IP, tunnelling is from 
HA to MN. In SIP, tunnelling is ft om CN (the FTP sei*ver) to MN. There is not much difference 
in both cases in terms of extia IP headers. The main difference, in term of data deliveiy, is the 
extra path in friangular routing in Mobile. As can be seen from Table 4-1 and Figure 4-15, the file 
download time with Mobile IP is consistently higher than that with SIP(with TCP tracking). In 
other words, higher throughput can be achieved with Extended SIP approach. This is because of 
the difference in the packet routing paths. Triangular routing in Mobile IP results in not only 
liigher delay in sending packets to MN, but also mis-matched round trip time in both directions. 
As TCP has an adaptive mechanism to control the pace of data deliveiy based on round trip time 
and acloiowledgement, the rate of TCP segment being sent is lower. Hence, SlPfwith TCP 
tracking) performs better than MIP in all aspects of TCP, including file download time, 
congestion window recovery time, and advances in sequence number sent.
For the case of SIP(download restart), the file download time is consistently higher for all cases 
that involve handoff, as shown in Table 4-1 and Figui'e 4-15. This is because if no TCP tracking 
capability is included in SIP-based MN, MN resorts to relying on FTP application to resume file
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transfer. The time to complete file download after being interrupted by a handoff is consistently 
higher. In this case, FTP application restarts and continues the file download that was interrupted.
C ase Setting
Total File Download Time (second)
MIP
SIP
(TCP
Tracking)
SIP
(Application
Restart)
A
MTU = 1500 
Internet Delay = 50ms 
Wireless link delay = 20ms 
TCP Setting:
SACK
Buffer size = 32768 bytes
MSS = 1460 bytes
Nagle's SWS Avoidance enabled
18.1678 14.4211 14.4211
B Same as Case A, except: Handoff at 129 second 25.4107 18.7808 29.0811
C Same as Case A, except: Internet Delay = 100ms 28.6107 21.3432 21.3432
D Same as Case C, except: Handoff at 135 second 38.3842 26.6087 42.0032
E Same as Case A, except: Buffer size = 16384 52.0107 38.9429 38.9429
F Same as Case E, except: Handoff at 144second 56.6107 43.6087 68.6029
Table 4-1 : FTP download time for different TCP settings
□  MIP
B  SIP (TCP tracking)
□  SIP (dow nioad restart)
A B 0  D E F
TCP Configuration
Figure 4-15: FTP download time for different TCP settings
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Figure 4-16 shows file download time for different global Internet delays. The same conclusions 
can be drawn as SIP(with TCP tracking) requires least amount of time, this is followed by Mobile 
IP and SIP(with download restart). SIP-based MN requires less time than Mobile IP-based MN 
to finish downloading a file even when it is not interrupted by any handoff. This again has been 
due to the fact that no triangular routing is involved, delivery of data packet from CN (the FTP 
server) to SIP-based MN is through a optimised path.
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Figure 4-16: File download time for MIP and SIP
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Figure 4-17: R eceived TCP segm ent number for MIP and SIP
Figure 4-17 shows the TCP segment number received by SIP-based and MIP-based MN. The 
sequence number for SIP-based MN increases quicker than that of Mobile IP MN. This is because 
of the longer round trip time between receiving and transmitting ends of TCP with Mobile IP. The 
difference in round trip time is due to the triangular routing that exists in Mobile IP mechanism.
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Shorter round trip time in the case of SIP allows TCP congestion window to be adjusted and 
increases at a higher rate, and hence TCP segments being sent out more rapidly,
4.3.3.3 Summary And Discussion
The handoff disruption time, handoff packet loss, and the overall performance of real time and 
non real time application with Mobile IP and SIP as mobility support protocols are compared. 
The disruption for handoff and handoff packet loss with Mobile IP approach is smaller than that 
with SIP approach in most situations. A SIP-based MN need to perfonns an explicit address 
acquisition operation. In Mobile IP, care-of address acquisition is part of the protocol and is 
gracefully supported. Address acquisition (DRCP has been assumed in this study) involves 4 
exti'a signalling between SIP MN and the network infrastructui'e. Such signalling results in higher 
handoff delay in Extended SIP than in Mobile IP, and hence degrades the handoff performance of 
SIP. Mobile IP also provides better handoff support as it is totally transparent to its CN and to the 
upper transport layer.
Extended SIP mobility support avoids tiiangular routing and give shorter end-to-end packet 
deliveiy delay between MN and CN, and hence a better overall performance. Updating CN 
makes direct routing between MN and CN possible. This is a significant difference because 
tiiangular routing creates extra packet deliveiy delay to MN. Fuithermore, the delay is not 
predictable, as packet is routed via the global Internet. The overall performance, for real time and 
non real time applications, degi ades with such extia delay. The tiiangular routing of Mobile IP is 
a non-negligible drawback of Mobile IP.
Nevertheless, implementation and perfoimance of Extended SIP for mobility management has 
been based on the following assumptions and conditions:
a) All IP hosts run SIP and interpret SIP messages
b) All IP hosts perform IP encapsulation to support TCP application.
c) All mobile nodes support TCP ti acking by keeping a list of all TCP connections
d) Cross-layer cooperation between application, ti'ansport and network layers (i.e. SIP, TCP and 
IP protocols) of MN
All the conditions above cannot be easily met as it requires modifications to end host not only in 
the IP layer, but also application and transport layers. In fact, condition (b) is the reason why 
proposal of Route Optimisation for Mobile IP has been withdrawn from IETF Mobile IP Working 
Group. It was concluded that route optimisation of Mobile IP is not a suitable solution because it 
requires all Internet end host to be capable of maintaining address binding and performing IP 
tunnelling or IP-in-IP encapsulation. As a solution that support terminal mobility for both UDP 
and TCP, Extended SIP requires all IP hosts to be able to perform tunnelling. Such requirement
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suggests that all end hosts in the Internet do be upgraded, and is believed to be not viable for the 
huge number of end hosts in Internet now. Since Mobile IP has little direct effect on other layer 
of the protocol and operating system of mobile nodes outside of the network layer, it provide a 
clean and tidy support for teiminal mobility.
4.4 Conclusions
This chapter has investigated two IP-based macro-mobility management approaches, namely.
Mobile IP and Extended SIP, which are network layer and an application layer solution 
respectively. The principle of both Mobile IP and SIP approaches are similar in that mobile node 
is required to update a network entity with its newly acquired IP address once it has moved to 
other network. For MIP, MN updates it HA in its home network to give a binding between MN 
peimanent IP address and temporary care-of IP addi'ess; for SIP, MN updates it home SIP sei'ver 
as well as its CN to give a binding between a user-level identifier (the SIP URL) and IP address of 
the mobile terminal. Both approaches were studied in terms of binding update operation, I
signalling involved and handoff perfoimance evaluation. As far as handoff performance is 
concerned, Mobile IP shows a better performance in term of handoff completion time and handoff 
packet loss ratio. However, because of ability of SIP-based MN to interact with its SIP-based CN |
directly without triangular routing, SIP-based mobility management approach gives a better j
Ioverall perfoimance than that of Mobile IP.
Given that SIP has been accepted by Internet community and by 3GPP for Internet Mobile 
Subsystem (IMS), it is foreseeable that all future mobile node are SIP-enabled. However, to use 
SIP as a mobility management protocol, further optimisation and cross-layer interoperability are 
required among SIP, IP, transport and application layers. It is important to note that SIP does not 
support TCP. On the other hand. Mobile IP is designed by IETF in the effort to support mobility 
in IP network. It is a simple and scalable solution for supporting global mobility. The motivation 
of Mobile IP is to offer a puie network layer solution for mobility support and to isolate higher 
layers from mobility. In particular, it aims at continuous TCP connections even though handoff 
causes IP address changes. Hence it should be used as the underlying network protocol to support I
inter-domain movement of mobile node. Extended SIP mobility support should be tieated as an !
additional and optional support fiom application layei' to support personal mobility and to handle i
any SIP-based sessions which are being affected by user mobility. Nevertheless, Mobile IP does j
not solve all the problems caused by mobility. More specifically, it has been found inadequate to 
support fast and frequently moving mobile nodes. Such inadequacies and the solutions are the 
subjects of study in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5
5 Micro-Mobility Management
Mobile IP (MIP) is the current standard in IETF for supporting mobility of IP terminals. 
However, with high mobility and high density of mobile nodes in wireless mobile network. 
Mobile IP needs to be complemented by more distributed mechanisms to provide a more effective 
mobility support within a network domain [LouOl]. This implies the division of the mobility 
management into two different parts. The first part is mobility management at a large scale for 
movement of user terminal between different administr ative domains or networks. Such mobility 
is known as inter-domain mobility or macro-mobility. Then, at a local scale, there is another level 
of mobility management scheme inside a domain. Such mobility is known as intia-domain 
mobility or micro-mobility. Each type of mobility is then managed by a specific mechanism and 
protocol. Such a hierarchical approach has many advantages and is adopted by all the micro­
mobility protocols. Intra-domain mobility management had traditionally been implemented at 
link layer. However, IP-based mobility procedures can take advantage of other network-layer 
facilities including enabling seamless handoff between access networks of different access 
technologies. This chapter describes and analyses various IP-based micro-mobility protocols. In 
order to introduce the comparison of micro-mobility protocols, a quick review of Mobile IP and 
its major drawbacks which had led to the definition of the micro-mobility approach are first 
presented. Two categories of micro-mobility protocols, namely Host-specific Forwarding and 
Hierarchical Tunnelling, are then described, compared and analysed. Following the comparison, 
performance-related issues are explored. A novel micro-mobility protocol, MARP, is then 
inti'oduced. This is followed by performance analysis of MARP, comparing it with protocols that 
aie based on Host-specific Foiwarding and Hierarchical Tunnelling. Finally, some conclusions 
are drawn.
5.1 Mobile IP and Its Inadequacies
In order to introduce micro-mobility protocols, a quick review of Mobile IP and its major 
diawbacks are presented here.
Mobile IP is the oldest and the most widely known mobility management proposal within IP 
community. Its simplicity and scalability had given it a growing success within the IETF and is
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now being accepted as a standard. Mobile IPv4 is described in IETF RFC3344 [Per02]. All the 
related protocols are described in RFC2003 to RFC2005 [Per96][Per96a][Sol96]. Is counteipart 
designed for IPv6, Mobile IPv6 is described in [Joh03]. The basic principle is that Mobile IP uses 
a couple of addresses to manage user’s movements. Each time a mobile node (MN) comiects to a 
foreign network, it obtains a temporaiy address called care-of address (CoA) from a mobility 
agent (MA) in the local network called the foreign agent (FA). This address remains valid only 
while the MN stays connected to this network. The MN must infoiin its Home Agent (HA) of this 
new address by a registration and address binding update process. When the HA knows the MN’s 
current FA, it is able to tunnel packets destined for the MN to the foreign network.
Mobile IP suffers from several well-known weaknesses that have led to the definition of the 
macro/micro-mobility management architecture. In the following description, some of these 
weaknesses are reviewed to show the advantages of micro-mobility paradigm and to point out 
several important properties shared by all micro-mobility protocols.
Latency and control traffic: In Mobile IP, the basic mobility management proceduie is the 
registiation to the HA each time the mobile changes the network. This procedure may take a long 
and inconsistent time to complete especially if the Home Agent is distant fr om the mobile node 
[Cas98][Ste00]. Signalling between MN and HA via the global Internet is unreliable too. In the 
case of a quickly moving mobile node which changes its point of attachment rapidly. Mobile IP 
procedure gives not only disruption during handoff but also high signalling overhead due to 
frequent notification to the HA and its CN. This mechanism produces a lot of confrol traffic 
across the Internet. Witliin a wireless network where mobile hosts changes their point of 
attachment more frequency, such as a cellular network, Mobile-IP updating the HA could be the 
bottleneck for fast handoffs. Hence, Mobile IP is suitable for macro-level mobility, i.e. mobile 
user roam from one network to another. It is not suitable for an environment where highly mobile 
terminal often migrate fr om one cell to another duiing active data fransfers. With micro-mobility 
protocol the users movements inside the domain are managed by only a protocol inside the 
domain and is tiansparent to the HA and other IP hosts. Latency and control traffic can be much 
reduced.
Change of IP Address: With Mobile IP, MN needs to acquire IP address each time it changes its 
point of attachment to the network. Frequent changes of point of attachment and changes of CoA 
make difficult to provide seamless handoff and to support quality of service for mobile users. For 
example, with RSVP [Bra97], the quality of service reservation for a data session must be done 
again each time the MN changes of CoA, along the entire path, even if the largest part of this path 
is unchanged [MooOl]. Fiu’theinaore, the process of acquiring an IP address assert other 
procedures such as DHCP, duplicate address detection (DAD) [Thom98] and security setup with 
CN prior to binding update with CN [Joh03], These processes imply a heavy load in terms of
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control ti'affic and additional delays. With a micro-mobility protocol, HA and CN are not aware |
of the movements of the users inside a particular network or administrative domain. Hence, the !
above-mentioned procedures such as reservation and security procedures are to be done again |
only when the mobile changes of domain. j
Address Space: Mobile IP requires the availability of an entire pool of valid addresses to serve !
as permanent address at home domain of a MN and temporai-y CoA in each domain MN visits.
Unfoitimately, the IPv4 address space has now reached its limits and the fast gr ow of the Internet ;
requires a large amount of IP addr esses. The definition of IPv6 should resolve the problem by
using 128 bits addresses but its deployment is ver'y slow and it is expected that IPv4 will remain >
used for many years. The use of a micro-mobility protocol is transparent to the network outside a ;
domain and can thus be done with a set of private addr esses which represents an economic and
realistic solution to this problem.
Location management: Mobile IP also lacks of mechanism for real-time location tracking of 
mobile nodes. Mobile IP does not differentiate between active and inactive mobiles. The paging 
issue is not addressed by Mobile IP [KemOl]. In a scenario with Mobile IP deployed in a wide- 
area network, inactive mobile nodes are expected to generate the same amount of signalling traffic 
as active users. Intra-domain mobility protocol may incorporate mechanism to track idle mobile 
nodes in looser maimer within a network and then locate them by searching from database and 
send paging signal. This is more efficient in terms of power consumption and signalling 
overhead.
5.2 Micro-mobility Concepts
The ter*m micro-mobility is defined as the mobility of IP terminal within a same network. It is 
often used interchangeably with “intra-domain” and “local mobility” in the literature. It is also 
referred to as the ability for a mobile node to move without notifying its home agent when Mobile 
IP is implemented. On the other hand, macro-mobility is the movement across network of 
different domain. As explained in the previous section. Mobile IP is suitable for supporting inter­
domain mobility of IP terminal which is relatively infr equent.
The basic principle of micro-mobility protocols is that mobility of users is mostly localised, 
hence, location management and handoff procedure may exploit the locality of user movement by 
restricting the processing to the vicinity of a mobile node. Routing update or address binding 
update process can be restricted to be within the network domain to which mobile node is 
connected. Mobile IP home agent of the mobile node is only notified of any cross-network 
movement. Thus the mobility management in IP network can be hierarchically decomposed into 
global and local section, as illustrated in Figure 5-1. Local mobility (intra-domain) of mobile
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terminal is managed locally and transparently to a home agent and correspondent hosts of mobile 
node, whereas global mobility (inter-domain) is managed by Mobile IP. Such hierarchical 
architecture that separates inter-domain mobility and intra-domain mobility addresses the problem 
of handoff latency and reduces signalling across the Internet.
Global
Internet
Network BNetwork
4  ^  Update to HA 
(macro-mobility)
^  ^  Local Update
(micro-mobility)
MN movement
Figure 5-1 : Hierarchical decomposition of IP-based mobility m anagem ent
Micro-mobility protocols generally assume an all-IP mobile network. The transport mechanism 
within the core network is based on IP routing, whereas the access networks comprise a collection 
of IP-addressable base stations. Such base stations run IP routing protocols and are able to route 
IP packet. In handling micro-mobility of mobile nodes, signalling messages for route or address 
update are carried by IP packets.
Micro-mobility management requires maintaining routing information of mobile node on per-host 
basis. Consequently, the scalability of the protocols is an important factor to consider. Seamless 
handoff is another key feature of micro-mobility protocol. Low latency in packet re-routing and 
minimal packet loss are required for a seamless handoff. A micro-mobility protocol should 
ensure that as a MN handoff from one access router to another, a new routing path could be setup 
quickly, and the old and unused path can be deleted quickly. Together with techniques such as 
multicasting and packet buffering and other various techniques [SteOO], a seamless handoff at IP 
layer, particularly for real time services, can be achieved.
5.3 Micro-mobility Schemes
Several micro-mobility schemes have been proposed to augment Mobile IP to provide faster and 
smoother handoff than that achievable by Mobile IP alone. Hierarchical Mobile IP (HMIP) 
[Cas98][Sol03], Cellular IP [Val99][She00], HAWAII [Ram99][Ram00] and EMA-TORA 
[OneOO] [OneOOa] are some of examples of micro-mobility protocols. All these proposals agree
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that Mobile IP is suitable to handle macro-mobility (inter-domain mobility) but not the micro­
mobility (intra-domain mobility) of IP mobile nodes.
Most of the proposals require network nodes that handle user mobility to be connected in a 
hierarchical manner. Some (e.g. Cellular IP, HAWAII) even requires a tree hierarchy. The 
infonnation needed to route or to foiward packet to a mobile node is distributed among these 
network node. The root of the hierarchy supports Mobile IP to handle global mobility, while the 
leaves handle more local mobility. Hierarchical mobility management schemes are not new but 
have been proposed to reduce signalling load in connection-oriented networks. The Global 
Systems for Mobile Communication (GSM) uses HLR and VLR for user registration and 
tracking. Vahid [VahOO] proposed using an anchor VLR for reducing the location updates 
latency. Caceres’s work in [Cac98] demonstrated that hierarchical topology is veiy effective in 
supporting fast and scalable handoff for real time applications in wireless local area network 
(WLAN).
A number of micro-mobility protocols that appeared in IETF Mobile IP Working Group [IETF] 
and Seamoby Working Group [lETFa] had been studied. It is found that many of the protocols 
are similar. They perform similar tasks in similar ways although different terminologies are used 
for mobility agents, access router and signalling involved. Instead of describing all the proposals 
in detail, some of the most popular protocols are sorted into following three categories:
1. Hierarchical Tunnelling
2. Host-specific Forwarding
3. Mobile-enhanced Routing
The following sections summarise and compare the main features of each categoiy.
5.3.1 Hierarchical Tunnelling
Protocols based on hierarchical tunnelling are basically extensions of Mobile IP. Hierarchical 
tunnelling scheme is characterized by its reliance on a hierarchical structure of mobility agents. 
As in Mobile IP, IP-in-IP encapsulation is used for tunnelling IP packet from one end point to 
another. Similar to Mobile IP, these protocols are considered as add-on to the standard IP routing 
protocol. Routing of packets to MN is based on network-prefix of the IP address earned in the 
outer header of the packet. When Mobile IP HA receives packet for MN, it will first tunnel it 
across the Internet to a mobility agent (MA) or a gateway in the foreign domain. The MA 
receives all packets on behalf of all the MNs it is serving, then, it encapsulates and routes them to 
MN’s cuiTent care-of address. It is possible to have multi-level of MAs. In this case, 
encapsulated packet from the Mobile IP HA is first delivered to the root MA, which decapsulates
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it and re-encapsulates it for one of its children MAs, the child MA will repeat the process and 
finally delivery packet to MN based on the MN’s current CoA. The delivery operation, as shown 
in Figure 5-3, involves more than one level of tunnelling, hence the name hierarchical tunnelling.
Referring to Figure 5-2, as a MN migrates to a different access router it acquires a local CoA. 
Binding update is then made to the root mobility agent so that the mobility agent maintains the 
latest CoA of MN. Such update is carried out locally. The global CoA, possibly being the 
address of root MA or domain gateway, registered with HA and CN does not change. The local 
mobility agent serves the similar function of home agent within the current network domain. By 
keeping most location updates within the current network, the cross-Internet signalling and 
binding update latency are limited.
Examples of micro-mobility protocols that use hierarchical tunnelling include Mobile IP with 
Hierarchical Foreign Agents [Per96c], which was proposed by Perkin dated 1996; Mobile IP 
Regional Tunnelling [GusOO] which is the improved version of [Per96c], Hierarchical Mobile 
IPv6 (HMIPv6)[Sol03], Mobile IP with proactive handoff [CalOO] which requires network 
controlled handoff and was designed with cellular network in mind, TeleMIP [DasOO][MisOO] 
which is closely related to cellular network, and Universal Mobile IP [TanOO]. In addition, 
handoff mechanisms in [ElmOO] and [Koo03] were also designed based on hierarchical tunnelling 
micro-mobility protocol. The following section provides a brief description on HMIPv6, which is 
the protocol under consideration in IETF Mobile IP Working Group.
Global
Internet
Mobile R oot MA/ MAP
New AR
3
Old AR
M N  m o ve m en t 
Binding Update  
A C K
Global 
^  Interne^
2. HA tunnels 
packet to MA
1. CN sends packet to IVN
CN
3. Root MA receives packet for MN; 
Decap packet,
Re-Encap packet;
Re-tunnel to the next MA
4. Intermediate MA receives packet;^  Decap packet,
Re-Encap packet; 
Re-tunnel to the next MA
^5.  Leaf MA recewes packet; 
Decap packet.
Old AR New AR ^  Forward packet to MN
D ata  P acket
Figure 5-2: Binding update by MN for 
hierarchical tunnelling
Figure 5-3: Packet delivery to MN with hierarchical tunnelling
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Hierarchical Mobile IPv6
This Hierarchical Mobile IPv6 scheme introduces a new function into MIPv6, the Mobility 
Anchor Point (MAP), and minor extensions to the mobile node operation. Operations of 
correspondent node and home agent are not affected. One or more MAPs may be located at any 
position in an operator’s network covering the same domain.
Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3 illustrate an example of the use of the HMIP in a foreign network. 
Upon anival in a visited network, the mobile node will discover the global address of the MAP. 
Such addiess is known as regional care-of address (RCoA). MN then performs Mobile IP 
registi'ation with its HA by using RCoA as its CoA. RCoA is stored in the access routers and 
communicated to the mobile node via Router Advertisements (RAs). A new MAP option for RA 
is proposed to enable MAP discoveiy by MN. MN learns the presence of the MAP and the 
associated infoimation from any MAP option earned in RA.
In addition, MN also acquires an on-link addiess, known as local care-of address (LCoA) from its 
access router to which it is connected. LCoA is another type of CoA which will be used by MAP 
to identify the point of attachment of mobile node. Mobile node will need to register with a MAP 
by sending it a Binding Update (BU) containing its RCoA and LCoA. Mobile IP message format 
is used for this puipose, and the Home Address in the BU is RCoA while the CoA is the LCoA. 
MAP stores the address binding of RCoA and LCoA in its binding cache. Acting as a local HA, 
the MAP will receive all packets on behalf of the mobile node it is seiving and will encapsulate 
and forward them directly to the mobile node's current address. When the MN changes its cunent 
address within a local MAP domain, it only registers the new LCoA address with the MAP since 
the global CoA does not change. In other words, MN perfoiins only a local BU with the MAP 
when changing its access router within the MAP domain, instead of sending BUs to its HA and all 
CNs, as done in MIPv6. This stiategy makes the mobility of MN transpaient to the HA and CNs 
it is communicating with.
The process of MAP discovery continues as the mobile node moves fr om one access router to the 
next. As the mobile node roams within a MAP domain, ARs are configured to announce the same 
MAP address or addresses. If a change in the advertised MAP's address is detected, the mobile 
node acts on the change by performing movement detection and sending the necessary Binding 
Updates to its HA and conespondent nodes with new RCoA.
5.3.2 Host-Specific Forwarding
Another category of micro-mobility protocols makes use of host-specific foiivarding entiy with 
MNs update forwarding entries when they change their point of attachment to the network. MN 
keeps its IP address whilst it is within the access network. This is a major contrast to the tunnel-
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based scheme as MN does not have to obtain a new care-of addiess each time it moves on to a 
new access router. The overhead intioduced in liierarchical tumielling with encapsulation, 
decapsulation and reencapsulation of data packet at mobility agents is avoided in this approach. 
Host-based routing [OneOOb] is used to deliver packet toward the mobile’s point of attachment 
within a micro-mobility domain. In other words, packet delivery is based on the complete IP 
address, instead of network identifier as used in conventional IP routing protocols. Hence, these 
protocols require the use of a unique identifier, in the foim of MN’s full IP address which can be 
the home address or a collocated care-of address. Such identifier is used as the basis for 
foi*warding packets by each router.
The forwarding entries are distiibuted among different network nodes including access routers, 
intermediate routers and gateway which are usually hierarchically connected. Updating host- 
specific forwarding table may be done implicitly by snooping data packet or explicitly by special 
signalling packet. Either expiry of timer or signalling message tiiggers the deletion of host- 
specific forwarding entries.
Mobile IP is used as the default protocol to support macro-mobility of MN. MN attached to a 
foreign network use either (a) the IP address of the gateway of the domain it resides in or (b) a co­
located care-of address as its Mobile IP cai'e-of address. In either way, packets destined to MN 
(from CN or HA) first anive at a gateway. The gateway then forwards packets towards mobile 
node’s point of attacliment within the local network. Intermediate routers forward packets 
towards MN based on the host-specific entiy created in the routers.
Since packet routing is based on the frill IP addiess, each router need to have routing entry for 
each MN. As such, the size of table entiy in each router may be excessively large. In addition, as 
MN handoff, in order to have consistent routing information thioughout the whole network, route 
update needs to be sent to all routers. This implies a flooding of route update signalling in the 
network. Hence, creating host-specific entry in all routers for all MN pose a serious problem in 
scalability. As a remedy, protocols that use host-specific foiwarding scheme require a tree-like 
hierarchical network topology in the micro-mobility network. This limits and controls the 
propagation of route update messages. Under such a topology, a crossover router can easily be 
identified. Crossover router is the router closest to the mobile host that is at the intersection of 
two paths, one is between the gateway and the old base station, and another is between the old 
base station and the new base station. The main piupose of route update message is to update tiie 
foiwai'ding entiy in the crossover router. Upon handoff, packets from gateway will be diverted at 
the crossover router to MN current point of attachment. Nevertheless, the requirement of tree-like 
structure imposes restriction on the network topology. This scheme lost the flexibility of IP as a 
protocol that work in an arbitrary network topology.
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Examples of micro-mobility protocols that use mobile-specific routing include Cellular IP [Val99] 
[SheOO] and HAWAII [Ram99]. The operation of Cellular IP is described in the following to 
illustrate the characteristic of micro-mobility protocol that make use of per-host forwarding 
scheme.
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I 1.1.1.2->portb I2-^porta I
, gI 1.1.1.2-^port a 1.1.1.2-^port a1.1.1.2-^port a
I 1.1.1.2-^wiretess | I 1.1.1.2-^wireless |1 .1 .1 .2 -^ n ta s s  \
Packet for MNData or routeupdate packet ^
IPAddr: 1.1.1.2
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IPAddr: 1.1.1.2
Figure 5-4: Creating or updating route cache in 
Cellular IP nodes
Figure 5-5: Packet forwarding to MN with Cellular IP
C ellu la r IP
Cellular IP is one of the earliest proposals that advocate per-host forwarding. Although Cellular 
IP has been rejected in IETF Mobile IP Working Group, it remains as one of the most popular 
micro-mobility protocols.
In Cellular IP, packets originated from MNs are routed to the domain gateway (or the domain root 
router) using the shortest path hop-by-hop routing. All Cellular IP nodes along the path between 
MN and gateway monitor the passing of data packets and use these data packets to create or 
update Route Cache mappings. Each route cache entry maps MN’s IP address to the interface of 
the downlink neighbour of the Cellular IP node. The creation of route cache is shown in Figure 
5-4.
Downlink packets, destined to IP address of the MN are routed along the reverse path, from 
gateway to Cellular IP node closest to MN, on a hop-by-hop basis based on the forwarding entry 
created Route Cache. This operation is illustrated in Figure 5-5. As MN continues to send and 
receive packet, its entry in the Route Cache is continuously refreshed with the associated timer 
being reset. To keep its Route Cache mapping up to date, the MN in active state but have no data
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packet to send need to send periodic route-update packets. Uplink route-update packets update 
the Route Caches and ensure that the hop-by-hop forwarding entry from the gateway to the MN 
does not timeout. When an entry timeouts, the mapping in the route cache will be deleted from 
the cache. In addition, an active MN also sends a route update control packet when it moves to 
other access router, as shown in Figure 5-6. New route cache can only be created by such explicit 
route-update packet. Such control packet creates new Route Cache up to the crossover router. In 
crossover router, the old forwarding entry for the MN in Route Cache is updated. The next-hop 
downlink neighbouring node would be updated such that the forwarding entry points to the new 
access router of MN. Route Cache mapping is continuously refreshed by uplink and downlink 
data packet delivery. Unlike the control packets, the data packets can only refresh the route cache 
mappings and not modify them.
Cellular IP also includes location management mechanism. It keeps both loose and tight track of 
MN depending on whether the MN is in idle or active state. When MN is in idle mode, 
forwarding entry is created only in Paging Cache. Unlike Routing Cache, Paging Cache is not 
stored in all routers but only in certain Cellular IP Paging Node. Paging Caches are updated by 
all uplink update packets and refreshed by all uplink packets including data packets as well. The 
timer for Paging Cache entry is higher than that of Route Cache. It is used to route data packets 
when no Routing Cache is available (after its expiry) in the Cellular IP node. During paging 
operation, paging nodes broadcasts packets to all its downlink interfaces, to ensure packets are 
delivery to MN. A MN in idle state will move to active state and creates forwarding entry in 
Route Cache (by sending Route Update packet to the gateway) when it receives the packets.
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Mobile IP I 1.1.1.2-^portb I
(new rofroshBd)
I 1.1.1.2-^portb I
(new updated)
l . iy ^ -^ p o r t  a 1.1.1.2-^port a 
(new entryiry ex
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Figure 5-6: Handoff and route update in Cellular IP
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5.3.3 Mobile-Enhanced Routing
Mobile-enhanced routing takes a veiy different approach than that of Hierarchical Tunnelling and 
Host-specific Forwarding. By designing a new intia-domain IP routing protocol specially for 
mobile nodes, this scheme assumes a fusion of routing protocols for fixed network and for mobile 
nodes. Such protocol may replace the usual IP intia-domain routing protocol such as OSPF 
[Moy98] and RIP [Hed98][Mal98][Mal97]. One approach to design such protocol is to use a 
modified version mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) routing protocol. MANET protocols were 
originally designed for ad hoc networks, where both hosts and routers are mobile, i.e. there is no 
fixed infrastructure and the network's topology changes often. Therefore, a MANET protocol 
should cope with micro-mobility scenario where there are fixed network entities and only end 
hosts are mobile.
MER-TORA[OneOO][One01] is one and the only example of protocol with this scheme. As its 
name implies, MER-TORA is based on TORA ad hoc routing protocol [Par97][Par00]. TORA 
was designed to de-couple the generation of fai'-reaching conti'ol message propagation from the 
dynamics of the topology of ad hoc network. To handle handoff of a mobile node, MER-TORA 
exploits TORA’s fast route restoration mechanism to establish new routing paths for the mobile 
node by changing the “height” of the routing table entry of the mobile node. In addition, 
tunnelling is used between old and new access routers for diverting packet to new location of MN. 
It is assumed that there is a virtual link, based on IP routing, for signalling between access router 
to manage handoff and to exchange capabilities of access routers.
MER-TORA modifies the TORA to mn proactively instead of reactively as originally designed. 
In addition, the implementation of MER-TORA maintains the conventional network-ID based 
routing whenever possible, and resorts to tunnelling or host-specific forwarding when mobile 
node moved to a new point of attachment. This has advantage over other scheme in teim of 
scalability. It also retains the robustness of the ad-hoc IP routing protocol, such as topological 
design fr eedom, reduced configuration and greater resilience although it does not usually provide 
optimal routes for communication after MN executed a handoff.
While it a novel and effective protocol to handle mobility, it comes with several shortcomings. 
MER-TORA assumes a brand new and complex routing protocol. It is a complete IP routing 
solution for both the fixed network node and moving mobile nodes. Its implementation suggests 
the replacement of existing intra-domain routing protocol. This changes the way of Internet 
routing in access network and hence would have serious deployment issue. In addition, this 
scheme is significantly more complex than Hierarchical Tunnelling and Host-specific Foiwarding. 
Implementing this protocol will need to gain confidence of IP community that it works properly in 
all circumstances and that they understand how to deploy, upgrade, and manage network with this
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protocol. Because of the shortcomings described above, MER-TORA has not received much 
attention in the IP-community. Therefore, it will not be the focus of comparison study in the 
following sections.
5.3.4 Comparison of Micro-mobility Schemes
The previous section describes the general operation and features of different categories micro­
mobility management protocol. A summaiy of their characteristics is listed in Table 5-1 for 
comparison purpose. Majority of the micro-mobility protocols falls into the categoiy of either 
Hierarchical Tunnelling or Host-specific Forwarding. The following comparisons and discussions 
focus on both of these categories.
Micro-mobility protocols based on Hierarchical Tunnelling and Host-specific Foiwarding are 
similar in principle. Both default to Mobile IP as the macro-mobility protocols, both could be 
configured to support paging, require a hierarchical topology, create a mapping of MN’s identifier 
to its location. Cellular IP and HAWAII specify paging as integral part of the micro-mobility 
protocols. Although HMIP was not originally designed with paging operation, [HavOO] later 
extended HMIP with paging support.
Tlie major difference between Hierarchical Tunnelling and Host-specific Foiwarding schemes is 
that in tumiel-based protocols, MN needs to acquire a new care-of address each time it moves on 
to a new access router, whereas in host-based protocol MN keeps its IP address. Tunnel-based 
scheme is simpler and more scalable as only the tunnel starting point and end point are involved 
for handling mobility of MN. In contrast, host-based protocols distilbute routing infonnation for 
MNs amongst many routers. Hierarchical Tunnelling scheme is an add-on built on top of the 
standard intra-domain routing protocol. This effectively hides the nodes’ mobility fiom the 
routers, with mobility support confined to a few specialised nodes (i.e. the mobiles themselves 
and the mobility agents). On the other hand, Host-specific Foiwaiding scheme is tightly 
integi'ated with the topology of the mobile network and expose host mobility to routers. It even 
can be a standalone mobile routing protocol in the network without relying on the conventional 
network-ID based IP routing protocols. This means that many routers will have to store 
information about the location of many mobiles. Hence, Host-specific Forwarding scheme raise 
the scalability issues. This is because as the size of network and number of mobiles grows, the 
foiwarding table will giow, and eventually it will be too large to retiieve the infoimation 
sufficiently quickly. Tlie problem is likely to be most acute for the gateway. For instance, in 
Cellular IP, the gateway must have an entry for eveiy mobile within its access network. 
Nevertheless, host-specific scheme is more scalable in teim of address allocation and 
management, as MN is not required to update its address as it changes access router. Handoff
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delay and conti’ol packet required for address allocation and address returning is lower with these 
schemes. Address allocation is a particular critical issue for IPv4 networks where number of 
address is limited.
Other differences between Hierarchical Tunnelling and Host-specific Foiwarding schemes are 
mainly on the technical implementation, such as usage of soft state expiry or explicit signalling to 
delete mobility management state, how paging areas are defined, use of packet snooping or 
explicit signalling to create and update routing information, whether the end point of signalling is 
at a cross-over router or at the gateway.
Hierarchical
Tunnelling
H ost-specific
Forwarding
Mobile-enhanced
Routing
Protocol example
• Mobile Regional 
Tunnelling
• HMIPv6
• TeleMliP
• Celluiar IP
• HAWAII
• MER-TORA
Mobile IP as macro-mobillty 
protocol
Yes Yes Yes
Address management Varying co-located CoA Static co-located CoA or 
home address
Static co-located CoA
Change of CoA during 
handoff
Yes No No
Support prefixed-based 
routing
Yes No Yes, partially
Support host-specific 
forwarding
No Yes Yes. partially
Packet routing Sequential tunnelling Host-based forwarding Network-ID based  
routing
Packet redirection during 
handoff
Tunnelling Host-based forwarding Tunnelling
Type of updating m essage Explicit signalling 
(based on Mobile IP)
Explicit signalling or 
Implicit data packet 
snooping
Explicit signalling
Topology Required Hierarchical mesh Hierarchical tree Hierarchical mesh
Scalability Good Poor Good
Reliability Average Average/Poor Average
Discovery mechanism MIP Agent Advertisement Layer 3 beaconing
Layer 3 beaconing
Paging Support Yes (with extension) Yes (built In) No
Table 5-1: Comparison of micro-mobility sch em es
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5.4 Performance Evaluation of Micro-mobility Protocols
Performance of two dominant micro-mobility protocols has been examined by using computer 
simulation. The investigation focuses on data packet delivery and mobility management 
functionalities. Cellular IPv6 and HMIPv6, as representative protocols from categories of Host 
Specific Routing and Hierarchical Tunnelling schemes respectively, are examined in term of 
handoff quality and scalability. The simulation environment is first introduced. This is followed 
by analysis and discussion of performance of the protocols.
5.4.1 Simulation Setup
The simulator was implemented using OPNET. Both the simulation models are based on the 
description on the protocols described in the latest IETF-drafts of Cellular IPv6 and HMIPv6 
specified in [SheOO] and [Sol03] respectively. Paging functions incorporated in HMIP is based on 
description in [SarOO]. Figure 5-7 shows the network level view of the model. It consists of a 
Home Agent, Internet cloud, 1 gateway and 16 access routers, and a number of mobile nodes. The 
traffic_source and traffic_sink nodes represent correspondent nodes of mobile nodes as packet 
sender and receiver respectively. Access routers are grouped into 4 paging areas, i.e. PA1-PA4. 
MN moves around within the network and is attached to any of the 16 ARs.
«
t m f t l o t o T i i r o t
Figure 5-7: Simulation network topology for evaluation of micro-mobility protocols
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Two versions of traffic model are defined. The first is a constant bit rate (CBR) tiaffic source, !
which generates constant 1024 bytes packets at every 10ms interval (i.e. 100 packet per second), |
The second is an on/off traffic source, with exponentially distiibuted on time with mean value of j
30 seconds, during which data packets are generated, and exponentially distiibuted off time with
j
mean value of 90 seconds. Unless otherwise stated, during an on period, CN creates packet at rate j
of 50 packets per second. The on/off model is used so that a mobile node would have chances to t
be in both active and idle mode. All tiaffic is delivered fiom correspondent node to mobile nodes. I
Packets are being sent over the global Internet to reach the gateway (GW) of the micro-mobility |
domain, which then delivery packets to the point of attachment of MN using deliveiy mechanism |
specified by the micro-mobility protocols. ]
Unless othemise stated, the mobility model used in simulations is the random waypoint model. ;
When a simulation begins, mobile nodes are first placed randomly in the simulation area. Then, j
each node selects a destination position in a random fashion and moves towards it with a velocity 1
selected from a predefined range. Once the destination point is reached, the node stops there for a 1
ipause time of exponentially distributed value with mean of 60 seconds. This procedure is |
repeated thioughout the simulation. |
An ideal wireless model that assumes perfect coverage, no propagation delay and no hansmission I
enors is used. Hence, packets tiansmitted over the wireless interface encounter no transmission |
eiTor or loss. All routers are assumed to have an unlimited buffer size. As such, the only reason j
for packet loss is merely due to intenuption during handoff. Fuithermore, handoffs at layer two j
and below are smooth and instantaneous. All handoffs are hard handoffs. j
All fixed links are of 10Mbps, with delay of 5ms, whereas the effective data rate of wireless link |
is 1.5Mbps [KamOO]. Values of various mobility protocol-related timers are as listed in Table 5-2.
15.4.2 Simulation Metrics
The simulation studies were cairied out on several perfoimance measures, some of which are 
defined as following.
Host Specific Routing Entry Size -  Number of mobile node-specific fbiivarding, routing or 
address binding entries established in the network for data deliveiy to the mobile node. This is 
refeiTing to the size of Route Cache for the case of Cellular IP, and the size of Binding Cache for 
the case of HMIP for active mobile nodes.
Packet Loss ratio -  Ratio of total number of data packets lost to the total number of data packets 
created.
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Tim er V alu e (s e c o n d )
R eady time 30
Cellular IP route update time 3
Cellular IP route timeout 9
Cellular IP paging update time 180
Cellular IP paging tim eout 540
HMIP route update time 8
HMIP route tim eout 9
HMIP paging update time 500
HMIP paging tim eout 540
Table 5-2: Protocol timer values used In simulation
5.4.3 Handoff Performance
In the first set of simulation, the basic handoff perfoimance for each micro-mobility protocol was 
investigated with constant bit rate (CBR) and on/off tiaffic source. A mobile node moves 
continuously at a constant speed while receiving data packets sent by its CN. Hard handoffs take 
place as mobile node crosses different coverage areas of different access routers. Route update 
(for the case of Cellular IP) and binding update (for the case of HMIP) is canied out by mobile 
node during a handoff. The average numbers of packets lost during hundreds of independent 
handoff events are recorded for each protocol.
Constant Bit RateTraffîc
Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9, respectively, show packet loss ratios and number of packet lost per 
handoff for both of the protocols for different values of velocity.
As seen in the gi aphs, Cellular IP gives better handoff performance than HMIP. The total number 
of packet lost, and hence the packet loss ratio, are higher for the case of HMIP. This is because 
for Cellular IP, the handoff delay is only a function of the route update packet deliveiy delay 
between the access router and the closest crossover router, whereas in HMIP, handoff delay is a 
function of binding update packet deliveiy delay between access router and the domain gateway. 
Unlike Cellular IP, binding updates packets have to reach GW and update the CoA recorded in the 
GW. HMIP therefore does not benefit fiom the fact that a crossover router is topologically closer 
to the mobile node. As the hop count between MN and crossover router is less than that between 
MN and GW, the time required by route update packet to reach its destination is lower for 
Cellular IP. Therefore, the handoff delay is lower for Cellular IP. Higher handoff delay results in 
more data packet being mis-routed to the old access router of MN, which subsequently drops the 
packet.
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Figure 5-8: Packet loss ratio due to handoff (with CBR traffic source)
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Figure 5-9: Mean number of packet loss per handoff (with CBR traffic source)
On/Off Traffic
The next set of evaluation is based on a more realistic scenario. Instead of continuous movement, 
random waypoint mobility model, with speed of lOm/s and average pause time of 60 second, is 
used. Further, an on/off traffic source is used here. In this scenario, more mobility management- 
related operation comes into play because MN now has a chance to be in both active and idle 
states. Paging updates and paging operations for idle mobile nodes are carried out during the 
simulation.
Figure 5-10 shows the packet loss ratio and Figure 5-11 shows the number of packet lost per 
handoff for Cellular IP and HMIP. In contrast to Figure 5-8, the handoff performance of HMIP is 
better than that of Cellular IP. Closer studies reveal that the higher amount of packet lost in
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Cellular IP is due to the higher queuing delay in access routers. Such delay has been due to 
higher traffic load in the network as Cellular IP generates higher overhead in its operation.
In Cellular IP, when data, packets for MN are received by an access router which do not keep 
Paging Cache, and if the destination is not found in its Route Cache, the packet is broadcasted on 
all its downlink interfaces. This is the paging mechanism used in Cellular IP, whereby no special 
paging packet is defined, instead data packet is flooded into all access routers within a paging area 
to ensure that the data packets reach MN. This mechanism is simple and does not require 
buffering of data packet while waiting for a response fiom MN. All data packets destined to an 
idle MN continue to be broadcasted by all routers that do not keep Paging Cache until the destined 
MN receives packet and responds by sending route update packet to the gateway. Route update 
sent by MN establishes foiwarding entries in Route Cache in routers involved, such entries are 
subsequently used to forward packets to MN. However, until such entries are established, there 
are multiple broadcasts of data packets, which create higher traffic load and hence higher queuing 
delay in routers. Such delay increases handoff completion time, and results in higher number of 
packet lost for each handoff.
In addition, the control overhead of Cellular IP is also higher than HMIP as the fiequency of 
sending route update packets and paging update packets is higher. In this simulation 
configuration, route update is sent by Cellular IP MN every 3 seconds, whereas binding updates 
are sent by HMIP MN every 8 seconds. This is the soft state characteristic of Cellular IP requires 
a higher fiequency of refresh messages to keep entiy in Route Cache alive. HMIP does not bother 
with any frequent refresh message as acknowledgement packet is required for each binding 
update. With reception of acknowledgement message, binding updates in HMIP are ti'usted as 
accurate and complete. In contiast, no acknowledgement for route update is defined in Cellular 
IP. Cellular IP further assumes that some update messages may be lost and access routers might 
not have been updated appropriately. So, more fiequency update is necessaiy to ensure higher 
reliability. This further increases the load adn tlie link delay in Cellular IP network. Such delay 
degi'ades the overall performance of Cellular IP. Although update packet of HMIP takes more 
hops to reach gateway than update packet of Cellular IP to reach cross-over router, the total 
handoff completion time for Cellular IP is higher due to overhead in Cellular IP network, and 
hence a worse handoff performance.
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Figure 5-10: Handoff packet loss ratio (with on/off traffic source)
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Figure 5-11 : Mean number of packet loss per handoff (with on/off traffic source)
5.4.4 Scalability
In the next instance, the scalability aspect of the protocols is investigated. The number of routing 
entry for mobile nodes, namely the Route Cache for Cellular IP and Binding Cache for HMIP, 
installed in gateway and all access routers are is recorded. Such number is a count of how many 
micro-mobility protocol-related table entry is created for active MNs only. Such entries will be 
known as host-specific entries in the following description. On/off traffic source is used and the 
mobility model is random way point with speed of 10 m/s and average pause time of 60 seconds. 
Simulations were run with different node density ranging for 16 (on average 1 MN per access 
router) to 80 (on average 5 MNs per access router) mobile nodes.
and Figure 5-13 show the average and maximum size of host-specific entry created in gateway 
and access routers respectively. For both Cellular IP and HMIP, the entry sizes in gateway are
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similar. This is because for both protocols some sort of host-specific information is kept in the 
gateway for all active MNs. There are in the form of Mobile IP address binding cache for of 
HMIP, and in the form of per-host forwarding entry in Route Cache for Cellular IP. The number 
of entry of Cellular IP is consistently higher than that of HMIP for all node densities. This is due 
to the fact that routing cache entry in Cellular IP is removed only when the associated timer 
expire, whereas in HMIP, binding update for a mobile node is deleted immediately when a page 
update packet (sent by a mobile node which moved into idle mode) is received by the gateway. 
Nevertheless, the difference in both case are insignificant. In fact, this is only an implementation 
option, they can be easily made the same by removing MN from Cellular IP route cache whenever 
an entry in created for the MN in paging cache of Gateway.
The size of host-specific entry size in access routers, as shown in Figure 5-13, is significantly 
higher in Cellular IP than in HMIP. This is because when a mobile node is in an active mode, a 
forwarding entry is maintained in all routers connected along the path from MN to the gateway. 
In contrast, for HMIP, only the gateway maintains routing-related information for an active 
mobile node. Only one entry is created within the micro-mobility domain for the MN, i.e. the IP 
address binding in the gateway. The MN’s current point of attachment is indicated by the 
network-ID of LCoA in the binding cache. HMIP relies on ordinary IP routing table and binding 
cache to route packet to MN. On the other hand, Cellular IP relies exclusively on per-host 
forwarding entry for delivery packet to MN, hence forwarding entry has to be installed in each 
router. This demonstrates that Cellular IP far less scalable than HMIP.
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Figure 5-12: Number of host-specific entry created in gateway
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5.4.5 Discussion And Summary
Comparison of two popular micro-mobility schemes, Hierarchical Tunnelling and Host-specific 
Forwarding, has been carried out based on Cellular IPv6 and HMIPv6. The study is based on a set 
of general scenarios, with a generic mobility protocol, traffic model and communication link. The 
performance of protocol may vary, depending on the actually usual scenario and network 
condition. Nevertheless, the following conclusion can be drawn for the scenarios and simulation 
parameter assumed in this comparison and study.
The results demonstrated that the handoff performance between Cellular IP and HMIP depends 
mainly on the position of crossover router. Under a condition where MN is constantly receiving 
packets. Cellular IP gives a better handoff performance than HMIP. This is because the distant 
from MN to crossover router in Cellular IP is lower than distant from MN to gateway in HMIP. 
However, the simplicity of data delivery and paging mechanism has jeopardised the overall 
performance of Cellular IP, particularly the handoff performance. Cellular IP is less scalable than 
HMIP in term of extra traffic load and as well as in term of the size of host-specific entry need to 
be maintained. Nevertheless, Host-specific Forwarding scheme has the advantage of keeping 
good track of MN, and hence a more accurate location of MN.
The comparison has also helped to understand the performance and design issues of micro­
mobility protocols. In selecting or designing a micro-mobility protocol, the issues of scalability, 
flexibility and overhead may be more important than the differences in terms of user-perceived 
handoff quality. A better design approach is to strike a balance between number of host entry 
installed and the effectiveness of keeping track of MN, while keeping MN’s IP address unchanged 
as it engaged in an active data session.
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5.5 Mobility-Aware Routing Protocol (MAR?)
HMIP is a simple extension of Mobile IP. It requires MN to change its IP address as it changes its 
point of attachment. The change of IP address causes disruption to ongoing session not only due 
to delay in address acquisition, but also effect of changing IP address at different layers. On the 
other hand, micro-mobility protocols that use host-specific forwarding maintain the same IP 
address pose scalability problem as the number of routing entiy can be veiy high. In addition, 
these protocols, such as Cellular IP and HAWAII, assume a hierarchical network topology. This 
defeats the robustness and flexibility of IP routing protocol. A protocol supporting arbitrary 
network topology is more desirable. Nevertheless, host-specific routing offer certain benefits 
such as the enabling of flat routing topology that eliminate the need for routing hierarchy and 
associated configuration, and the potential to support rapid movement of IP addresses through the 
routing fabric. A micro-mobility protocol based on host-specific routing is also expected to 
provide a better protocol integration with ad hoc networking.
Since host-specific routing has scalability problem (as discussed in previous sections), a protocol 
that makes use of both network-prefix-based routing and host-based forwarding is more 
promising. A micro-mobility protocol does not require active MN to change its IP address and 
but works on arbitraiy network topology is proposed here. This protocol is known as “Mobility 
Affected Routing Protocol” or MARP. In this protocol, conventional network-ID-based routing 
(such as OSPF and RIP) is used in conjunction with host-specific foiwarding.
A dynamic IP address allocation mechanism is suggested for MARP. The idea is that each AR 
owns a block of IP addresses and that the IP routing algorithm is run on this address prefix. When 
a MN turns on (or moves to an active state) and attaches to an AR, it is assigned one of the 
addresses of the AR. Once this address is registered with the home network, using a macro­
mobility protocol (e.g. Mobile IP home agent), packets can be routed to it using nomial IP routing 
based on the network prefix. Prefix-based routing allows the AR and thus the MN to be 
reachable. Conventional network-prefix-based routing can be used as long as the mobile node has 
not moved away from the access router it is initially attached to. When the MN moves away for 
the AR, some host-specific forwarding entry will be installed in certain routers, since the prefix- 
based routing to this MN will no longer works. The idea is to send a route update packet fiom the 
new AR to the default domain gateway and to the old access router. Such update packet installs 
host-specific entries as it travels to its destination. These entries oveiwiite the network-prefix- 
based routing entries, and are used to forward packets to the current router to which the mobile 
node is attached. The update packet fiom new AR also informs the old AR about handover of 
MN. The old AR can then build a host specific forwarding entry to the new AR. This enables the 
re-direction of packets that would otherwise be lost in flight whilst the new host-specific route is
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being installed. The idea of creating forwarding entries between new AR and old AR is similar to 
the fast handoff operation for Mobile IPv6 that creates a temporary tunnel between new AR and 
old AR as specified in [Koo03].
When the mobile “switches o ff’ or moves to idle mode, the IP address is returned to the 
allocating-AR, and the host-specific routes are deleted either by explicit signalling or upon timer 
expiry.
Figure 5-14 and Figure 5-15 illustrates the network topology assumed in MARP design. It 
consists of gateways connecting the network to the global Internet, inter-connected routers, base 
stations with routing capability, fixed nodes and mobile nodes. The design of MARP has been 
assuming IPv6 although it is equally applicable for IPv4. Inter-domain (macro) mobility of MN is 
supported by Mobile IP. The process of creating and updating the host-specific entries described 
in the following subsections.
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Inter-connected
Routers
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Ad hoc Network: 
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& Routers
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Figure 5-14: All-IP mobile network architecture Figure 5-15: Mobility within a domain
5.5.1 Operation of MARP
Each AR owns an IP address block from which addresses are allocated to MNs attached to it. As 
a MN accesses a wireless IP network or as it become active, it obtains an IP address from the 
address pool belong to the access router (AR) it is connecting to. The IP address is topologically 
correct with respect to the access router, i.e. it has the same network prefix as the router. This 
router is designated as the Allocating Access Router (AAR). If the MN is at a foreign network, it 
also performs a registration and binding update with its HA and its corresponding node (CN),
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according to the specification of MIPv6. As long as mobile node is connected to AAR, 
conventional network-prefix based routing is always used to route packets to MN as per normal. 
The packet deliveiy operation is the same as in Mobile IP.
As the mobile node moves from the AR to another AR, i.e. the New Access Router (NAR), and if 
the MN is engaged in an active session, host-based foiwarding entries will be installed in certain 
routers along the paths between AAR and gateway, between NAR and gateway, as well as 
between AAR and NAR. This is applied only if the MN is in an active state. Host-based 
forwarding entries are installed only in the “mobility-affected routers” (MAR) along the paths. A 
router is a MAR if its next hop interface to mobile node’s NAR is different from that to MN’s 
AAR. Creation of such entiles overwrite the network-prefix-based routing entries, and are used 
to route packet to the current router to which the mobile node is attached. Therefore, both 
network-prefix-based routing and host-specific forwarding are used if MN moved away from 
AAR. On the other hand, only network-prefix-based routing is used as long as MN is still 
residing at its AAR.
5.5.1.1 Route Update Request
This sub-section describes the operation of route update and the creation of host-specific 
foiwarding entiy as a MN moves to another access router.
A MN in active state does not change its allocated IP address as it is moving within the same 
administrative domain. When the MN moves fiom one AR to another, after establishing a link- 
layer connection with its NAR, MN sends a routing update request message, 
ROUTE_UPDATE_REQ, to the NAR. The NAR then relays the ROUTE_UPDATE_REQ packet to the 
following entities (as depicted in Figure 5-16):
i) Gateway
ii) MN’s original allocating AR (AAR)
iii) MN previous or old AR (OAR)
ROUTE_UPDATE_REQ packet message is an IPv6 packet with hop-by-hop option. It includes the 
triplet of <MN IP Address, NAR IP Address, Sequence Number>. The sequence number is a 
unique number associated with each contiol message. Its puipose is to indicate the fieshness of 
route update-related messages. It is updated by MN (increment by 1) whenever a route update 
request or route update refresh packet is generated by the MN.
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Each router that receives the ROUTEJJPDATEJREQ message executes the following operation:
i) If a host-specific forwarding entiy already exists for the MN, delete it.
ii) From routing table, check the next hop interface for MN’s IP address and for NAR IP 
address. If the next hop interface for MN’s IP address is different fiom that of NAR’s IP 
address, then create a new host-specific entiy (HSE) for MN. In the HSE, the router 
install a next hop interface to reach MN, which is the same as the next hop interface for 
NAR. The host-specific routing entry contains the following three items: <MN’s IP 
address, Next Hop Interface, Sequence Number>
Wlien these messages are foiwarded from NAR towards the gateway (GW), AAR and OAR, all 
the routers along the paths will examine this message (because of the hop-by-hop option in IP 
header). Hence, all the routers along the paths will be updated with a new foiwarding entiy for 
the MN if necessary. Once ROUTE_UPDATE_REQ packets reach their destinations, host-specific 
routing entries for the MN would have been created in NAR, AAR, OAR, GW and any MAR. 
Each entiy has an associated timer. Upon timer expiry, the entiy will be deleted.
5.5.1.2 Route Update Reply
After receiving and processing ROUTE_UPDATE_REQ packet, GW, AAR and OAR send a route 
update reply packet, ROUTE_UPDATE_RPY, to NAR. These reply packets serve as 
acknowledgement to NAR. The reply messages carry exactly the same content as the request 
message but with source and destination IP addresses swapped. Any intermediate routers that 
receive ROUTE_UPDATE_RPY packet would process it as per processing ROUTE_UPDATE_REQ 
packet, that is to create a host-specific entry for MN if necessary. After collecting all the reply 
packets, NAR sends a reply packet to MN. This packet sei'ves as an acknowledgement to MN’s 
route update request.
A route reply packet is needed in addition to the route request packet because:
i) The downlink path (from GW and AAR to NAR) is not necessarily the same as the uplinlc 
path (from NAR to GW and AAR). A reply packet traversing the downlink path is 
needed to ensure that routes towards MN are also updated.
ii) NAR and MN need a confirmation for the route update requested.
Now, all the MARs between GW and NAR, between OAR and NAR, and between AAR and 
NAR are updated with MN’s new point of attachment. A packet routed from either GW or AAR 
will go thr ough an optimum path to reach NAR and finally the MN.
5.5.1.3 Routing Loop Prevention
In MARP, there are two sets of tables used to send packet to MN: one is the network-prefix-based 
routing table, another is the host-specific foiwarding entries created in NAR, OAR, GW and any
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MAR. Hence, there is a possibility of routing loop, unless route update requests are flooded or 
broadcasted to entire network so that the entire network is aware of the location of MN. As an 
alternative solution to prevent routing loop, each MAR caiTies out the following operation when it 
creates a host-specific foiwarding entry for a MN:
if the next hop interface (as created in the HSE) is not the same as the interface where 
the request or reply packet come from, and
if the next hop Interface is not the same as the interface where the request or reply 
packet will be forwarded to
then, send a ROUTE_UPDATE_REQ, with destination option header, to the router 
connected by the next hop interface.
Such ROUTE_UPDATE_REQ will cany the same contents as a described in previous section, except 
that (a)it is an IP packet with destination option header, (b)the source address is the AR or GW 
that creates it and (c)the destination address is the IP addiess of the router connected to next hop 
interface,
5.5.1.4 Periodical Refresh Message
Each host-specific entry has a timer associated with it. If the MN is still in an active state and still 
using the allocated IP address, the entiy should be kept alive. Therefore, upon timer expiry, a 
fresh message is necessary. Refresh message is also needed to update host-specific foiwarding 
entry is case of any change in network topology, possibly due to link breakage. A refresh 
message could either be sent as part of the data packet, i.e. as an IPv6 header option, or as a 
separate contiol packet.
5.5.1.5 Packet Routing and Forwarding
In MARP, there are two approaches to store and lookup routing entiy. When checking the next 
hop for an destination IP address of a data packet, router may perform either a longest prefix 
match or a host-specific lookup. In longest prefix match approach, network-prefix-based routing 
table is kept separately from the HSE, hence, an explicit two-step lookup is required. The router 
first checks any of its HSE based on the full IP address. If no entiy is found for the address in 
HSE, it then lookups fr om the network-prefix-based routing table to find longest prefix match of 
the network-ID portion of the IP address. In the alternative approach, router caixies out a host- 
specific lookup, which is a one-step proceduie. Host-specific lookup determines the route for a 
packet based on the exact matching of the full IP address with any entry in routing table. Such 
routing table records both the netwoik-prefix-based routing table and HSE in the same table. In 
this scheme, any HSE created in GW, AAR, OAR and MAR automatically overwrites the original 
network-prefix-based routing entiy. This scheme may be more efficient because only a single 
step of memoiy access is required. Host-specific lookup scheme enables expedited packet
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forwarding and table update at handoff by allowing the table to be organized in an array indexed 
by IP address of host.
5.5.1.6 Example
Figure 5-16 illustrates the basic operation of routing in MARP. MN first attached to the network 
via Rl. MN is allocated an IP address which is topologically correct, i.e. with the same network 
prefix as Rl. As long as the MN is stationary or moving within the coverage of Rl, conventional 
network-prefix-based routing is used to deliver packet to MN. Packet would be sent to MN via 
route comprises GW, RIO, R9, R6, R4 and Rl. As MN moves to R2, route update request 
messages are sent to the gateway, AAR and OAR (AAR and OAR are both Rl in this case). After 
NAR receiving route update reply messages, host specific entries would have been installed in the 
MARs, i.e. R3, R6, RIO, but not R9 and GW. These entries will then be used to forward packet 
to MN at R2. The new and optimal routing path comprises GW, R9, R6, R3 and R2. Any packet 
for MN delivered to AAR, via network-prefix-based routing, will also forwarded to NAR by 
AAR.
m ovem ent
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U pdate R equest 
M essage
Update Reply 
M essage 
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Figure 5-16: Creation of forwarding entries as MN ch anges AR
5.5.1.7 Paging Operation In MARP
This section describes the design and implementation of IP paging in MARP. IP paging refers to 
the activity of tracking a dormant or idle MN as well as using an IP control packet to wake up the 
MN when a data packet is destined to it. The design of IP paging is now being undertaken by 
IETF Seamoby Working Group [lETFa]. Seamoby has identified needs of IP paging as specified
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in [KemOl]. [KemOla] further developed an architecture and a set of requirements needed to 
support alerting of hosts that are in dormant mode. Together, IP paging and IP mobility will 
support the full functionality present in current wide-area wireless networks, such as GPRS, 
thereby serving as the basis for efficient and cost-effective all-IP mobility management solution.
Paging operation and the specific maintenance within a domain are transparent to CNs and to the 
MN’s HA. The only nodes, which should be aware of the MN’s cunent mobility state, active or 
idle, are a Paging Agents and the MN.
In order to allow MN to enter an idle state, where sending of fr equent location update messages to 
the network can be avoided, a mechanism is needed to notify the MN of any incoming packet and 
to request its exact location. In idle mode, MN’s location is known to the network with the 
granularity of a Paging Aiea (PA), which is a cluster two or more access routers. Each PA 
represents an IP subnet. Similar to implementation in [RamOOa], [Ram02] and recommendation 
in [LieOl], in MARP, a PA and associated ARs are identified by an IP multicast gioup address 
and Paging Area Identifier which is broadcasted into the PA. A mobile node will be tracked 
inside paging area by multicasting a paging request message to all ARs belong to the PA.
A MN, which decides to switch to an idle mode notifies the Paging Agent of its intention to enter 
the idle state. This is done by sending an idle-regishation (IDLE_REG) message together with a 
Paging Area Identifier. The Paging Agent maintains the state of the MN and can derive the MN’s 
Paging Area in which it is cuiTcntly roaming in from the identifier. Furthermore, the MN 
registers the Paging Agent address with its HA using "Alternate Care-of Address” option of 
Mobile IP Binding Update message. Then the MN can switch to idle state and is allowed to roam 
within the registered Paging Area without the need to send location update infoimation to the 
network when entering a new location assigned to the same Paging Area. The MN is required to 
scan Paging Area information while roaming in idle state. This can be realised by processing 
periodically broadcast system infoimation. As soon as the MN becomes aware of that it has 
entered a new Paging Area, it notifies the Paging Agent of this movement.
A state transition from idle to active can be triggered by MN initiating data transmission of by 
network sending a notification to MN when there is incoming traffic destined to the MN. The 
latter mentioned notification refers to a Paging Request message, sent fr om the Paging Agent to 
all associated ARs. Since the Mobile IP HA’s binding for the idle MN refers to the Paging Agent 
IP address, initial incoming packets are tunnelled from the HA to the respective Paging Agent. 
The Paging Agent buffers tunnelled data packets and initiate paging the MN. A paging packet 
addressed to the multicast gioup address is delivered to all the ARs in the group, the ARs then 
broadcast paging request message to the relevant MN. After the reception of the Paging request 
message, the MN, which is addressed in the paging request packet and has entered the idle mode
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before, has to reply by registering with its nearest access router. The access router will allocate an 
address to the MN and become its allocation access router (AAR). Having obtaining an IP 
address, the MN updates the binding cache of its HA. It also notifies the Paging Agent. Tlie 
Paging Agent then flags the respective MN as active and knows its exact location (e.g. the IP 
address and associate AR). This allows it to forward any buffered packets. The HA having MN 
current CoA and tunnels further intercepted packets directly to MN.
5.5.2 Strength of MARP Over Related Works
MARP does not assume any specified network topology. Hence, it works in both flat and tiee- 
like network topology. A mobile node in an active session is not required to change its IP address 
when it changes its point of attachment. This minimises the disruption to any on-going data 
sessions. Since route update of host-based forwarding entiy is used for handoff, no tunnelling to 
MN is required. The processing delay involved in repeated IP packet encapsulation and 
decapsulation is avoided. In addition, by avoiding change of IP address and the use of long-term 
tunnelling, flows terminating at mobile nodes are visible and can be handled separately.
All routers use conventional intra domain routing protocols, and standard IP network-prefix-based 
routing can be used to send packets as much as possible. Per-host foiwarding information is 
added to just the few necessary routers if MN moves away from it initial location. Unlike the 
Hierarchical Tunnelling scheme whereby IP address is used as a locator of MN, and Per-host 
Foiwarding scheme whereby IP address is used only as an identifier, MARP uses the IP address 
as a locator as much as possible, and then an identifier only when necessary.
Unlike HMIP, the domain gateway does not need to keep entry of MN if MN is idle, only Paging 
Agent needs to do so. When MN become active, IP address is acquired from AAR, no 
notification to GW is necessary. So, packet is always tunnelling directly from HA to AAR, 
instead of to GW. In addition, unlike Cellular IP and HAWAII, the Paging Agent entity integiates 
modularly with the MARP.
Tire following gives a non-exhaustive comparison of MARP with two of the most popular micro­
mobility protocols: Cellular IP and HMIP.
Cellular IP
Cellular IP assumes a tree-like network topology. This imposed an exfra architectural requirement 
to the network which limit the flexibility of IP protocol. Cellular IP uses host-specific forwarding 
exclusively and hence is not as scalable as MARP. In addition, to update forwarding entry 
Cellular IP requires snooping of every data packet and hence is not only efficient.
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Hierarchical Mobile IP
With HMIP, MN needs to acquire and change its IP address when it changes it point of 
attachment, and hence creates disruption to the upper layers. In addition, it requires foreign 
agents to be placed hierarchically. Tliis is conbradictoiy to MIPv6 which specifies that no foreign 
agents is required for IPv6. This also impose architectural requirement on the IP network. 
Tunnelling and re-tunnelling are required in HMIP, placing more processing load in routers.
In short, the key advantages of MARP are as following:
i) No specific topology required.
ii) No change of MN IP address during active session.
iii) No multi-level tunnelling required
iv) Optimum routing path by making use of both network-ID-based and host-specific routing
v) Fast handoff especially if OAR and NAR are connected.
5.6 Performance Evaluation of MARP
The performance of MARP has been compared to Cellular IP and HMIP with simulation and 
modelling. The simulation configuration is similar to that described in 5.4.1. Values of timer 
associated to MN mobility states are the same as the configuration for Cellular IP, as listed in 
Table 5-2.
5.6.1 Handoff Performance
The handoff performance is first studied. A bursty on/off tiaffic source is used here. The 
simulation configurations are the same as describe in section 0. The tiaffic on and off times are 
exponentially distributed with mean value of 30 and 90 seconds respectively. With on/off tiaffic, 
MN has chances to be in both idle and active mode. As explained in section 0 Cellular IP 
performs worse than HMIP for handoff in term of packet loss ratio. MARP gives the best handoff 
performance among thiee of the protocols. This is because of the route updates on OAR and 
AAR by MN. Such updates ensure that packets would be diverted by AAR and OAR to MN’s 
cuirent access router. Hence, in flight packet will not be lost during a handoff for MARP. This 
results in lower packet loss ratio.
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Figure 5-17: Handoff packet loss ratio of MARP, Cellular IP and HMIP
5.6.2 Scalability
Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 show the average number of host-specific entries (HSE) created in 
access routers and gateway respectively. Here, host-specific entries refer to any routing entry 
created for an MN namely, Route Cache in Cellular IP, Binding Cache in HMIP and host-specific 
forwarding entry in MARP. Only forwarding entry for active MN is recorded and paging entries 
are not counted. The simulation configuration is the same as described in section 5.4.4. It can be 
seen that the entry size in routers and gateway of Cellular IP is consistently higher than that of 
MARP and HMIP. HMIP does not create any address binding in it access routers, hence zero 
number of HSE is recorded in access routers. The entry size in gateway for Cellular IP and HMIP 
is nearly three times higher than that of MARP. This is due to the fact that an entry is created in 
the gateway for every MN in the gateway of Cellular IP and HMIP, whereas in MARP, not all 
MNs require a host-specific entry in gateway. An entry for MN is created in gateway only if the 
next hop interface to reach MN at its current AR is different from the next hop interface to reach 
MN at its AAR. In this simulation configuration, there are 4 interfaces downlink from gateway. 
If there is only one downlink interface from gateway, no entry would ever be created in the 
gateway.
Figure 5-20 shows the size of HSE for various speeds of MN. Generally speaking, the number of 
HSE is not affected by the speed. However, for MARP, no HSE is created when MN is 
stationary. This is because if MN does not move away from its original access router (the AAR), 
then normal IP network-prefix-based routing is sufficient for delivering packet to MN, no HSE 
needs to be created. This is a significant difference to Cellular IP and HMIP. Since a mobile 
terminal is more likely to be stationary when the user is involved in an active session, the chances 
that MN is still attached to its AAR during an active session is relatively high.
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MARP is proven to be more scalable than Cellular IP and HMIP in term of number of routing 
information need to be kept for packet delivery to MNs.
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Figure 5-18: Number of HSE in AR for MARP, Cellular IP and HMIP
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Figure 5-19: Number of HSE in GW for MARP, Cellular IP and HMIP
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Figure 5-20: Number of HSE for different sp eed s for MARP, Cellular IP and HMIP
5.6.3 Delivery Delay
MARP, Cellular IP and HMIP are further compared in term of end-to-end data packet delivery 
delay. Data delivery in this case is based on a MN to other MN within the same network. In 
other words, the data delivery is confined to be within the same micro-mobility domain only. 
Such experiment configuration is to reduce the effect and uncertainty of delay created in the 
global Internet or any other networks. Since the focus of this set of simulation is on data packet 
delivery delay rather than the handoff performance, a less dynamic mobility has been used. MNs 
are moving at speed of 5 m/s and with mean pause time of 120 seconds. Route optimisation, 
whereby MN update it CN with its local CoA is assumed here.
Figure 5-21 shows the end-to-end data packet delivery delay. Both MARP and HMIP makes use 
of network-prefix-based routing based on an usual intra-domain IP routing protocol that ensure 
that optimum path is used for packet delivery. In MARP, optimum path is set up by making use 
of both network-prefix-based IP routing tables and extra per-host forwarding entries. In HMIP, 
the fact that MN changes IP address enables MN to reflect is correct point of attachment to its 
CN. Hence data from CN is always sent directly to the AR to which MN is currently connected. 
Although MARP does not require MN to change its IP address, host specific entries are created in 
routers to ensure that packets are delivered to MN’s current location. In short, both HMIP and 
MARP always use the optimum path to deliver packet from CN to MN. The delivery paths for 
both protocols are the same, and hence the similarity in end-to-end packet delivery delay. Re­
forwarding of packets from AAR to NAR in MARP result in sub-optimal path. However this is 
only applicable to in flight packets during handoff only, such packets are dropped in HMIP and 
Cellular IP implementation. In contrast to HMIP and MARP, Cellular IP makes use of per-host
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forwarding entries exclusively and sets up tree-based hierarchical delivery path between CN and 
GW and between MN and GW. Two steps are always required for intra-domain packet delivery 
with Cellular IP. All data packets created by CN are first routed to gateway, from the gateway, 
packets are then delivered downlink to the MN using forwarding entry in each AR connected. 
Such delivery path does not make use of some alternative paths available between MN and CN 
within the same network. This results in longer routing path with Cellular IP and hence the higher 
end-to-end delivery delay. Since optimum path is always used in MARP and HMIP regardless of 
position of MN in the network, data packet is delivered faster than that in Cellular IP.
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Figure 5-21: Intra-domain data packet delivery delay for MARP, Cellular IP and HMIP 
5.6.4 Discussion And Summary
MARP is a novel mobile routing framework that allows the network to redirect routes to mobile 
nodes as they are moving within the same network. This protocol makes use of both network- 
prefix-based routing and host-specific forwarding. Simulation study has shown that it provide 
good handoff performance and is more scalable than Host-specific Forwarding scheme. MARP 
does not need to change IP address of MN and no multiple tunnelling is needed. In this section, 
MARP is compared with existing micro-mobility protocols in different contexts.
Scalability
The choice of adoption of micro-mobility protocol should base not only on handoff performance 
but also on other issues such as flexibility, scalability, ease of deployment etc. Some micro- 
mobility protocols require maintenance of per-host forwarding information and updating of per- 
host forwarding information when mobile nodes move. Although per-host forwarding entry is 
necessary for tracking MNs and to support fast handoff, the scalability of protocols which rely 
only on per-host forwarding entry is limited, especially if it is to be implemented in a wide area 
network such as a cellular mobile network. The size of entry, the delay to access and update the
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entry will be high. Protocol that makes use of prefix-based routing in IP offers the best solution, 
as fai* routing entry scalability is concern. As a compromise between effective mobility support 
and scalability, MARP relies on prefix-based routing but complemented by host-specific 
forwarding to handle handoff. Among the thiee protocols compared here, MARP is the best 
choice for its size of entry and flexibility although it is relatively more complex.
Nevertheless, MARP requires higher amount of signalling messages. Unlike Cellular IP and 
Hierarchical Mobile IP that update only the gateway or MAP, extia conti’ol messages are required 
by MARP. During a route update procedure (i.e. when MN moved to NAR), in addition to 
sending contiol packet to the gateway, MARP also required control packets to be sent to the AAR 
and to OAR of MN. These represent a major overhead, and therefore the major disadvantage, of 
MARP as compared to other protocols. Nevertheless, conh'ol packets are sent to/fi'om NAR, i.e. 
between NAR and AAR and between NAR and OAR, instead of from/to MN. Therefore, the 
number of message transmitted to MN over the air interface as well as processed by MN are still 
limited. In addition, the links between NAR and AAR, between NAR and OAR are expected to 
be fixed line with plentiful of bandwidth, therefore, it is believed the extra packets do not pose a 
serious problem.
Topological Requirement
Internet itself is a hierarchical network in term of routing, but network topology of IP network is 
not necessary so. In fact, IP routing protocols allow any arbitrary network topology. To hilly 
exploit the flexibility of IP, an ideal micro-mobility protocol should not impose any restriction on 
the network topology. Unfortunately, proposals such as Cellular IP and HAWAII do have such 
restriction on their design. MARP is has been designed with the aim to minimise or to get rid of 
such restriction. MARP is an overlay on the ordinary intra-domain IP routing protocol, hence, it 
work in an arbitrary network topology.
Robustness
Protocols such as HMIP, Cellular IP and HAWAII have a common feature whereby a single 
gateway router (or root domain router) is sitting at top of the domain hierarchy. The gateway 
router is usually a Mobile IP mobility agent that seiwes as the interface between macro-mobility 
domain and the micro-mobility domain. It is also the node that store foiwarding entry or binding 
update entiy for each MN. Hence, the common problem of these protocols is the possibility of 
overloading of gateway router. In addition a single point failure at this node means cutting off the 
micro-mobility domain from the Internet. This certainly restricts the robustness offered by IP. In 
contrast, routing information is more distiibuted in MARP. This is because not all MNs require 
an entry to be created in GW, therefore making it more robust.
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Optimum path
Existing micro-mobility protocols that are based on host-specific entry are designed mainly for 
packet delivery between MN and external network and are less efficient for mobile-to-mobile 
communications within the same domain. With increasing numbers of mobile subscribers, it 
becomes ever more important to provide efficient support for personal mobile communications in 
peer-to-peer mode. MARP, similar to HMIP, allows packet delivery within a domain, be it 
mobile-to-mobile or mobile-to- fixed node, to be caii'ied out via an optimal path. This reduces not 
only the end-to-end packet delivery delay, but also the overall traffic load in the network.
Fast Handoff
Seamless handoff is a central feature for micro-mobility protocols. To achieve seamlessness in 
handoff, low (ideally no) latency and low (ideally zero) packet loss handover protocols are 
needed. Although requirement of handoff performance is application-dependent (seamless 
handoff is particularly important for real-time application like voice and video, whereas the delay 
requirement for application such as ftp and email is not as stringent), packet loss and deliveiy 
delay has to be minimised in any case. In MARP, a route update is always carried out with AAR 
and OAR of MN. Such update does not only allow forwarding entry to be established, it also 
allow context transfer between OAR and NAR of MN. With creation of forwarding entry in 
OAR, all packets arrived at OAR prior to, during, and after handoff can be diverted to NAR. This 
reduces the number of packet lost and improves the hairdoff performance.
5.7 Conclusion
Segregating mobility management in IP networks into “inter-domain” and “intra-domain” 
sections minimises the sigiralling and the associated delay for updating mobility agent in the home 
network of mobile nodes. Mobile IP is more suitable for supporting inter-domain mobility or 
roaming of mobile nodes while node mobility within the same domain can be handled by micro- 
mobility protocols that exploit the locality of user movements. Such protocols are also more 
effective to support fast handoff. Various micro-mobility protocols had been studied and 
categorised into Hierarchical Tunnelling, Host-specific Forwarding, and Mobile-Enhanced 
Routing schemes for comparison and analysis purpose. A micro-mobility protocol, MARP, is 
then proposed. MARP eliminated some common deficiencies of micro-mobility protocols. It 
makes use of both network-prefix-based routing and host-specific forwarding but host specific 
entries are limited to a small set of routers thereby reducing the size of foiwarding table. This 
makes MARP scalable while effectively tackling mobility of mobile node on per-host basis. The 
routers with MARP capability can be deployed in the mobile IP network in a seamless way as it 
interoperates with Mobile IP as well as conventional intra-domain IP routing protocol.
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Chapter 6
6 Interworking of Infrastructure-based and 
Ad Hoc Networks
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET), by definition, is a network of independent mobile nodes 
without any fixed network infi'astructure or connection to base stations. Ad hoc network is often 
referred to as infrastriictureless network, as it is formed spontaneously among devices, anytime 
and anywhere without the aid of centralised infrastructure. Mobile nodes in a MANET 
communicate with each other over wireless links and generally, the ti'ansmission range fi'om a 
mobile node is often limited. Therefore, ad hoc nodes route packets for other mobile nodes that 
do not have a direct wireless linlc to their destination nodes in a co-operative manner. This 
chapter describes mechanisms for supporting Internet connectivity to nodes in mobile ad hoc 
networks (MANETs) through inftastiucture-backed mobile network supported by mobility 
protocol. Such connectivity is part of the all-IP mobile network architecture as described in 
Chapter 2 and the previous chapter. It combines the advantages of infi*astructui*eless networking 
and mobility support offered by inffastiucture-backed network. It also provides ad hoc mobile 
nodes, which are out of direct transmission range of an access router, the ability to access the 
Internet. Nevertheless, the characteristics of an ad hoc network differ substantially from those of 
the fixed Internet. Procedures related to mobility management protocols in infiastrusture-based 
networks are proactive, whereas most of the promising ad hoc routing protocols are reactive. 
Integrating two different reactive and proactive protocols to optimise performance involves some 
critical issues. The design and mechanism to allow inteiworking of Mobile IP and AODV routing 
protocol are addressed in this work. In particular, the issue of high control overhead in such 
network is being addressed.
Tie remainder of this chapter is organized as following. The motivation of inter-connecting ad 
hoc and infiastiuctured networks is first given. A review of related works is then presented. 
Then, a brief introduction to Mobile IP and AODV is given in Section 6.3. Various issues and 
problems with regards to interworking of mobility protocols (i.e. Mobile IP and micro-mobility 
protocols) and ad hoc routing protocols are studied in Section 6.4. Section 6.5 explains the details 
of the cooperation between mobility protocol and ad hoc routing protocol using Mobile IP and 
AODV as example of protocols. Finally Section 6.7 concludes this chapter.
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6.1 Motivation of Integrating Ad Hoc and Infrastructured Networks
CuiTent 2.5G and 3G networks offer seamless network access for mobile nodes. In particular, 
integrated satellite-teiTestrial networks [JamOl] provide global coverage including desert and 
oceanic areas. In addition, the WLAN-UMTS integrated network infi’astructure [Ahm03][Zha03] 
enhances indoor coverage of wireless mobile network. Nevertheless, there will always be some 
places where provision of reliable wireless access is not possible. Such areas without coverage 
are refeired to as dead zones or dead spots. This could be due to multipath, fading or a physical 
obstacle. It could also exist simply because of unplanned coverage, for example in an 
underground subway platform or basement of a building. Although better cell planning or more 
sophisticated antenna technology could cover such areas, it is generally not economical for 
network operator or administrator to install network inffastiucture to provide perfect coverage 
without any dead spot.
The conventional view of communication in MANET is that mobile nodes only interact with each 
other within the ad hoc network. However, in many applications, Internet connectivity and the 
ability to access services provided by network infrastructure would be usefi.il. In fact, in many 
scenarios, an application may even not be functional without Internet access. On the other hand, 
there is no reason why an inffastmctured network should not extend its seiwice to more than one 
hop from its wireless base station or access router. Mobile nodes that have simultaneous 
connection to a MANET and to an access router could act as bridges and relay packets fiom other 
mobile nodes to the fixed network. Extending network coverage via ad hoc networking could be 
cheaper alternative as compared to planning and installing more base stations or access points. 
Hence, integrating fixed and mobile ad hoc network serves two equally important functions. The 
first is to provide Internet connection to all mobile hosts in the MANET. The second is to extend 
the wireless network coverage by making use of the relaying capability of mobile nodes that form 
an ad hoc network.
The motivation of this work is to support global reachability for mobile nodes and continuous 
Internet access to the entire ad hoc network via the fixed network infi’astructure. To achieve this, 
a mechanism that allows the internetworking of a management protocol and ad hoc routing 
protocol, is needed.
6.2 Related Works
A simple design of integrating the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [Joh03a] ad hoc routing 
protocol with Internet routing and Mobile IPv4 is presented by Broch in [Bro99]. This work 
focused on MANET routing and addressing issues for ad hoc mobile nodes that are equipped with
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multiple wireless interfaces. An addressing architecture for routing between ad hoc network to 
the Internet is described but issues related to comiecting MANET to fixed network by were not 
studied in depth. This work assumes that all nodes within a MANET use addresses with the same 
subnet ID. This means that advantage of independent addressing of mobile node within ad hoc 
network is lost. In the integiation of MANET and Mobile IP, all mobile node with same network 
ID register with a single foreign agent (FA), and this foreign agent is responsible for forwarding 
packets between ad hoc and wired networks.
MIPMANET, presented in [JônOO], is also based on IPv4. In this work, AODV is utilised for the 
discoveiy and maintenance of routes within the ad hoc network, while Mobile IP is used for 
registiation. Foreign agent care-of address is used for Internet access, whereas home addresses of 
mobile nodes are used within the MANET. A mobile node, wliich requires connection to the 
fixed network, registers with a Foreign Agent. IP tunnelling is used to separate the ad hoc 
network fiom the fixed network. Data packets fiom mobile node (MN) to its corespondent node 
(CN), and vice versa, are always tunnelled to the foreign agent (FA). Periodical Router 
Advertisements (RA) fiom Mobile IP foreign agent are broadcast into the MANET. Such 
periodical broadcasting with the MANET creates excessive control overhead that reduces the 
throughput and increase power consumption of MNs.
In [Typ02], a solution for interconnecting ad hoc network with infiastmctured wireless network 
via AODV and Cellular IPv6 protocols is developed. Cellular IPv6 is a micro-mobility protocol 
for handling intra-domain mobility. Mobile IP is used for updating home agent (HA) and 
correspondent nodes for global connectivity, while Cellular IPv6 is used for forwarding packet 
within the wireless access, AODV is then used to route packet to MN within a MANET. A very 
tight coupling between Cellular IPv6 and AODV is assumed, and the work concentiated on how 
MANET nodes earned out Cellular IP route update with the domain gateway. Unlike [JônOO] 
and, the Cellular IPv6 beaconing signals (serving similar puipose of Mobile IP Router 
Advertisement) fiom base stations are not broadcasted into MANET. Mobile nodes that need 
Internet connection have to search for access router using mechanism defined in MANET routing 
protocol. Such a reactive scheme has actually been proven to be inefficient in [JonOO] as the 
control overhead to discover access router and the associated delay is high.
The latest and most comprehensive work on this subject is reported [Sun02]. Similar to the work 
in [JonOO], IPv4 is used and AODV is used in conjunction with Mobile IP. Mobile node registers 
itself with a foreign agent if it requires connection to the fixed network. The major departure fiom 
[JonOO] is that co-located care-of addresses, instead of home addi esses are used for routing within 
MANET as well as for interaction with coiTespondent node via Internet. No tunnelling is required 
for sending packet to the Internet. A tight coupling between Mobile IP and AODV is assumed in 
this work. In particular, the route maintenance of MANET routing is integrated with Mobile IP
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Router Advertisement packet. Mobile IP Router Advertisements packets are also being 
periodically broadcasted into MANET.
6.3 Mobile IP and AODV
To provide the foundation for the description of interworking of Mobile IPv6 and AODV, a brief 
overview of Mobile IPv6 and AODV routing protocol is presented here. Introduction of Mobile 
IP can also be found in Chapter 3 of this thesis. More details for Mobile IPv6 and AODV are 
described in [Joh03] and [Per03] respectively.
6.3.1 Mobile IPv6
With Mobile IP, a mobile node is always addressable with its home address. When the mobile 
node is away from home network and is attached to a foreign network, it is addressed by a care-of 
address (CoA). Packets addressed to care-of address will be routed to the mobile node at the 
foreign network.
“Binding” is an association between a mobile node's permanent home address and its temporaiy 
care-of address. While away from home, a mobile node registers one of its care-of addresses with 
Home Agent (HA) at its home network with Binding Update (BU) process. The home agent 
would intercept IP packets addressed to the mobile node’s home address on the home link and 
tunnel them to the mobile node’s care-of address at foreign network. Tunnelling is perfonned 
using IP encapsulation, with the outer IP header addressed to the mobile node's care-of address.
With IPv6, mobile node also informs its correspondent nodes of its current care-of addr ess via a 
correspondent binding procedure. When sending a packet to any IPv6 destination, a node checks 
its cached bindings for an entry for the packet's destination address. If a cached binding for this 
destination address is found, the node uses a new type of IPv6 Routing Header to route the packet 
to the mobile node by way of the care-of address indicated in this binding. If the sending node 
has no cached binding for this destination address, the node sends the packet in the normal way, 
and the packet is subsequently intercepted and tunnelled by the mobile node's home agent as 
described above.
Mobile IPv6 defines a new IPv6 destination option. When a mobile node is delivering packets to 
its correspondent node, it sets the Source Address in the packet's IPv6 header to its cuiTcnt care-of 
addresses, and include a home address destination option in the packet, indicating the mobile 
node's home address. By including the home address destination option in each packet, the 
sending mobile node can communicate its home address to the correspondent node receiving this 
packet.
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6.3.2 Ad Hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing Protocol
An ad hoc routing protocol enables inultihop routing between participating mobile nodes wishing 
to establish and maintain an ad hoc network. Over the last few years, various ad hoc network 
routing protocols had been proposed in the IETF Mobile Ad-hoc Networks Working Group 
[lETFb]. Comparison of various protocols had also been earned out in [Roy98][Bro99] and 
[PerOla]. Among all the protocols, Ad Hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing 
protocol is one of the earliest and the most popular. It is now being accepted as the first standard 
MANET routing protocol in IETF MANET Working Group.
AODV is a reactive routing protocol. It establishes and maintains a route to a destination only 
when the route is needed and it does not require nodes to maintain routes that are no longer used. 
ADOV defines different types of message, such as Route Request, Route Reply and Route EiTor 
messages, to discover and maintain links. To guarantee loop-free routing, AODV utilizes per- 
node sequence numbers in its control packet. A node increments the value of its sequence number 
whenever there is a change in its local connectivity information.
Route Discovery
Whenever a MANET node wants to find a route to another node, it broadcasts a Route Request 
(RREQ) packet to all its neighbours. This happen if the route to the destination is unknown or if a 
previously known route expires. The requesting node places the destination IP address, its own IP 
address and current sequence number in the Route Request (RREQ) packet. Neighbouring nodes 
that receive RREQ packet but do not have a route to the destination address rebroadcast the 
RREQ packet to their neighbours. Upon receiving the RREQ packet, they also creates a 
temporary reverse route to the source IP Address in its routing table with next hop equal to the IP 
address field of the node from which the RREQ is received. This is done to keep a temporaiy 
route back to the source node that is making the request. Tlie route is temporary in the sense that 
it is valid for a much shorter time than an active route entry. Such node will be used by RREP to 
find its way back to the soui'ce node.
With broadcasting and re-broadcasting, the RREQ propagates through the network until it reaches 
the destination or any intermediate node that has a route to the destination. Figure 6-1 shows 
RREQs being created and forwarded from a source node and finally received by the destination 
node. Wlien this happen, the destination node generates a RREP packet and sends it back to the 
requesting node. This is done with unicast through the temporary route already set up by RREQ, 
as shown in Figure 6-2. As the RREP is forwarded, the temporaiy route is changed to an active 
one. Wlien the RREP reaches the source node, there exists a valid route from the source to the 
destination.
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After initiated and broadcasted a RREQ, the requesting or source node waits for a RREP. If the 
source node does not receive an RREP by the time its discovery timer expires, it broadcasts an 
RREQ again. It attempts re-discovery up to some maximum number of times. If no route is 
discovered after the maximum number of attempts, the node assumes that there is no route 
available to the destination and gives up establishing the route.
Source ^
Destination
Figure 6-1 : Propagation of Route Request (RREQ) packet
Source 1
Destination
Figure 6-2: Path taken by Route Reply (RREP) packet and route established  
Route Maintenance
An active route is a route which has recently been set up or used to transmit data packets between 
two MANET nodes. When a link failure is detected along an active route, the node upstream first 
invalidates all its routes that utilized the failed link and then, it propagates a Route Error (RERR) 
packet to notify nodes down the path of such breakage. The RERR contain a list of IP address of 
all destinations, which are now unreachable due to the link failure.
When a neighbouring node receives the RERR, it invalidates any route to any of the listed 
destination if the route uses the source of the RERR as the next hop. If one or more routes are 
deleted, the node then creates and broadcasts its own RERR message. As the RERR travels down 
the forward path, each affected node updates its routing table by invalidating the corresponding 
routes, otherwise the RERR is simply destroyed. Once a source node receives the RERR, it also 
invalidates the listed routes as previously described. Then it may choose to either stop sending 
data or requesting a new route by sending out a new RREQ.
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Route Table Management
AODV keeps track of the following information for each route table entry:
• Destination IP Address: IP address for the destination node.
• Destination Sequence Number: Sequence number for this destination.
• Hop Count: Number of hops to the destination.
• Next Hop: The neighbour node which has been designated to forward packets to the
destination for this route entry.
• Lifetime: The time for which the route is considered valid.
• Active neighbour list: Neighbour nodes that are actively using this route entry.
6.4 Im plications o f Interworking o f Infrastructured Network and
M ANET
Figure 6-3 illustrates a topological view of a mobile ad hoc network is connected to fixed wireless 
network. As illustrated, multihop routing extends reachability of access router and enables global 
Internet connectivity to all MANET nodes. Nonetheless, the characteristics of MANET are 
significantly differently from that of fixed network. Connecting an ad hoc network to the Internet 
brings up several issues in term of routing, addressing of MANET nodes, and control overhead 
within ad hoc network.
AR (supporting MIP 
 ^ HMIP, MARP etc.)InternetHA
CN
Figure 6-3: Interworking of MANET and infrastructure-back network 
6.4.1 Routing and Addressing
Internet uses prefix-based routing to aggregate the routes destined to a set of IP hosts in the same 
network on a single routing table entry. Prefix-based packet routing mechanism requires 
hierarchical forwarding and assignment of topologically correct IP address to reflect the actual 
network connectivity of an IP host. From the perspective of routing, the main role of an IP
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address is to act as a locator. It is the information that is used by the IP routing protocol to locate 
the end host so that packets can be delivered to the end host. On the other hand, routing in 
MANET typically uses IP address as an end host identifier rather than a locator. IP address in 
MANET does not convey any infonnation about where a node is topologically located with 
respect to any other router. In MANET, mobile nodes act as independent routers. The nodes can 
come and go as they wish and each node in an ad hoc network functions without coordination of 
any cenhalised IP router. These does not cause problem as long as a MANET is formed as a 
standalone network as it is originally envisioned. However, if MANET interoperates with a fixed 
network, in particular, if a node is to be made globally reachable from the Internet, there is a 
conflict in the role of the IP address. This is because the IP address of mobile node should act as 
both an identifier and a locator. Mobile node now needs a topologically correct IP address that is 
routable to its cinrent point of attachment. At the same time, any set of nodes should be able to 
form an ad hoc network regardless of which addiesses they use and without having to use any 
particular network ID.
6.4.2 Mobility Agent
As explained in the previous section, there must be at least one network entity to be part of the ad 
hoc network and has a globally routable IP address and provide mobility support to MANET 
nodes. This should be the node that resides on the border between the ad hoc network and the 
fixed network. If a node within MANET is selected as the “default router” to the fixed network 
and acts as the “gateway” of “mobility agent” for the MANET, the interconnection of the 
MANET to the infrastructured network can be greatly facilitated. In addition, by assigning the 
role of Mobile IP foreign agent to the gateway, the interworking between MANET and Mobile IP 
becomes rather sfraightfoiward. This effectively means that every other node in the ad hoc 
network functions just like a Mobile IP host and being served by a foreign agent. However, 
appointing a MANET node to be the “default router” raises certain critical issues. It is obvious 
that distinctions must be made between management for default routers and route management for 
the ad hoc network. Tlie dynamic nature of ad hoc networks implies that connectivity of any 
mobile node to a fixed point cannot be guaranteed. The location of a chosen default router may 
change veiy frequently, depending on mobility levels. In addition, a policy and procedure for 
selecting and re-selecting the default router need to be defined. Although there is a model 
adopted in OSPF for choosing the “designated router” [Moy98], it is not suitable for MANET that 
is highly dynamic, bandwidth constiained as well as processing capability consfrained. This 
implies that the gateway or mobility agent that provides mobility support to the MANET needs to 
be residing at the fixed network.
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6.4.3 On-Demand Routing
Traditional IP routing protocols are proactive in that they maintain routes to all nodes, including 
nodes to which no packets may be sent. They react to any change in the topology even if no 
traffic is affected by the change, and they require periodic control messages to maintain routes to 
eveiy network. If proactive routing is used in MANET, scarce resources such as power and link 
bandwidth will be used more frequently for conti'ol ti'affic especially if mobility of node is high. 
Alternatively, with reactive protocols, routes between nodes are determined solely when they are 
explicitly needed to route packets. This prevents the nodes from updating eveiy possible route in 
the network but allows them to focus either on routes that are being used or on routes that are in 
the process of being set up. Therefore, many promising MANET routing protocols operate 
reactively or on-demand. However, support for fixed wireless network access generally uses a 
proactive approach. For instance, Mobile IP and micro-mobility routers announce their existence 
by broadcasting Router Advertisements periodically regardless of whether any node needs the 
information or not. Route update is always earned out to ensure that location of mobile node is 
updated even if no data packet is being sent or received by the mobile node. Thus, the basic 
design of MANET routing protocol and protocol used in infrastructure-back mobile network is 
quite contmdictoiy.
Although adjusting mobility protocol (Mobile IP or micro-mobility protocols) to operate in an on- 
demand fashion reduces bandwidth and power consumption of MANET nodes, it inevitably limits 
the amount of conti ol infonnation (such as Router Advertisements) that reach mobile. Tlie timing 
and reliability of such information will not be guaranteed. These would have negative effects on 
mobility protocol as many associated mechanisms such as access router discoveiy and handoff 
ti'igger heavily rely on the control infonnation. The same amount of information should reach the 
mobile nodes to ensure that multihop routing is tiansparent to the existing mobility protocols.
6.4.4 Router Advertisement Delivery
In a wireless access network, mobile nodes learn if an access router is reachable by sensing the 
beacon signals broadcasted periodically by the access router. For example, in Mobile IP, a mobile 
node can tell which FA is available by listening to Router Advertisements periodically broadcast 
by each FA. Similar beaconing mechanisms are also defined in all micro-mobility protocols. A 
problem that arises when applying mobility protocols to ad hoc networks is that broadcasts are 
much more costly in a multihop ad hoc network than on single links. A link-local broadcast is 
received by all hosts on a link, e.g. all hosts within a wireless LAN cell, but none of the recipients 
needs to foiward it fui'ther. On the other hand, a broadcast in an ad hoc network floods the whole 
network, i.e. it is both received and transmitted by eveiy node in the ad hoc network. Such
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flooding costs a lot of bandwidth and energy, both of which are typically limited resources in an 
ad hoc network. In particular, MANET nodes that are not using the inflastructured network 
would suffer because of the excessive control traffic they have to handle. Hence, it is desirable to 
reduce the number of broadcasts. For this puipose, a unicast approach can be used to convey the 
beaconing message to MANET nodes. By using the unicast approach, mobile nodes only receive 
Mobile IP Router Advertisement information fi om foreign agent that they are currently registered. 
Nevertheless, evaluation of unicast and broadcast approaches earned out in [JônOO] showed that 
unicast approach perfoixas even worse than broadcast approach in all aspects, that includes 
transmission overhead, packet delivery ratio as well as packet deliveiy delay. This is because the 
overhead for discovering an access router reactively and repeatedly, i.e. whenever MN needs to 
connect to the access router, is higher than simply broadcast the router information periodically. 
Therefore, broadcasting approach should be adopted, however, a mechanism maintain a balance 
between protocol tiansparency and contiol overhead is needed.
6.5 Protocol Design
IP-based mobility management protocols such as Mobile IP and MARP allow mobile nodes to 
roam tiansparently fiom place to place within the Internet with no discernible disruption of 
seivice. Mobile IPv6 [Joh03] is used as baseline mobility management protocol in this study 
whereas AODV [Per03] ad hoc routing protocol is chosen in this study due to its popularity and 
maturity. Although Mobile IPv6 is adopted here, the design principle is equally applicable for 
Mobile IPv4. In addition, the inteiworking mechanism designed here are applicable to many 
other micro-mobility protocols, especially to protocols which were designed based on Mobile IP, 
such as MARP and HMIP.
6.5.1 Mobility Agent
To alleviate the problem of identifying the mobility agent within the ad hoc network, as described 
in Section 6.4.2, an access router is made mandatoiy to take up the role as an mobility agent\ 
The access router is part of the infiastmctured network and has connection to at least one of the 
MANET nodes. Such router is refened to as Ad hoc Internet Access Router (AJAR). As an 
interface between fixed and ad hoc network, the AIAR mns both AODV and Mobile IP (or a 
micro-mobility protocol). AIAR processes registration messages fiom mobile nodes within the
‘ There is no mobility agent or foreign agent defined in Mobile IPv6. However, in order to provide global 
connectivity to MANET, which does not have any fixed centralised network entity, support fi'om a fixed 
access router equipped with Mobile IP (or a micro-mobility protocol) is essential.
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MANET and subsequently to keep a list of registered nodes. Similarly, a mobile nodes that needs 
Internet access, global reachability or Mobile IP support is required to identify the AIAR and 
subsequently register itself with the AIAR. In fact, such proceduies are compatible to many 
existing micro-mobility protocols including MARP.
6.5.2 Conceptual Data Structures
For supporting interworking of MANET and infiastmctured network, new conceptual data 
stmctures are introduced in into mobile node and access router.
AIAR is equipped with the chosen mobility protocol and ad hoc routing functionality. It is 
interfacing fixed network to the ad hoc network and is required to maintain a list of MANET 
nodes that wish to have Internet connectivity. Otherwise, it will never know which mobile nodes 
are reachable via multihop routing over the MANET. AIAR maintains an A d Hoc Node List, in 
which it keeps a list of identifier (i.e. the home IP address) of the mobile nodes. Entiy in the list 
is created when mobile node register itself with the AIAR.
On the other hand, mobile nodes are required to keep an Ad hoc Internet Access Router List 
(AIAR List). When mobile node receives a Router Advertisement fiom the access router (together 
with the Prefix Information Option that canies the router’s global address), it creates an entiy for 
the router in its AIAR list. The contents of this entiy include the access router’s global address, 
network prefix information and the associated advertisement sequence number. In addition, a 
timer is associated with each entry and the entiy is deleted from mobile node upon timer expiiy. 
With Mobile IP, the period of the timer is three time of value carried in Advertisement Interval 
field of Router Advertisement packet.
In addition, mobile nodes aie also required to keep an External Node Address List. This list 
keeps a record of the coiTespondent nodes, which the mobile node believes to be residing 
externally to the ad hoc network it is participating in.
6.5.3 Addressing Scheme
Each mobile node has a pre-assigned a Mobile IP home address. Home address is permanently 
assigned to every mobile node by its home network and unique for each mobile node. The 
uniqueness of this address means that it is readily usable for the routing puipose within an ad hoc 
network. Hence, address autoconfiguiation is not required for allocating address to mobile node 
for ad hoc routing purpose. Mobile nodes are also not required to carry out network-wide 
duplicated address detection procedure. Nonetheless, for mobile nodes that do not have home 
address, the ad hoc network address auto configuration procedures specified in [PerOl] could be 
used.
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In addition, to support global Internet connectivity (i.e. macro-mobility), a care-of address that 
reflects the mobile node’s cunent point of attachment is requhed to ensure that mobile nodes are 
globally routable even it is in a MANET. There are two possible approaches for MANET nodes 
to acquire a care-of addr ess. First, mobile nodes may use AIAR’s address as care-of address. In 
this context, AIAR has a similar role as that of a Mobile IPv4 foreign agent. Alternatively, 
mobile nodes may obtain a co-located care-of addr ess based on network prefix of AIAR, The first 
approach will be assumed in the following description^.
A mobile node will have different IP addresses -  home addr ess and care-of address. However, for 
a mobile node to be identifiable by all other nodes within an ad hoc network, only a single IP 
address should be used. Each mobile uses only its home address for the routing within the ad hoc 
network. This address would remain unchanged throughout its participation in the MANET. The 
selection of single and unchanged address is important, because if nodes use multiple and unfixed 
addresses, multiple route discovery and maintenance would be required for the same mobile node. 
This greatly increases the routing discovery and maintenance overhead. Using mobile node home 
address, instead of its care-of address, for MANET routing also provides other benefits. As 
mobile node switches to another access router, none of the route set up will interrupted due to any 
change at the care-address. Neither fresh route acquisition for new address nor route tear down 
operation for the old address will be necessary.
6.5.4 Controlled-flooding of Router Advertisement
Router Advertisement (RA) packets are periodically sent by access router. Information associated 
to an AIAR such as router’s link-local address, router’s global address and the periodicity of 
advertisement are provided within these packets. According to Mobile IP specification, a mobile 
node should always receive a valid Router Advertisement from the router with which it is 
registered, otherwise, it should consider that the router as out of reach. This implies that Router 
Advertisement packet ought to be periodically flooded into the ad hoc network. However, in 
order to avoid flooding of advertisement in the MANET, a limit to re-transmission of such 
packets within MANET is proposed here. Limiting retransmission of Router Advertisement 
packets is important because such packet is created periodically and the interval could be so low 
that the overhead created due to periodical flooding may collapse a MANET. To limit
 ^Either of the approaches can easily be extendedfor a micro-mobility protocol. With MARP, MN acquired 
a co-located CoA based on the network prefix of its AAR; with HMIPv6, the CoA is RCoA i.e. the MAP 
address; whereas with Cellular IP, the CoA is the gateway address.
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retransmission of Router Advertisement packet, TTL value of the packet is set to a non-infinity 
value.
When a mobile node receives a Router Advertisement packet, it checks the advertised router 
global IP address and advertisement sequence number. It AIAR List is updated accordingly if the 
sequence number indicates that it is not a duplicated packet. It then decreases the TTL value 
associated with the advertisement packet by one. If the TTL setting is non-zero and the sequence 
number is valid, the advertisement is subsequently re-broadcast to neighbouring MANET nodes. 
On the other hand, if Router advertisement is a duplicated packet or TTL value reaches zero, the 
mobile node silently discards the packet.
When a mobile node receives a Router Advertisement directly from AIAR for the first time, it is 
mandatory for it to foiwai'd the packet to the rest of mobile nodes within the ad hoc network, i.e. 
using the flooding mechanism of AODV. However, in order to control the broadcast, such 
flooding is canied by mobile node only once, i.e. only a mobile node receives Router 
Advertisement via directly ti'ansmission from the access router for the very first time. When 
subsequent Router Advertisements, with higher sequence number, are received from the same 
AIAR again, the mobile node would not broadcast it again. Mobile node broadcasts the Router 
advertisement into the ad hoc network to announce its capability of reaching an access router. 
With this, all MANET nodes are aware that there is at least one node having connectivity to the 
inffastructured network. The overhead due to Router Advertisement flooding is kept reasonably 
low while connectivity to fixed network is made known among MANET nodes.
Since the broadcasting of advertisement packet among MANET nodes is limited and inegular, 
mobile nodes in MANET do not rely exclusively upon the periodical Router advertisement 
reception to check its reachability to the router. Instead, MANET mobile nodes assume the 
existence of the access router even if the advertisement is heard once. After registering with the 
AIAR, mobile node would continue to send packet to the Internet via the AIAR until it found that 
the AIAR is out of reach. Unreachability to AIAR could be notified by reception of RERR packet 
created by the underlying AODV routing protocol. Upon receiving such notification, mobile node 
deduces that the route to AIAR is no longer valid, mobile will initiate route discovery for access 
router.
6.5.5 Access Router Discovery
As described in Section 6.5.4, Router Advertisements from AIAR are broadcasted into MANET 
in a limited and iiTegular fashion. Only mobile nodes that receive Router Advertisement directly 
fr om AIAR for the first time may relay the advertisement to other MANET nodes. Thus, the rate 
of advertisements being sent into the MANET is affected by the mobility of mobile nodes at the
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vicinity of access router. A mobile node should not wait for Router Advertisement broadcasts 
from the access router to detenuine its connectivity to the router as it may never receive Router 
Advertisement message. Instead, it should initiate router discovery procedure to find an AIAR.
Three different AIAR discoveiy procedure are proposed here, they are i) Default AIAR Discovery 
Mode ii) Enhanced AIAR Discovery Mode and iii) Optimised AIAR Discoveiy mode. The 
default mode require high number of message exchange which results in long discoveiy, route 
setup and registiation time. Enhanced and optimised modes have been designed to minimise the 
overhead, and at the same time, reduce the discoveiy time required. Starting fiom default mode, 
the operations of AIAR discovery are explained as following.
AIAR discovery is canied out whenever a mobile node having no access router recorded in its 
AIAR List wants to register with an AIAR. Dming a AIAR discovery process, the mobile node 
needs to establish route to AIAR, send Router Solicitation message along the route established 
and then receive Router Advertisement message fiom AIAR. The mobile node will subsequently 
set up routing path based of AIAR address and finally send registiation packet to AIAR. It may 
tiy several times for route establishment, according to AODV specification before it gives up. 
Similarly, it will also attempt to send Router Solicitation, according to Neighbour Discovery 
Protocol [Nar98], until it concludes that no router is reachable and then gives up. Once given up 
on sending Router Solicitation, the mobile node will not initiate any more Router Solicitation 
procedure unless an unsolicited Router Advertisement is later received by the mobile node 
[Nar98].
To discover an AIAR, a mobile node first sends Route Request (RREQ) packet with destination 
set to all-AIAR multicast address (AIARMAddress). When neighbouring mobile node received 
RREQ packet for AIARMAddress, it checks its Access Router List. If any access router is found 
in the list, it then checks if it has a route to the access router. If it has a route to an access router, 
the node replies with Route Reply (RREP) packet to the source mobile node. The IP address of 
the AIAR {AIARAddress) is included in the RREP packet. If the mobile node does not have ny 
route to any access router, the RREQ is re-broadcast to the other nodes and it will eventually 
reach an AIAR. When AIAR receives an RREQ, the access router responds with RREP. RREP 
could optionally be restricted to be created by AIAR only, instead of firom any intermediate 
mobile node. If so, it can be ensuied that the route established between mobile node and the 
AIAR is up to date and hence is more reliable. This, however, imposes extia delay in the access 
router discovery process.
When the requesting mobile node receives a RREP, the MANET route discoveiy phase is 
completed and a route to an AIAR would have been established. In this instance, the route is 
based on the ail-AIAR multicast address. The mobile node could then proceed with sending
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Router Solicitation packet over the routing path established. AIAR that receives such solicitation 
packet would immediately respond by sending a unicast Router Advertisement to the mobile node 
concerned, again this is sent through routing path already established. Information such as router 
link-local address, AIAR global IP address and network prefix will then be available to the mobile 
node. Mobile node then proceeds to setting up a route to the AIAR IP address (AIARAddress) and 
then registering itself with the AIAR. These steps are shown in Figure 6-4.
The following provides a short description of all access router discovery modes proposed with 
emphasis on the comparison of messages involved. The performance of all discoveiy modes 
proposed will be presented in Section 6.6.
Default AIAR Discovery Mode
In the Default Mode, no direct interaction between mobility protocol (e.g. Mobile IP, MARP) and 
MANET routing protocol (e.g. AODV) is assumed. Both protocols are not aware of the existence 
of each other and operate transparent to each other. AODV only functions as the underlying 
routing protocol of Mobile IP. No change to either of the protocols is required. In this mode, 
routing path for any destination address must be set up prior to packet delivery to the address as 
per normal with AODV. That includes packet delivery of Router Solicitation and Router 
Advertisement packets. The procedure to discover and register with an AIAR is as shown in 
Figure 6-4. At least 8 control packets must be exchanged between the requesting mobile node and 
AIAR for discovering and then registering with it. The main shortcoming of this mode is high 
overhead in route setup and long discoveiy time.
AIAR Interm ediate MN
1. AODV RREQ ^lARMAddress)
2. ADOV RREP----------------p.
3. MlPraSolicitatic^ (AIARMAddress^
4. MIP RiAdverli^
5. AODV RREG
7. MIP Registration F
8. MIP Registratiot 
 ►
(AIARMAddress)
ment IMNAddress^
^AIARAddress^
6. ADOV RR^> (AIARAddress)
Source MN
squest (AlAIRAddress)
Ack (MNAddress)
Figure 6-4: Default AIAR Discovery Mode
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Enhanced AIAR Discovery Mode
In the Enhanced Mode, routing paths for both AIARMAddress and AIARAddress are set up by 
only one AODV route setup procedure. Similar to the Default Mode, mobile node sends Route 
Request (RREQ) packet with destination set to AIARMAddress to discover any AIAR. The 
difference is that when RREP for AIARMAddress is created, either by the AIAR or an 
intermediate MN, AIARAddress is also included in the RREP packet. In this mode, an 
intermediate mobile node that sends such RREP must have both the routing entiy to 
AIARMAddress as well as infonnation about AIAR before it can send a RREP to the source MN. 
An AIAR hop-by-hop option is included in the RREP packet to cany AIAR IP address. Each 
intermediate mobile node, which receives a RREP packet, reacts to the AIAR hop-by-hop option 
by creating route entry to AIAR. After route o îAIARMAddress is setup, the mobile node 
proceeds with sending Router Solicitation over the routing path and then sends Registration 
Request over path set up for IP address of the AIAR. The procedure for Enhanced Mode is shown 
in Figure 6-5. In the Enhanced Mode, the number of control packet exchange is reduced. As 
such, the total overhead and the time required for AIAR discovery is also reduced. No 
modification to Mobile IP is required in this mode.
AIAR Interm ediate MN
AODV RREQ
ADOV RREP (AIARMAddress
MIP RtSollcitatior
MIP Registration Request
MIP Registration Ack
Source MN
yUARMAddress)
), with AIAR hop-by-hop optioi
^AIARMAddress^
(MNAddress).
(AIARAddress) 4 ...........
(MNAddress)
Figure 6-5: Enhanced AIAR Discovery Mode 
Optimised AIAR Discovery Mode
Optimised Mode assumes a closer interworking between Mobile IP and AODV in order to fiirther 
reduce the number of packet involved to discover and register with an AIAR. In this mode, only 
AIAR is allowed to respond to the RREQ. Whenever mobile node sends RREQ to discover route 
to any router, a Router Solicitation destination option message is included in the RREQ. When 
replying to this RREQ, AIAR include not only the AIAR hop-by-hop option, for creating routing 
entiy for AIAR IP addiess, but also a Router Advertisement (RA) destination option. Router
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Advertisement message is carried in the RA destination option. Similar to Enhanced Mode, each 
inteimediate mobile node, which receives a RREP packet, reacts to the AIAR hop-by-hop option 
by creating route enhy to AIAR. Route entiy to AIARMAddress will also be created. Upon 
receiving the RREP by the requesting mobile node, routing path between the mobile node and 
AIAR would have been created. At the same time, MN also received Router Advertisement 
infonnation with RA destination option piggybacked at the RREP packet. With such infonnation 
MN proceeds to register with the AJAR without sending solicitation packet. As seen in Figuie 
6-6, the discovery procedure for Optimised Mode is more compact. The number of messages 
involve is halved as compare to Default Mode.
AIAR
ADOVRRI
Interm ediate MN
AODV RREQ (AlAFMAddn
:P (AIARMAddress), with AIAI ' hop-by-hop option, RA Destination Option
MiP Registration Request
MIP Registration Ack  ►
Source MN
|s),with RS Destination Optio
(AIARAddress) 4------------------
(MNAddress)
Figure 6-6: Optimised FA Discovery Mode
6.5.6 Registration
Mobile nodes, which require Internet comiectivity, must first register an AIAR. Such registration 
makes the AIAR aware of the identity of any mobile nodes within the ad hoc network that require 
support for Internet connectivity. The home address is used as the identifier of mobile node 
within MANET, and is provided to the AIAR in registration procedure. Mobile IP registration 
packet format is used here. The registration lifetime is set to infinity. After a successful 
registi ation, the home address of the ad hoc mobile node would be included in the Ad Hoc Node 
List of the AIAR. If the mobile node is using a co-located care-of address, it is also listed along 
with the home address.
In addition mobile node informs its home agent (HA) and correspondent nodes (CN) of the 
cuirent location of the mobile node via binding procedures of Mobile IP. It is assumed here that 
ad hoc mobile nodes make use of the AIAR global IP address as its care-of address. Binding 
update procedure would create a binding of {MN Home Address, AIAR IP Address} in the home 
agent and conespondent node. The Home Address field in Mobile IP binding update message is 
set to the home address of mobile node. The Alternate Care-of Address sub-option is used and is 
set to the AIAR’s address. Any acknowledgement packet from HA and CN will be relayed to the 
mobile node via AODV MANET routing protocol.
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6.5,7 Route Discovery
MANET routing does not make any assumption about network identifier. This implies that 
mobile node cannot decide if a destination node belongs to the same network by checking the 
network ID of the destination IP address. In addition, with on-demand routing, a node does not 
keep routes to all hosts within the MANET beforehand. Having no route to a host does not 
necessarily mean that it is not reachable within the ad hoc network. Thus, a discoveiy mechanism 
is required to search for the destination within the ad hoc network before it can decide whether the 
destination is within the MANET.
When a mobile node wants to send data to another node, it first looks up its External Node List. If 
the destination is found, the mobile node deduces that the destination is not residing in the ad hoc 
network. If the destination is not found in the list, the mobile node initiates a route discoveiy for 
the destination node. The route discovery would be carried out as per normal by flooding the 
network with Route Request (RREQ) packets. Route Reply (RREP) may be created by 
destination node, intermediate node and AIAR.
If a route to the destination is found, the mobile node goes ahead with data delivery using 
MANET routing mechanism. Otherwise, the mobile node concludes that the destination is 
outside of the ad hoc network and includes the destination address in its External Node List. If a 
destination is not within the MANET, mobile node sends packet to it via the AIAR and the 
Internet. Mobile node then checks if it is already registered with any AIAR. If not, it would 
check if there is any AIAR recorded in its AIAR List. If no AIAR is recorded, it will discover 
AIAR (described in previous section) and register with it, and then proceed with sending data 
packet to Internet via the registered AIAR.
If mobile node is already registered with an AIAR but does not have a route to it, it create a 
routing path to the AIAR. There are two possible ways to create route to the AIAR. In the first 
approach, the mobile node simply initiates a route discovery process to the AIAR. Once the route 
to the access router is established, the mobile can send data to its conespondent node via IPv6 
type 0 Routing Header. In the second approach, AIAR create gratuitous RREPs. Whenever 
AIAR receives a RREQ packet (destined to the actual destination required by mobile node) and if 
it does not have the route to the destination requested, it sends a gratuitous RREP to the source 
mobile node. Such RREP creates a route between AIAR and the source mobile node. Thus, by 
the time the source node concludes that the destination is outside of the ad hoc network, a route to 
AIAR is already established. The mobile node can go ahead with data packet to its conespondent 
node via AIAR without going through another route discovery process for access router. This 
approach requires a slight modification in the ad hoc routing protocol implemented in the access 
router. It imposes extra fiuictionality on the access router and possibly extra routing overhead.
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6.5.8 Data Packet Delivery
Data packet deliveiy from Mobile IP Home Agent (HA) and correspondent node (CN) is 
tiansparent to the interworking between MANET nodes and AIAR. HA and CN use a IPv6 Type 
0 Routing Header [Deer98] to route the packet to the mobile node by way of the care-of address 
indicated in their binding cache, as per standard Mobile IPv6 operation. The destination address 
of the packet is mobile node’s care-of addiess, which is also the IP address of AIAR, while the 
final destination address earned by the routing header is the home address of mobile node^. When 
AIAR receives a packet with Type 0 Routing Header and further discovers that the final 
destination address contain within the Routing Header is not its own home address, AIAR check 
its Ad Hoc Node List for the final destination address. If the final destination address is found in 
its Ad Hoc Node List, AIAR will replace the destination address with the final destination address 
(the home address of an ad hoc node). The packet will then be routed to its final destination 
residing in the ad hoc network. Note that if a micro-mobility protocol is used in conjunction with 
Mobile IP, micro-mobility routing will first be used to foiward the packet to AIAR within the 
micro-mobility domain. Mobile node also sends data to its conespondent node via IPv6 type 0 
Routing Header. The initial destination address of the data packet is set to AIAR address, while 
the final destination address placed in the routing header is the address of conespondent node.
6.6 Performance Evaluation
To evaluate various aspects of interworking, a network model consists of mobile ad hoc nodes 
and fixed network entities were developed with Glomosim [Zen98]. The objective of the 
modelling and simulation is to investigate throughput and overhead of interworking of MANET 
and network with respect to the following factors:
1. Mobile node density
2. Transmission range
3. Router Advertisement interval (also Icnown as beacon interval, BI)
4. TTL setting of Router Advertisement packets
5. AIAR discovery modes
 ^IfMARP is used here, the destination address of packet generated by HA and CN is the co-located CoA 
(CCoA) of the mobile node while the final destination is the home address. Packet will reach the gateway 
AAR of mobile node, which is also the AIAR. When AIAR receives the packet, AIAR checks its MAR list for 
the first destination address and its Ad Hoc Node List for the final destination address. I f  both are found in 
the list, AIAR routes the packet to the MANET base on the final destination.
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6.6.1 Simulation Model
Simulations were caiTied out with 30 and 50 mobile nodes (MN) randomly moving in a 
rectangular flat space of 1000m x 1000m while sending data packet to a fixed node. Protocol 
implementation is based on Mobile IPv6 and AODV and is closely matched to the respective 
specification in [Joh03] and [Per03] respectively. The fixed network elements include an AIAR, 
a Mobile IP Home Agent (HA), and a Corresponding Node (CN) as shown in Figure 6-3. Mobile 
node interacts with CN via the AIAR that runs both AODV and Mobile IP. Network links among 
node are established on IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol with speed of 2Mbps. The CBR source at 
mobile node sends packets to its CN at rate of 4 packets per second, each packet of size 512 bytes 
of data. The mobility model uses the random waypoint model. All data and control packets 
intercepted by AIAR would be forwarded to the ultimate destination, either to itself, HA, CN or 
MN. Simulations are run for 900 simulated seconds. Unless otherwise stated, each data point in a 
graph represents 10 mns with identical traffic model, but differently randomly generated mobility 
scenarios. Unless otherwise stated, the default setting of simulations are as listed in Table 6-1.
P aram eters V alues
Number of MN 30
Speed  (m/s) 0-10 (uniformly distributed)
P ause time (second) 10, constant value
Router Advertisement Interval (second) 5
Transmission range (meter) 350
TTL of advertisement packet 4
Traffic source Constant Bit Rate, 4  data packets 
per second, 512 bytes per packet.
AIAR discovery mode Default Mode
Table 6-1: Simulation parameter of MANET-lnfrastructure interworking
The system is evaluated using the following performance metiics:
• Packet Delivery Ratio: The ratio of the total number of data packets received by the 
destination to the number of packets generated by source.
• Mobile IF Overhead: The number of Mobile IP contiol packets tiansmitted. This includes 
Router Advertisement, Router solicitation. Registration and Acknowledgment packets. Eveiy 
Mobile IP packet forwarded is considered as one transmission.
• AODV Overhead: The number of AODV control packet transmitted. This includes Route 
Request, Route Reply and Route Eiror control packets. Eveiy AODV packet forwarded is 
considered as one transmission.
• Total Overhead: The sum of Mobile IP and AODV overhead.
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6.6.2 Integrated Versus Separated Networks
The first set of simulations compares interworking (refer to as "integrated' henceforth) and non­
interworking (refer to as "separated’ henceforth) scenarios. In integrated scenario, MN registers 
and sends packet to AIAR via multihop routing. For the case of separated network, no multihop 
packet deliveiy is possible, thus packet deliveiy between AJAR and mobile node is possible only 
if MN and AIAR are within each other’s transmission range.
Effect On Varying Node Density
Figure 6-7 indicates that much better packet deliveiy ratio can be achieved in an integrated 
network. It is obvious that inteiivorking of fixed and ad hoc network provides a better chance for 
MN being connected to the Internet and hence better packet deliveiy ratio. As node density 
increases fiom 10 to 50 node/km^, packet delivery ratio increases fiom 27.6% to 96.8%. For the 
case of separated network, the packet delivery ratio is kept low and is not affected by node density 
of the MANET. This is because the relaying capability of mobile node has not been exploited.
The benefit of better packet delivery ratio and higher online time comes at the cost of higher 
control overhead. Both Mobile IP and AODV contiol overhead, as shown in Figure 6-8 and 
Figure 6-9, are liigher for integrated networks. AODV contiol packets are generated to maintain 
routing path to AIAR. Figure 6-8 also illustrates that majority of Mobile IP overhead is due to 
Router Advertisement packet. Router Advertisement of Mobile IP is being repeatedly fomarded 
among MNs as long as the TTL setting is non-zero. In addition, packets for registiation and 
update with AIAR, HA and CN are also created. However, these overheads are not affected by 
node density within MANET.
Higher frequency of advertisement results in higher number of Mobile IP control packet. As seen 
in Figure 6-8, the number of Mobile IP contiol overhead for the case of beaconing interval (BI) of 
5 second is consistently higher than that of 15 second by a factor of 2. AODV control overhead 
BI of 5 second is comparable to that 15 second when MN density of low. As node density 
increases, AODV overhead become higher for higher beaconing frequency, though packet 
deliveiy ratio is nearly the same. This is because the average path length or the hop count 
between MN and AIAR is greater. At higher node density, there are more hop-wise RREQ and 
RREP message transmissions and higher possibility of linlt brealcs that creates RBRR. In 
addition, as node density increases, the total control packets is higher, as shown in Figui'e 6-10, is 
liigher. The overall effect is that the overhead per data delivered, as shown in Figure 6-11, is 
higher for low beaconing interval although the packet deliveiy ratio is not much affected.
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To summarise, integi’ated fixed and ad hoc network offers a better chance of network connection, 
and hence better packet delivery ratio. Higher node density allows better relaying capability of a 
system at the cost of higher control overhead. Contr ol overhead comprises mainly broadcasted 
Router Advertisements and AODV conti ol packets.
Effect On Varying Transm ission Range
Figure 6-12 to Figure 6-15 illustrates the performance of integrated and separated scenarios for 
transmission range vaiying from 200 meters to 500 meters and beacon interval of 5 and 15 
seconds.
As shown in Figure 6-12, packet delivery ratio improves dramatically when MANET interworks 
with the inffastiiictui'ed network. Packet delivery ratio increases fairly linearly with transmission 
range increases from 200m until it exceeds 85% when transmission range reaches 350m. From 
350m onward, packet delivery ratio increases less rapidly.
As in the previous experiment, the improvement of packet delivery performance comes with the 
cost of higher control overhead. As shown in Figure 6-13, the total number of control overhead 
for integrated networks is consistently higher than that of separated networks. For integrated 
scenario, the average numbers of control overhead are 32851 and 22143 packets for beaconing 
interval equal to 5 seconds and 15 seconds respectively. For separated scenario, they are only 
2912 and 1721 packets. As transmission range increase fr om 200m to 500m, the total overhead 
for non-integrated network is low and stays relatively consistent.
Figure 6-14 shows the breakdown of overhead into Mobile-IP-originated and AODV-originated 
for integrated scenario. As stated in the previous sub-section, the main source of control 
overhead of Mobile IP is the Router Advertisement sent among MANET nodes. The total control 
overhead of Mobile IP increases with transmission range. This is because the higher transmission 
range gives better chance for nodes to receive Router Advertisement packets, which will 
subsequently be re-broadcasted if the TTL value associated with the Router Advertisement packet 
is non-zero. On the other hand, the overhead of AODV is kept low when transmission range is 
either too low or too high. When tiansmission range is low (i.e. 200m), the chance of a mobile 
being isolated from the AIAR is high. In this case, mobile node may not be able to reach AIAR 
despite repeated attempts to discover an AIAR. This results in no packet being delivered, hence 
no route maintenance and ADOV route establishment and hence low AODV overhead. As 
transmission range increases, the relaying capability among of MN improves, as evident by the 
improvement in the packet delivery ratio illustrated by Figure 6-12. As transmission range 
exceeds 300m, AODV overhead reduces despite increment in packet delivery ratio. This is 
because with high transmission range, MN is less reliant on multihop routing for its packet 
delivery, and hence less ADOV control overhead for route establishment and maintenance.
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Nevertheless, with more packets being successfully delivered to its destination, the normalised 
overhead reduces as transmission range increases. This is depicted by Figure 6-15.
It can be concluded that overhead of Mobile IP is closely related to transmission range and that 
AODV overhead follows FDR when transmission range is low.
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6.6.3 TTL Setting and Advertisement Interval
The previous sections have shown that Router Advertisement packet and control packet for ad hoc 
network routing are the major sources of the overhead in the inffastructured and MANET 
integrated networks. AODV control packets in MANET are always needed for route
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establishment and maintenance for data packet delivery. To limit number of ti'ansmission of 
control packet within MANET, controlled-flooding mechanism is already incorporated into 
AODV to limit re-transmission of contiol packet. On the other hand, Mobile IP Router 
Advertisement packets are supposed to be broadcasted to reach all mobile nodes. However, 
flooding of broadcast packets into MANET not only utilises bandwidth unnecessarily, but also 
increases the chance of collision during data packet delivery. These in turn reduce the overall 
data thioughput. This section investigates how Router Advertisements is sent to mobile nodes 
while maintaining a reasonably low overhead in integrated scenario.
The third set of experiments evaluates the protocol performance in term of beaconing interval and 
TTL setting for of Router Advertisement packets. The mean values in the following graphs are 
collected for TTL setting varies from 1 to 16, and mean advertisement interval of 2, 5, 10, 15, 30, 
45 and 60 seconds.
Effect On Varying Advertisement Interval And TTL
Figure 6-16 shows total Mobile IP overhead for different values of TTLs and advertisement 
intervals (or beacon intervals). As the advertisement interval increases, less advertisement 
packets are being flooded within the MANET. Since periodical Router Advertisement packets are 
the dominant contiibutor, the total overhead of Mobile IP is inversely proportional to the 
advertisement inteival. Figure 6-17 shows the number of AODV overhead. It does not display a 
distinct relevance to the beaconing interval of advertisement packet except that it tends to become 
liigher when mean interval is reduced from 10 second. The total overhead of Mobile IP and 
AODV is shown in Figure 6-18. It can be seen that the overall overhead closely followed the 
shape of overhead of Mobile IP which is governed by the number of Router Advertisement. Tlie 
average overhead for different TTL over different advertisement intei'vals is shown in Figure 
6-19. It can be seen that as TTL reaches 6, a steady state at which the total amount of control 
overhead stays within 3% of maximum value is achieved.
Figure 6-20 shows the packet delivery ratio for different TTL and advertisement interval 
configurations. It is observed that when advertisement interval is low, the packet delivery ratio is 
low. This is due to the higher overhead of fr equent broadcasting of Router Advertisement packets 
into MANET, such overhead reduces the thioughput of MANET. On the other hand, if TTL 
setting is close to 1, no advertisement packet is being relayed into the MANET. This limits the 
chances of mobile nodes to discover the AIAR and hence less data packet being delivered. The 
average packet delivery ratio, as depicted by Figure 6-21, shows a trend similar to that of the 
control overhead but the steady state point is reached when TTL exceeds 4. It can be concluded 
that increasing the TTL beyond 4 poses unnecessary overhead, as this does not increase the 
overall perfoimance.
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Figure 6-22 illustrates the number of overhead for each data packet successfully delivered. As 
TTL increases from 4 to 8, overhead per data delivery increases from 1.29 to 1.69, which is an 
increment of 20%, while packet delivery ratio stays at 90%. Figure 6-22 also shows that TTL at 2 
give the lowest overhead per data packet delivered due to moderated PDR and limited number of 
broadcast of advertisement. Nevertheless, at this point, the packet delivery ratio is only 72%.
System Cost
It is found that tacket delivery ratio and control overhead alone are not enough to present the 
overall performance. Neither is overhead per data packet a suitable performance metric. This is 
because high packet delivery ratio is always coupled with high control overhead. To evaluate the 
overall performance interworking in term of throughput and overhead, a system cost factor, c, has 
been defined as following.
c = w * (1- PDR) + OH
W here c  = system  cost
w = w eighing a factor 
PDR = packet delivery ratio, norm alised to 1 
OH = overhead per data delivered, normalised to 1 
The system cost is an indicator of the overall performance on the infrastructured and MANET 
interworking in any network configuration. In the simplest form, it combines the normalised 
overhead and the normalised packet undelivered ratio. The higher the cost, the worse 
performance is the network is in term of control overhead and packet ‘undelivered’ ratio. A 
weighting factor is also incorporated for network designer to determine how low overhead is more 
important than high packet delivery ratio or vice versa. Varying the weighting factor, w, places 
emphasis on one of these parameters.
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A more complex form of system cost can also be defined. It may include parameter such as 
transmission power consumption, data packet deliveiy delay, probability of MANET nodes 
requiring access to fixed network etc. Definition of system cost is dependant on the usage 
scenario. It should be designed based on what aspects of network to be optimised. Such a 
definition is left to the future study.
Figure 6-23 shows the system cost for different weights of packet undelivered ratio. It can be 
concluded that if low overhead is the prime concern for an implementation (w=0.2), the TTL 
value for broadcasted Router Advertisement packets should be 2. On the other hand, if the system 
is aiming for highest possible packet deliveiy ratio (w=5), TTL should be set to 4 for a lower 
possible contiol overhead.
Effect On Varying Transm ission Range And TTL
The simulation above has been repeated for transmission ranges of 300m to 400m, as well as for 
node densities of 30 and 50 nodes/km^. Although the overhead of Mobile IP (shown in Figure 
6-26 and Figure 6-27) rises with transmission range, the AODV overhead (shown in Figure 6-28 
and Figure 6-29) decreases at an even greater magnitude. The net effect is that that higher 
transmission range gives lower total control overhead (summation of Mobile IP and AODV) as 
shown in Figure 6-24 and Figure 6-25. In all cases, the variation of number of overhead stabilise 
as TTL reaches certain values. For instance, in the case of 30 MN/km^, the total overhead reaches 
a steady state as TTL exceeds 7, 6, and 5, for transmission ranges of 300m, 350m and 400m 
respectively.
Packet delivery ratio, depicted in Figure 6-30 and Figure 6-31, demonstrates similar trend of 
reaching a steady state too. It increases with TTL in all cases but stabilise as TTL exceeds certain 
value. For instance of 30 MN/kin^, the as TTL exceeds 5, 4, 3, for transmission range of 300m, 
350m and 400m respectively, the packet delivery ratio reaches the steady state of 68%, 90% and 
96%.
In general, as node density and transmission range increase, the overall perfonnance in terms of 
packet delivery ratio improves. It is also observed that when node density is low, increasing 
transmission range is very effective for improving packet delivery ratio. For 30 MN/krn^, packet 
delivery ratio improves by 28% (from 96% to 68%) as transmission increases fiom 300m to 
400m. The total control overhead increases with node density but decreases with transmission 
range.
Varying TTL setting has different affect on overall performance on network with different 
transmission range and different node densities. As illustrated by Figure 6-30, with node density 
of 30 MN/km^ and transmission range of 300m, varying TTL fiom 1 to 5 results in 34% of 
improvement in packet delivery ratio. For node density of 50 MN/km^ and 400m transmission
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range, varying TTL from 1 to 5 result in only 9% of improvement in packet delivery ratio. 
Therefore, infinitely increasing TTL does not necessarily provide better performance in term of 
throughput. The most suitable TTL value is a function of transmission range, node density, 
packet delivery ratio and control overhead.
Figure 6-32 and Figure 6-33 show the system cost for different TTL settings and transmission 
ranges with weighing factor of 5. This places more emphasis on the packet delivery ratio. For the 
case of 30 MN/km^, to ensure the optimum performance, in term of packet delivery ratio, the TTL 
should be set to 5, 4, and 3 for transmission range of 300, 350 and 400 meter respectively. Table 
6-2 summarises the optimum TTL configuration for different weights, transmission ranges and 
node densities.
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Node Density 
(MN/km^)
w =0.2
(Low overhead is more 
important)
w=1 w =5
(High packet delivery 
matio is more important)
300m 350m 400m 300m 350m 400m 300m 350m 400m
30 3 2 2 3 3 2 5 4 3
50 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 3 3
Table 6-2: Optimum advertisement TTL setting for different transmission ranges and node densities
6.6.4 AIAR Discovery Modes 
AIAR Discovery Attempts and Overhead
The overhead of AODV is from various control packets created for route establishment and route 
maintenance by MANET nodes. Closer examination of AO YD overhead (shown in Figure 6-28 
and Figui'e 6-29) reveals that when reachability among mobile nodes is low, i.e. when the 
transmission range or node density is low, AODV contiol overhead increases with TTL. This is 
due to the fact that if reachability is low, higher TTL gives better relaying capability among MN 
to disseminate router inforaiation advertised by AIAR. This allows mobile node to realise the 
existence of any AIAR, and subsequently to register with AIAR and send packet to its 
coiTesponding node. Higher TTL also gives better chance of route being setup. Thus, if 
reachability is low (e.g. density of 30MN/km^ and transmission range of 300m in Figure 6-28), 
packet deliveiy ratio increases steadily with TTL while AODV contiol overhead increases with 
packet delivery ratio. In other words, AODV contiol packet overhead increases with TTL value.
On the other hand, when reachability among nodes is high, less AODV control packets are created 
for route discoveiy and route maintenance. The amount of AODV contiol overhead is also less 
affected by packet deliveiy ratio. Instead, it is observed that as reachability improves (i.e. at 
higher node density or higher transmission range) and packet deliveiy ratio exceeds 80% (see 
Figure 6-30 and Figure 6-31), AODV overhead (as in Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-29) is essentially 
governed by the number of AJAR discoveiy initiated by mobile node. Figure 6-34 and Figure 
6-35 show the number of AIAR discovery attempted for different TTL confrguiations. As TTL 
reduces, less advertisement packet reaches mobile nodes, the number of AIAR discoveiy initiated 
by mobile node increases. These explain why AODV control overhead decreases with TLL (see 
Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-29).
While overhead of Mobile IP conti ol header is governed by the number of Router Advertisements 
broadcasted, overhead of AODV is heavily affected by the number of access router discoveiy 
earned out by mobile nodes especially when the reachablity among nodes are high, it is affected 
by PDR when reachability among nodes are low.
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As explained in sub-section 6.5.5, there are Default Mode, Enhanced Mode and Optimised Mode 
of AIAR discovery. The later two were designed to minimise the overhead and to reduce the 
discovery and registration time required. Default, Enhanced and Optimised modes are denoted as 
0, 1 and 2 respectively in the following comparisons. 30 sets of simulations were ran for the 
comparisons.
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Figure 6-34: AIAR discovery attempted (30 MN) Figure 6-35: AIAR discovery attempted (50 MN)
Effect On Varying Transmission Range
The total times required for successful discovery of and registration with AIAR for different 
discovery modes are shown in Figure 6-36. The discovery time reduces with transmission range. 
This is because higher transmission range allows packets to reach the destination with less 
number of sequential re-transmissions among mobile nodes. In all cases, the total time required is 
lowest with Optimised Mode. This is closely followed by Enhanced Mode and Default Mode 
gives the worse performance.
Figure 6-37 shows the successful rate for discovering and registering with AIAR. As 
transmission range increases, the reachability among nodes increases and hence successful rate 
increases. Again, Optimised Mode outperforms Default and Enhanced modes. In particular, it 
has 6-10% of improvement for transmission range below 350m. This is because in Optimised 
Mode, the solicited advertisement information is always provided together with RREP packet 
from AIAR. In addition, only AIAR will reply to RREQ of AIARMAddress in this mode. This 
enables not only more timely delivery of advertisement packet to the mobile node, but also better 
reliability.
The control overheads with different discovery modes are shown in Figure 6-38 and Figure 6-39. 
In all cases, the total overhead for Optimised Mode is the lowest, followed by Enhanced Mode,
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and Default Mode gives the worse performance. The overhead of AODV increases with 
transmission range but then decreases as 300m is reached. This is because when transmission 
range is low, the chance that discovery is unsuccessful and mobile node does not engage in data 
delivery is high, whereas when transmission range is high, mobile node is less likely to initiate 
AIAR discoveiy. It also requires less control packet to setup and maintain routing path for date 
deliveiy.
Figure 6-40 shows that packet deliveiy ratios with different AIAR discoveiy modes are almost 
identical. This means that the advantages of Optimised and Enhanced modes in term of more 
timely discovery and registiation, better successful rate of discoveiy and lower number of contiol 
packets do not compromise packet deliveiy performance.
Effect On Varying Node Density
Comparison of discoveiy modes has also been carried out for different node densities. As shown 
in Figure 6-41, the discovery and registration time required for Optimised Mode is consistently 
the lowest for all node densities, whereas Default Mode is the worst performance. On average the 
discoveiy time has been shorten by 60.4%. It is also observed that the discoveiy time tends to 
increase with node density. This is because with higher node density more hops are involved for a 
successful discovery.
The discoveiy successful rate with Optimised Mode is also the highest. As shown in Figure 6-42, 
the successful rate increases as node density increases because the relaying capability within the 
ad hoc network increases. Optimised Mode improves by 2.8% - 9.4% for different node densities.
Figure 6-43 shows the contr ol overhead of both Mobile IP and AODV. Mobile IP overhead are 
comparable for different AIAR discovery modes. AODV overhead is lower with Optimised and 
Enhanced modes. In particular, at 50MN/km^, comparing to Default Mode, Enhanced Mode and 
Optimised Mode reduces AODV overhead by 10.5% and 19.5% respectively.
For all discoveiy modes, the total number of overhead increases with node density. This is 
because higher node density allows better propagation of control packets among mobile nodes, 
more route being successfully setup, and subsequently more conhol overhead for route 
maintenance and Mobile IP registration. In particular, more Router Advertisement packets are 
sent among mobile nodes. With each reception of unsolicited advertisement, mobile node leaves 
the ‘given-up-and-will-not-discover’ state. This leads to more attempts of router discoveries 
initiated by mobile nodes (see sub-section 6.5.5). All these contiibute to higher overhead at 
higher node density. Similar to the previous set of experiments, the perfonnance of packet 
deliveiy ratio, as shown in Figure 6-45, does not degiade in spite of the reduction in control 
overhead, faster AIAR discoveiy and registiation as well as more reliable discoveiy.
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6.7 Discussion and Summary
It is validated that intei*working of ad hoc and infrasti'uctured network significantly improve the 
ability of mobile node to communicate with fixed network and the Internet. However, such 
improvement comes with the cost of higher number of control overhead being circulated within 
the ad hoc networks. This is due to the fact that certain information, particularly the periodical 
advertisement, from the inffastructured network has to be broadcasted to the mobile node within 
the ad hoc network to emulate a scenario whereby mobile node is within the transmission range of 
access router. In general, advertisement overhead increases with node density, transmission 
range, fr equency of advertising and the TTL setting of the advertisement packet. In addition, 
overhead also come from the contiol packet of AODV for route set up and maintenance in ad hoc 
network. Packet deliveiy ratio generally increases with fransmission range, node density, 
beaconing interval and value of TTL. They are parameters that increase the relaying capability 
among mobile nodes.
Advertisement interval (or beaconing interval) and TTL value are parameters that can be used by 
Mobile IP and AODV respectively to control the overhead in inteiworking. In general, increasing 
the beacon inteival not only reduces Mobile IP overhead, but also improving packet deliveiy 
ratio. However, higher inteival increases the rendezvous time during a potential handoff and this 
will result in less timely handoff. Varying TTL value of a packet is an effective method to control 
the overhead without compromising handoff and mobility protocol performance. Overhead of 
advertisement can be reduced considerably by setting a lower TTL, regardless of the ti’ansmission 
range, node density and advertisement inteival. Different value of TTL has different effect on the 
AODV routing contiol overhead depending on transmission range, node density and 
advertisement inteival. As TTL is higher, the total confrol overhead created by advertisements 
packet is high. Therefore, although higher TTL gives higher packet deliveiy ratio, it does not 
necessary result in better overall performance. A balance between high packet delivery ratio and 
low overhead need to be maintained. The optimum TTL setting for different scenarios has been 
investigated. It was found that for node density ranging from 30 to 50 nodes, with fransmission 
range from 200m to 500m, TTL value of 5 to 3 ensures the best possible packet deliveiy ratio at 
the lowest overhead.
Mobile node that does not have information about an access router will attempt to discover and 
register with AIAR. Such discoveiy and registiation takes some time to complete and generates 
contiol packets. Two types of discoveiy procedures. Optimised and Enhanced modes, are 
proposed with the objective of reducing the contiol packet and the time for discovering and 
registering with AJAR. Simulation study has shown that the proposed methods are effective in 
meeting these objectives.
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6.8 Conclusion And Future Works
An interworking mechanism for infrasti’ucture-backed network and MANET was developed in 
this chapter. This mechanism aims to provide Internet comiectivity to mobile nodes in ad hoc 
network. In this proposal, independent addressing within ad hoc network is conserved as mobile 
node’s home address is used within MANET while global routability is achieved by using care-of 
address. In addition all the operations involved are transparent to both the home agent and 
conespondent nodes. Inteiworking gieatly improves the ability of MANET to communicate with 
fixed network, but it is achieved with cost of higher control overhead. The effects of various 
protocol parameters on throughput and overhead had been investigated. Router Advertisement, 
used by IP-based mobility management protocols, is the major source of contiol overhead. The 
optimum TTL values of Router Advertisement that provide best compromise between data 
thioughput overhead were identified. Different access discovery modes proposed and were 
proven to be effective in controlling AODV overhead created during access router discoveiy 
procedures.
Many fiituie works could be done. For instance, mobile node may use with multiple wireless 
interfaces to reach other mobile nodes and access routers. With heterogeneous interfaces, an 
effective addressing scheme and routing algorithm is required. As number of access router 
increases, more advertisement packet will be flooded into MANET fiom different access router. 
A mechanism is required to limit the amount of advertisement packet. With the presence of 
multiple access routers, algorithm that takes multihop routing into consideration for handoff 
among different access router is required. Upon handoff, procedure for fast and efficient route set 
up and registr ation with the new access router need to be defined.
Future study could also investigate more complex but more precise form of system cost. The 
system cost may include parameter such as transmission power consumption, data packet delivery 
delay, probability of MANET nodes requiring access to fixed network. Definition of system cost 
is dependent on the usage scenario as well as what aspects of network to be optimised.
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7 Conclusion
7.1 Research Contribution
IP routing protocols were originally designed for fixed tenninals and there is a need to enhance IP 
protocols with various functionalities to support user and terminal mobility. This thesis has 
addressed terminal mobility management using IP protocols in an all-IP mobile network. The 
work placed particular emphasis on GPRS, inter-domain mobility, intia-domain mobility and 
interworking of ad hoc routing protocol with mobility protocol.
First, the mobility management mechanism of an existing network, GPRS, was studied to identify 
the important issues for mobility management in packet-based mobile network. A simulator was 
developed to study the end-to-end behaviour of data transmission between a mobile client and a 
fixed server via GPRS and Internet. More specifically, the effect of user mobility on packet 
delivery in GRPS was investigated. Routing area updates are earned in GRPS network as part of 
the handoff management process. The effects of different types of routing area update on packet 
data delivery in GPRS were analysed. Delay in packet delivery, and hence the packet loss, during 
routing area update can be very high as tr affic load increases. The strengths and weaknesses of 
GRPS as mobile network providing IP-based, access had been identified. In addition, possible 
evolution path, fiom the cunent GPRS network to the future all-IP mobile network was also 
examined.
In IP networks, the mobility of teiminals can be intei-preted as a routing and addressing problem. 
Thiee aspects of mobility scenarios in all-IP network were identified. The first aspect is the inter­
domain mobility, in which the mobile node moves across or roams among different networks. 
Second is the intra-domain mobility in which the mobile nodes handoffs among different access 
routers within the same network. The final aspect is the mobile ad hoc networking in which 
mobile nodes form a self-contained network without any fixed network elements and the relative 
movement among mobile nodes is highly dynamic.
Mobile IP and SIP, as solutions for IP-based inter-domain mobility management, were first 
investigated. Mobile IP and SIP are network layer and an application layer solution respectively. 
Both approaches were studied in teira of binding update operation, signalling involved and
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handoff performance evaluation via simulation. It was found that the operating principles of both 
approaches are similar in that mobile node is required to update certain network entities with its 
newly acquired address once it has moved to another network. Due to the ability of SIP-based 
mobile node to interact directly with its SIP-based corresponding node without ti'iangular routing, 
SIP-based mobility management approach gives a better overall performance than that of Mobile 
IP. However, as far as handoff performance is concerned. Mobile IP shows a better perfonnance 
in terms of handoff completion time and handoff packet lost ratio. Nevertheless, SIP-based 
approach is not suitable for TCP-based applications. Hence, it cannot be used as a standalone 
mobility solution. Mobile IP, as a network layer solution, is therefore preferred and being 
adopted to work in conjunction with other intra-domain and ad hoc routing protocols.
Mobile IP is only suitable for supporting mobility across different administiative domains or 
roaming. Mobility of IP nodes within the same network or domain can be handled by other intra­
domain mobility protocol that exploits the locality of mobile node movements. Such protocols 
are also more effective in supporting fast handoff. Dividing IP mobility management into “inter­
domain” and “intra-domain” sections minimises the volume of signalling and the delay for route 
updating a mobile node is only moving within the same domain. Therefore, a more optimised 
solution consists of two complementaiy parts and these need two different solutions.
In order to design an intia-domain mobility management protocol to augment Mobile IP, various 
existing micro-mobility protocols have been studied. They have been fiirther categorised into 
Hierarchical Tunnelling, Host-specific Forwarding, and Mobile-Enlianced Routing schemes for 
comparison and analysis pwposes. Such categorisation has identified the key characteristics, 
architectuie, scalability, reliability, and philosophy (or implicit assumptions) of various protocols. 
It also provided a clear perspective of the functionalities that need to be achieved by an IP 
mobility protocol. Tlie Hierarchical Tunnelling scheme does not create host-specific forwarding 
entries in access routers. Instead, the mobile node updates its IP address and the routers deliver 
packets to the mobile node using network-prefix-based routing. Host specific forwaiding 
approach does not require changes of IP address but create fonvarding entries for eveiy mobile 
node in all access routers. There is only one Mobile-Enlianced Routing scheme being identified, 
and it is based on a completely new and complex routing protocol. Generally, the packet re­
routing mechanism, address management and topological requirement are the key differentiators 
among the micro-mobility protocols.
After studying an extracting the best mechanisms form all the categories of mobility protocols 
investigated, a novel micro-mobility protocol, MARP is proposed. MARP has been designed 
such that it works on top of any traditional intia-domain IP routing protocol (such as OSPF and 
RIP) and interoperates with Mobile IP. MARP makes use of both network-prefix-based routing 
and host-specific forwarding, but host specific enti les are limited to a small set of routers thereby
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reducing the size of foiwarding tables. This makes MARP scalable while still able to tackle 
mobility of mobile nodes on per-host basis. Simulation results showed that MARP is an effective 
approach for supporting handoffs and is more scalable as compared to other popular protocols 
such as Cellular IP and HMIP. The routers with MARP capability can be deployed in the MARP- 
enabled network in a seamless way in the sense that it interoperates with Mobile IP and intra­
domain IP routing protocols. These features make MARP a good candidate for next generation 
IP-based mobile communication network
Finally, the interworking mechanism for infrastructured and ad hoc networks was developed with 
Mobile IP as an example of mobility management protocol and AODV as ad hoc routing protocol. 
Such mechanism aims to provide Internet connectivity to mobile nodes in ad hoc network so that 
the advantage of both multihop routing and global mobility of mobile nodes can be exploited. 
The proposed mechanism has been designed such that it is generic and is applicable to inter­
domain (Mobile IP) and intra-domain protocols (e.g. MARP, HMIP). In this proposal, 
independent addressing within ad hoc networks is conseiwed by using mobile node’s home 
address as an identifier witliin MANET, while global routability is achieved by using a care-of 
address. Using home address of MN, which is unique and fixed, within MANET avoids any 
dismption to any on going session due to the change of IP address as MN handoff to other router. 
All the operations involved in interworking are transparent to both the home agent and 
correspondent nodes of mobile nodes. It has been validated that inteiworking of ad hoc and 
infrastructured network significantly improve the ability of mobile nodes to communicate with 
fixed network and the Internet. However, such as improvement comes at the cost of higher 
amount of control overhead. In particular a large amount of advertisement information is 
broadcasted fiom access router into the ad hoc network. The overhead is affected by parameters 
such as node density, transmission range, Mobile IP router advertisement interval, and the TTL 
setting of the advertisement packet. It was found that advertisement inteiwal and TTL value are 
parameters that can be used by Mobile IP and AODV respectively to contiol the overall overhead 
without compromising the packet deliveiy ratio. In general, increasing the advertisement inteiwal 
not only reduces Mobile IP overhead, but also improves the packet deliveiy ratio. Overhead of 
advertisement can also be reduced considerably by setting a lower TTL, regardless of the 
transmission range, node density and advertisement interval. It was also found that increasing 
TTL gives better packet deliveiy ratio, until the TTL exceed a certain value at which it does not 
result in any significantly better deliveiy ratio but only high advertisement overhead. A balance 
between high packet deliveiy ratio and low overhead needs to be maintained. It was found that 
for node densities ranging fiom 30 to 50 nodes, with transmission ranges fiom 200m to 500m, 
TTL of 3-5 is sufficient to ensure the best possible packet delivery ratio at the lowest overhead. A 
mobile node, which does not have any information about any access route carries out router
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discoveiy procedure. Two different access router discoveiy procedures, Optimised and Enhanced 
modes, were also proposed to augment the default procedure. Using the proposed procedures, a 
mobile node not only discovers and registers with an access router with shorter delay, but also 
generates less control overhead without compromising data packet deliveiy ratio.
The IP design approach, that is to design a set of modular protocols that do particular tasks and to 
combine them with other protocols in order to build an internetworking system, was adopted in 
this work. IP mobility has been broken down into a number of independent protocols. Mobile IP 
is used as the inter-domain mobility protocol, a micro-mobility protocol which is compatible with 
Mobile IP has been designed for handling intia-domain mobility, then a protocol was designed for 
interworking of mobility protocol with ad hoc routing protocol.
7.2 Future Work
In order to use SIP as a mobility management protocol, fuither optimisation and cross-layer 
interoperability are required among SIP, IP, tiansport and application layers. Futuie work could 
focus on how network and linlc layer interacts with SIP for seamless handoff and how SIP-based 
mobility management protocol provides support to TCP. A hybrid of Mobile IP and SIP 
approaches can be adopted for mobility management in IP networks. For example, SIP could be 
used for personal mobility and Mobile IP for teiininal macromobility, by registering the home 
address with the SIP server. SIP seiwer could use the home agent as its location register or the 
mobile could register its CoA with the SIP seiwer. Another option is that inter-domain mobility to 
be supported by Mobile IP for TCP connections and by SIP for real-time sessions. All these 
option requires optimisation in teiin of signalling and protocols interoperability.
IP handoff and mobility management protocols assume that new access router can be chosen by 
mobile node. However, the actual process of selecting suitable access router has not been 
considered. To support a truly seamless and glitchless handoff, the IP layer needs to work hand in 
hand with link or even physical layer. Information available at the link layer could be used to 
trigger the Layer 3 (i.e. IP) messaging in advance of the actual handover and thus achieving a 
more timely handoff at IP layer. Such information could originate fiom the mobile or the network 
and can be based on measurements of signal-to-noise-ratio base stations or on the load of the 
serving access router. An extension of this idea is to standardise the interaction between the link 
and IP layers, by defining a generic interface between them, such that heterogeneous wireless 
access technology can be supported. Such interface may include parameter such as the urgency of 
handover, some sort of identifier for the potential new access router along with the capabilities of 
the access router or any other information that may assist IP-layer handoff of a mobile node from 
one access router to another. Defining this interface in a sufficiently generic way, including being
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able to cope with existing and future wireless technologies, is non-trivial. Nonetheless, such a 
generic interface would help in inter-technology handovers in an all-IP mobile network.
The work on inteiworking of ad hoc and wireless infiastmctured networks assumed only one 
access router. As the number of access router increases, algorithm for handoff or cell ad hoc 
mobile nodes require switching among different access router. In addition, more advertisement 
packets will be flooded into MANET from multiple access routers. An effective mechanism is 
required to limit the amount of advertisement packets with the presence of multiple access routers. 
Finally, work could be done on managing the mobility of an entire ad hoc network, which 
changes its point of attachment to the network as a single unit. In this case, the mobility 
management is performed on per-network basis, instead of on per-terminal basis. The mobile ad 
hoc network may have one mobile router which connect the entire network to the global Internet. 
None of the nodes behind the mobile router will be aware of the network's mobility and the 
network's movement needs to be completely transparent to the nodes inside the mobile network 
such that the handoff and mobility management complexity is hidden from the mobile node 
within the network.
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